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2. 

Summary of the Conference 

This ,·las the fourth in a sequence of annu3.1 conferences that started "ith the 
meeting sponsored by the Science Council on "The Education of Teachers of 
Hathematics: ·the Universities' Responsibility" in 1977. At the end of the 
1978 meeting the group adopted its present name, at the end of 1979 meeting 
it appointed an acting Advisory Board and Executive Committee, and at the 
conclusion of the 1980 meeting it approved an official constitution and lleld 
elections of its officers. This progression indicates the growing confidence 
of the group in its own future. 

A total of 51 participants made this the largest of the four meetings, a sub
stantial number coming from francophone institutions in Quebec (18). 

The two guest speakers, Caleb Gattegno and David Hawkins, followed the pattern 
set in previous meetings of joining in the other activities. Indeed, it is 
probably true to say that their contributions to the small groups they attend
ed were as valuable to the conference as their lectures. Nevertheless, Gattegnry 
baffled, intrigued and stimulated the conference with his introduction of the 
idea that modern technology had alerted us to the power of extremely minute 
amounts of energy - "nothings" - and that ,ve could see the challenge of mathe
matics teaching as the task of mobilising in the learner correspondingly minute 
amounts of mental energy. Although the participants were unable to discuss 
this matter with the sensitivity and persistence that Gattegno demanded, it 
is likely that the idea will be heard again and will maybe prove as fruitful as 
its originator clearly intended . 

As in previous conferences a fair stretch of time was spent in Working Groups. 
Feedback from participants unequivocally justifies this activity: sufficient 
time is given to them for the participants to feel that progress is achieved, 
and the groups are small enough to allow everyone the sense of getting to know 
the other people involved. The serious, noticeably goodhumoured and cooperative 
atmosphere of the conference seems to be due to the "healthy" lines of com111Uni
cation established in these groups. Almost no one attempts at any point to upstage 
anyone else - a rare phenomenon in conferences of university professors. 

At least two of the Working Groups - on geometry, and on diagnosis and remedia
tion - made good progress in th~ir studies (the geometry group having the 
advantage of following fairly directly from groups in earlier conferences). 
The calculus/analysis group had a difficult time, mainly because it attracted 
people with very diverse interests in the question. A lesson learned from this 
occasion is that leaders of Working Groups might in future be asked to supply 
a brief description of the questions they would like pursued in the groups. 
This should help, provided it does not reduce the flexibility of the group act
ivity. 

Several one-session group meetings rounded out the prograr:ul1e. Although IJrovis
ion' ,vas left in the timetable for "ad hoc" groups, to be formed on the spur of 
the moment by anyone with a subject he wanted to discuss with others, this 
opportunity was not much taken advantage of. Perhaps the small size of the 
conference allows this sort of informal discussion to take place at mealtimes 
and in other interstices. And perhaps the members do not yet show enough 
initiative i-R- shapi!1g the confenmce -t-G----thei-I"uQ\lm jnteLe~s.~Lu~{elLj11aybe that, 
too, can be learned as time goes on. 

David Wheeler 
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Lecture I 

3. 

Reflections on 40 Years of Hork on Hathematics Teaching 
Caleb Gattegno 

About 1927-28, some of my cousins, about my age, and their schoolmates asked 

me to help them in their mathematics studies. Although I was not yet 17 I 

took my job seriously and so I became a mathematics teacher at the secondary 

school level. In 1932 I founded the Hathematics Seminar in Alexandria 

where a small number of people trying to educate themselves lectured to each 

other on selected chapters of pure and applied mathematics. That became my 

teaching at the graduate level, from \vhich at least four people came out as 

professional mathematicians. 

Hith my children, around 1940, when they were very young, I learned that tea

ching mathematics at the elementary levels was a very different activity. My 

failures discouraged me and for years I did not attempt to touch that popula

tion . 

From 1946 to 1953 I concentrated my study of teaching and learning on the 

secondary and postsecondary levels. Not only did I make some progress - as 

can be seen from my numerous publications of those years - but I also shook 

off Piaget's grip on my mind. I learned to gather evidence directly from 

people I worked with rather than go via the work of others. My studies of 

consciousness started just before World Har II and I was able to apply to 

the study of the structures of the mind the mathematical structures that had 

been found by mathematicians, mainly following Dedekind in 1900. The Bour

baki books were not accessible outside France at that time, but soon after 

1945 I could get acquainted with them. I found that their work affected my 

understanding of the work of the mind but also that their ideas needed al

teration if they were to serve me properly. It was then that I reached my 

understanding of algebra as operations upon operations. Among the Bourbaki, 

Dieudonne agreed wholeheartedly, in 1950, that it also described his ways of 

working . 
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By 1947, I had already propagated the notion that mathematics was the work 

~ of awareness on the dynamics of relationships per see Soon after, algebra 

appeared to me as being the dynamics itself and present in all mathematical 

activity. Thus although mathematicians classify themselves as analysts, 

topologists, algebraists, probabilists, numbers theorists, logicians, and a 

few other subdivisions, I reached a different conclusion since I came to the 

meaning of mathematics through mathematisation. Some of my writings of the 

years around 1950 clearly hint at that. 

~ 

-. 

I worked in isolation for all was new in the field and I did not seem to know 

how to attract the attention of my friends, those good minds I was in contact 

with in Great Britain and the continent of Europe. They listened with inter

est but left me to do the needed spade work. 

In 1950 I formed the International Commission for the Study and Improvement 

of the Teaching of Mathematics. It counted among its original members 

Choquet and Dieudonne from France, Wijnsink from Holland, and myself from 

England. Soon after we co-opted Fletcher from England, Servais and Papy 

from Belgium, Puig Adam from Spain, Castelnuovo and Campedelli from Italy, 

and a number of others. from a number of countries. The work of the Commiss

ion became known partly because of the luminaries among those named above 

and partly because of the two monographs I (anonymou~ly) edited in French in 

1954 and 1956 and which have been translated into Italian, Spanish, German 

(but not into English). As you know, the Commission still exists and meets 

once a year somewhere on earth. 

Two offshoots of the Commission were ATM1 (now ATM) in Britain, founded in 

1952, and the Belgian Association of Math Teachers which also started work 

that year. Both involved me for a few years. In 1959 I was elected the first 

President of ATAM and soon after its first Honorary Member. In 1960 I resigned 

from the International Commission after ten years as its secretary. 

I encountered teaching with films in 1949 when I met Nicolet. The following 

year in Debden (northeast of London) Nicolet and Jacquemard came to work for 

one week on teaching mathematics to adolescents. At once I liked Cantegrel's 
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films (with Jacquemard's scenario and Motard's animation) but I soon under-

~ stood that Nicolet had the better fomula. I offered Nicolet to make his work 

known. Unfortunately I did not manage it and when he died in 1966 although 

he was appreciated by a number of people it was by too few to feel he had not 

labored in vain. 

~ 

On a lecture tour in Belgium in April 1953 I was told I had to become acquaint

ed with the work of another obscure pioneer in the teaching of mathematis: 

George Cuisenaire. It proved to be a turning point in my career as a student 

of learning and teaching and some of you know that in a few years Cuisenaire 

became a household name among teachers of arithmetic allover the world. I 

founded eleven Cuisenaire companies, wrote twenty texts for students and tea

chers, met literally hundreds of thousands of teachers from 1953 to 1962, in 

44 countries, on all continents. 

But all this social activity is overshadowed by the discoveries I made thanks 

to my finding that at last I could work with young children and let them teach 

me what to do to reach them, understand their ways of working and from there 

develop the subordination of teaching to learning in a number of fields. 

These words came to me in 1960 when I was interviewed for the Christchurch 

Daily (New Zealand), and was asked to characterize my work in a few simple 

words. I said, "I teach what 1: know, and that is, to subordinate teaching 

to learning". At that time I had done some work in the fields of science 

through my "openbooks" on the Study of Energy (1957-58), in the field of read

ing for natives (Amharic, Hindi, Spanish in 1958, and English and French in 

1959), in the field of foreign languages (1954), and, of course, in mathematics 

as David Wheeler, present here, can testify to. 

Being busy in so many areas it was to be expected that my contributions to 

the teaching of mathematics would become more the expansion of what I had 

already done than of new findings. But life decided otherwise. In 1967 I was 

forced to recast the foundations of my teaching of elementary mathematics 

when I noticed that not all children using the rods managed to master the basic 

numerical facts of addition. It then occurred to me that I had to replace the 
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rods and some manipulations of them - as I advocated for 14 years - by some 

~ awarenesses of what children can do with their fingers. 

For a while I worked out the details of that approach which I published as the 

first chapters of my liThe Common Sense of Teaching Mathematics" and in articles 

you may have read. Today I know for sure that that approach has made (1) an 

explicit use of what children do so early and so well, i.e. learn to speak 

(which I had not fully integrated when I asked them to work with rods), and 

(2) made an explicit use of two underlying mental powers which we can call the 

perception of equivalence and of complementarity. 

This coming closer to the workings of the mind has been very fruitful, and 

still is. A large number of experiments with very young children and with so

called learning disabled, have confirmed that we may have arrived at a point 

were we shall be able to propose ways of working that can meet the true dyna

mics of the mind and gather unsuspected crops far beyond what was achieved 

more than a quarter of a century ago when the rods were used for teaching. 

~ We do not need to spend time, as we did in the past, to make children retain 

arithmetical facts. Hand calculators have made all the efforts in the direct-

• 

ion of teaching computation a waste of time. Pressing buttons and reading num

erals and signs for operations is all we need as preparation to do quite compli

cated arithmetical computations. They take no time and, if we are careful, they 

are even generally correct. 

To be of our time requires of us, as educators, that we know how to link the 

potential of the mind and the potential of our electronic technologies: 

computers and TV color monitors. Since I am aware that our present stage of 

human evolution can be defined in terms of energy, the utilization of minute 

amounts of energy, I have called the present "the era of the nothings". If we 

consider how to use the public fad for electronic devices in conjunction with 

a serious subordination of these powers to achieving maximized learning by as 

many people as possible, we see our task defined . 
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Three lines of approach on this have presented themselves to me . 

First, I have invested time and money to make mathematical films by computer 

graphics (some of them can be seen here if you wish to). More are being con

templated. 

Second, I have submitted proposals to show, on an example, how computers can 

be used in work with beginners so that in a very short time a considerable 

and valuable mathematics experience can be acquired and become functional. 

If these proposals can provide us the means to publicize our vision we shall 

extend their scope to reduce the apprenticeship of various mathematics skills 

to its proper duration. 

Third, I am engaged in writing articles for various publications (including our 

own Newsletter) so that this way of relating to the powers of the computers 

will be examined and its merits, if any acknowledged. 

Working on computers and on TV makes me more aware every day that we must all 

become experts (among other things) in working on "nothings". Our collective 

future depends on our capacity to produce a generation of minds who can syn

thesize what is relevant today and to offer our children effortless learnings 

in all fields. 

Nowadays a generation gap can happen every few days, not only between people 

of different ages but between adults, and an accumulation of lack of under

standing is not in the interest of the inhabitants of the earth. When I con

centrate on the future and on the era of the "nothings", I am working at being 

truly of my time. 
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Lecture II Understanding understanding mathematics 

eThe View from Below 
DAVID HAWKINS 

There is a story about the late E.T. Bell, true or not I know 
not. His son asked, "Daddy, why do they put that plus sign 
on the top of churches?" Bell also remarked, in one of his 
popular books, that medieval theologians could be regarded 
as frustrated mathematicians in an age when that discipline 
was not fashionable. The joke is convertible. Perhaps 
mathematicians also are frustrated theologians. 

I start this discussion with such jokes because I believe 
that the sources of mathematical knowledge and invention 
are in fact rather mysterious. I have some ideas about how 
such mysteries can be resolved, but I don't think the task is 
easy. 

Let me start with a paradigm case. The Euclidean style of 
geometry is restricted to compass and straightedge. 
Working once in a fifth grade class we had introduced these 
ancient implements, with an initial encouragement to pro
duce any kinds of designs. One of the things which hap
pens, under these constraints, is a multiplicity of circles of 
the same radius, sometimes secondary circles centered on 
the circumference of the first one drawn. Two girls had in 
fact walked the compass around its circle and come back 
after six steps, almost exactly to their starting point. I hap-e pened to be near and caught the question that hovered bet
ween them: "How come?" My intervention was honest and 
it worked. We walked another circle with great care, and the 
point of the compass landed, by luck, in the hole it had 
started from. We ended with the hexagon dissected into 
equilateral triangles, and at one point Suzie said, "This (a 
radial line segment) is the same as that (a hexagonal edge), 
so it has to be just six." 

I regard this as a paradigm case because of the implied 
transition from the empirical "is" to the emphatic "has to 
be." I assumed at the time - and still do - that Suzie had 
shown sortie flash of understanding of a kind which marks 
the transition from fact as empirical to fact as mathematical. 
I have chosen it as a paradigm case because Suzie, like 
Plato's slave boy,*- could be presumed to lack any knowl
edge of formal geometry. Suzie did give some reason for 
her apparent insight, she had noticed that since the pencil 
compass had not been readjusted, it had produced what we 
would call a cluster of equilateral triangles. At the time I did 
no lightning-quick analysis of her apparent insight; unlike 
Socrates I did not proceed to elicit -from her the complete 
steps of a formal proof. I got her to show me that she was 
looking at half the circle, three triangles. I looked at them 
later myself, quite hard. I didn't yet wish to lead too 
strongly, and we went on instead to further partitions of the 
hexagon. When now I try to imagine what I might have 
elicited, I am fascinated. The first obvious proof I see de
pends on the formal Euclidean proposition that the sum of 

.th~!nteriO!~ngleS of a triangle i~_~straight ang~r that for 

·Plato, The Meno, cf. Wheeler, David, "Teaching for Discovery," Out
look 14 (Winter 1974). pp. 38-42. 

any polygon the sum of the supplementary exterior angles, 
triangle or hexagon, is one full rotation. Is there some simi
lar formal proof which would plausibly interpret and 
support Suzie's apparent mathematical insight, without 
imputing to her any acquaintance with high-school geo
metry? Since symmetry is so powerful an idea, yet accessi
ble to visual perception, is there a direct symmetry argu
ment here which would establish her very emphatic conclu
sion? I leave this, as mathematicians often say, as an "exer
cise for the reader:' though her drawing may be suggestive. 
(Figure 1) 

Figure 1 

Maybe that particular Suzie, at that particular moment, was 
-' only guessing. It doesn't matter now. The story itself makes 

my first point. . 
If Suzie's insight was valid, she was already in the do

main of the mathematician; in a basic sense they could meet 
as equals; if not, that first step was still to be taken. What 
then is this transition, so special to mathematics, from the 
merely empirical fact to the mathematical fact? . 

In any case Suzie had still a long way to go, even if she 
was momentarily in the mathematician's domain. There are 
myriad other facts to be recognized, of the kind I think she 
saw. When enough of these facts are recognized and held 
together they are, as a cluster, the substance of classical 
geometry. 

For they are not independent, isolated facts, each true or 
false independently of the others. They are empirical facts 
but not what the early Wittgenstein called "atomic" facts, 
they are internally related to each other. One by itself, or 
two or three together, will lead to and perhaps require still 
another. If some can be noticed first as isolated empirical 
facts, they can still come together by some magnetic 
affmity, providing guides for further investigation; and the 
power of the process is multiplicative rather than additive in 
its potential rate of growth. As this clustering develops, 
some facts stand out as central, they lead to the recognition 
of many others. 

This organization is what gets formalized as a deductive 
system. I see that as a later and quite distinctive develop
ment. It involves an abstracting, elucidation and definition 
of what we call idea or concepts. They are not facts, but 

-----UniveJ:'Sal terms, the-elements, properties..and relations ~ 
volved in the perception and statement of many facts, all 
that potential infinity of which can be stated in this common 

For the Learning o/Mathematics 1,2 (November 1980) 
FLM Publishing Association. Montreal. Quebec. Canada 



language. Suzie's construction can be described fonnally in 

• 
this language by a few specialized tenns: points, lines, con
gruences, rotations, etc. These same ideas will be implicit 
also in the perception of many other geometrical facts and 
will be expressed, at first spontaneously, in stating them. 
The new interest in analyzing and defining such ideas leads 
to another sort of clustering and ordering. Some ideas 
emerge as primitive, central, while others can be defined in 
tenns of them. This development puts the affinities among 
geometrical facts in a new light. Though endlessly diverse 
as facts they share a common domain and some can be 
transformed into others. Taking a few of them as primitives, 
the rest can all be demonstrated. The perception of 
mathematics as a deductive system, first clearly exemplified 
in Euclid's Elements, has been a paradigm and challenge for 
all subsequent mathematics, science, and philosophy. Can 
all knowledge be so organized? Can reason become a substi
tute for experience? A stubborn empiricist might insist on 
counting edges, faces and vertices of as many kinds of 
convex polyhedra as he could lay hands on, and so far 
notice that the number of faces always happens to be two 
greater than the difference between the number of edges 
plus the number of vertices. Euler's theorem says more, it 
implies that nature is not free to make exceptions, the dif
ference must be just two. To the empiricist this is a kind of 
indignity. 

At this point I have outlined two developments. The first, 
and most primitive, is that some kinds cf empirical facts get 

•
.. recognized somehow as facts which must be so; like Suzie 

we shift them from the state of "is" to "has to be". The 
second stage is that clusters of such facts, facts which in one 
way or another seem to require each other, lead to the expli-
cation and ordering of a conceptual domain to which all 
these facts belong. When they are stated uniformly in the 
tenns of this domain it becomes apparent that they are not 
independent of each other but are tinted by bonds of impli
cation in some orderly system.:'Facts now become 
theorems. Some theorems are chosen - as primitives suffi
cient to generate all the others - to be axioms. 

If we wish to speak more fonnally about the relation 
between ideas and theorems we can describe these as a 
linkage between two domains. Ideas are related in their own 
domain by relations of meaning and definition. Some of 
these can be taken as primitive, and others defined in tenns 
of them. Theorems are related in their own domain by rela
tions of entailment, in which again some are primitive and 
others derived. But ,the two domains are also essentially 
cross-linked in one-many relations. A given idea is involved 
in stating several theorems, and the statement of a given 
theorem involves several ideas. Each domain has its own 
internal connective tissue, of definition in the one case and 
implication in the other. But the connective tissue in each 
domain is enriched and elucidated by cross-reference to the 
other. 

Suzie's apparent insight started from a particular drawing 
which could be described as an affair of circles, lines and 

• 
points. This drawing was not in her mind an example of 

- anything geometrical. It was not a consequence but a start-
ing point. But after we have developed some theorems the 
drawings become examples, in retrospect. Philosophical 
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and pedagogical accounts of mathematics often treat exam
ples as inessential. They are mere starting points, aids to the 
imaginations, etc.; but they have nothing to do with the 
essence of mathematics, which is entirely an affair of ab
stractions detached from their humbler origins, like the 
modem trigonometry text which has no pictures of right 
triangles in the unit circle. Lewis Carroll complained about 
this sort of thing in Alice in Wonderland, and he was quite 
right. In the View from Above examples may seem to have 
no essential place. In the View from Below, on the other 
hand, they are of the essence. They are not only vital 
sources of knowledge but they have a continuing and quite 
indispensable place all along the way. 

Corresponding to any mathematical system of ideas and 
theorems there is therefore always also a third domain, 
one-many-related to the other two. It may be called the 
domain of examples. In the View from Below it were better 
called the domain of proto-examples, of originals. Any 
concrete example of a theorem is very likely to tum out to 
be an example of several more theorems. These may be 
closely connected in the domain of theorems, but also they 
may not have been seen to be, and their coincidence may 
suggest new theorems, or new connections between old 
theorems. I don't know who first looked at the drawing I 
reproduced here, and noticed in it the possibility of a new 
and immediate proof of the old pons asinorum, the 
Pythagorean theorem. (Figure 2) 

Figure 2 

Instead of constructing squares on the sides of the right 
triangle it makes use of the three similar triangles, two of 
which together "have to be" equal in area to the third. The 
famous theorem is then seen as a direct consequence of the 
more general fact that the areas of arbitrary similar figures 
are proportional to the squares of any corresponding linear 
dimensions - of the flatness of space. 

In their domain examples or originals are directly related 
to each other by similarities and differences, or by part
whole relations, etc. They come also to be indirectly related 
to each other through the domains of ideas or of theorems. 
Thus the cube and octahedron are indirectly related by the 
fact that the description of the one is transformed into the 
description of the other by simply interchanging the words 
"faces" and "vertices" and this duality immediately sug
gests a way of constructing the one from the other; or vice 
versa. 

I should like at this point to acknowledge a substantial 
debt to the work of Edwina Michener,* from which I have 
taken the above three-fold partitioning of elements in the 
structure of mathematics. Her clear definition and discus
sion of these three domains provides I think a most useful 
frame for our discussions. She demonstrates this usefulness 
in several ways. illustrated from several fields of mathema
tics, elementary and more advanced. A key aspect of her 
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work is to elucidate the nature of mathematical understand-

•
g. Rather however than trying to summarize her discus

ion I shall continue on my own track, but with that same 
concern for the meaning and importance of the active verb 
to understand. 

I grew up with a somewhat rebellious acceptance of the 
notion that mathematics was by its nature a highly sequen
tial affair. I gained this impression first from the format of 
courses and textbooks, and later from some study of formal 
logic and the foundations. The pecking order of pure and 
applied math was then the order of the day, and the domi
nant positivist trend in philosophy, following some tradi
tions of research in mathematics itself, was to declare that 
what was real was empirical and what was rational was
however elegantly - empty. This emptiness was to be de
monstrated by the exhibition of completely formalized 
mathematical systems bled of all conceptual or factual con
tent, yet with no loss of formal coherence. In such a de
monstration the theorem domain could be disconnected 
from those of ideas and examples, by depriving its formulae 
of any taint of vulgar meaning. 

This movement can be considered from two points of 
view. As a special movement within logic and mathematics 
it has been part of a whole new investigation of a meta
formal character concerning the logical nature of mathemat
ical system, dealing with problems of consistency, com
pleteness, the relation of axiom systems to models, etc. As 
a special mathematical diSCipline it clearly fits the general 
framework of Michener's analysis; it has its own genres of 

• 
theorems, concepts, its originals being the mathematical 
systems. But the general philosophy I have alluded to, 
which for its own ends identified the theorem-structure of 
formulae with the whole of mathematics and left other as-
pects uncultivated, no longer seems very fresh or intriguing. 
Yet its legacy is still with us, the image of an essential part 
of mathematics mistaken for the whole. 

Having been strongly influenced by that philosophical 
movement, though never embracing it, I tend to be inhibited 
in any outright opposition to it. Such opposition seems to 
embrace some allegedly outmoded philosophy of Platonic, 
Aristotelian or Spinozistic rationalism. Yet the desire to 
oppose has grown steadily. Apart from my own roots in 
those older philosophical traditions, I have been 
strengthened in this desire by endless professional curiosity 
about the thought habits and commitments of physicists, 
biologists, economists, children, and mathematicians. Hav
ing been a student of the last two I have found I frequently 
came back to mathematics from a new point of view, usu
ally mis-named applied. Whenever this happens I fmd that 
though the formal academic backtround has helped, I fre
quently arrive, after some struggle, to a sense that I have not 
merely applied some mathematics, but in the process, and 
with help, invented or reinvented or extended it along shor
tened pathways quite different from those I have been 
taught. Indeed I have often reinvented the wheel, but have 
come in the process to realize that in such matters - the 

•
wheel is a good example - no one has yet quite said the last 

*Michener, Edwina Rissland, The Structure o/Mathematlcs, M.l.T. Artifi
cial Intelligence Laboratory, A.!, Technical Report No. 472, August. 
1978. 

word on the subject or its implications. These pathways 
typically start from "applications" but also typically bring 
close together ideas and theorems which have been treated 
in quite different parts of the book or in different books. I 
have begun to get a clear sense that the mathematical territ
ory was not so much like the directed graphs or trees of the 
theorem-space, but much more like a network in which one 
could go from A to B by a variety of routes and back again 
along still others. 

Tree structures there are, but they are so interestingly 
cross-indexed by analogy and reference that no simple met
ric of distance or closeness, such as that represented by the 
numbering of theorems in a book, or even the partial order
ing of a theorem tree, seems appropriate. One is involved in 
a network somewhat like a map of airline routes, and like 
the airlines it brings many things close together. The map is, 
of course, a high-order abstract. To know the landscape and 
the culture one must in person get there. I have also 
realized, however, that the image of the net needs major 
constraints. If every node is connected directly to every 
other node one is informationally swamped in finding the 
relevant connections. Nodes must be graded by importance, 
by generality of relevance. Nodes are not all of the same 
kind, moreover, nor are their connections. What is first seen 
as a connection, for example the idea of a shared property 
relating different examples, can thereby itself become a 
node connecting to other ideas, sometimes by shared exam
ples. This sort of duality transformation seemed to blur the 
image of the net. Michener's representation helps; it allows 
three planes or spaces in each of which the items and rela
tions are of the same kind, but with cross-referencing by 
specific dual relations to items in the other two. I think then 
the image becomes sharp again. 

Michener is concerned primarily to use the net as a frame
work for improving our understanding of mathematical 
understanding, and thus for a description of the personal 
qualities which we call fluency, resourcefulness, competence. 
Understanding of course implies knowledge, and knowl
edge implies subject matter, some independent domain of 
fact which is just there, incompletely known. The sum 

00 

,(2) = I 1/n2 iS7r2/s. I know it, I have even followed and 
n = 1 

agreed to a proof, but I emphatically do not understand the 
result; others I hope have a better understanding. Nobody 
knows what to say about ,(3), except that as has recently 
been shown, it is irrational. I think I understand something 
about such sums, can transform them, can disentangle con
nections among them, but the above trigonometric link 
eludes me. Understanding implies knowledge, though I 
think it need not imply formal proof. Indeed understanding 
is often the guide to the invention of a proof, or a better one. 
I think most of us know enough about the counting numbers 
to see why the unique factorization theorem is true, and 
perhaps why it won't be true in some otherwise analogous 
number fields. Maybe if I were hard-pressed I could invent 
a proof. 

__ ... If the goal of mathematics e.d!lcatiQll~c:!uc:ally to work 
for active understanding on the part of students, what would 
the consequences be? Michener has experimented success-
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fully with the deliberate and conscious use of her scheme 
among university math students. No doubt many good 
teachers do something like that implicitly. 

With the emphasis on understanding, on fluency, what 
does the picture look like for the early years? I cannot give a 
research report, but only suggest the outcome of a good 
many years of elementaty school work, some with children, 
some with their teachers. One results is to see a need to 
modify or amplify the foregOing account. It is one thing to 
try to extend mathematical understanding among those who 
already have some formal education, but perhaps quite 
another to give access to it in the first place? I believe there 
are two complementary answers. One is from Plato's myth 
of reminiscence, that children already have some 
mathematical knowledge and understanding, and that we 
can learn to recognize this and as teachers. resonate with it. 
The other is that this understanding is typically implicit, 
context-dependent, and often hardly available for expres
sion in the verbal or notational mode. Henry James says it 
with characteristic rigor in the preface to What Maisie 
Knew: "Small children have many inore perception than 
they have terms to translate them; their vision is at any 
moment much richer, their apprehension even constantly 
stronger, than their prompt, their at all producible, 
vocabulary." In building bridges for communicating with 
children one needs therefore to learn (in part by reminis
cence?) their characteristic ways of . thinking, and this I 
claim involves a genuine extension of our own mathemati
cal thinking. 

This bridge-building also requires, as a result, som.e qual
ifications of Michener's scheme. * For children, theorems 
are not yet theorems, concepts are not yet concepts, exam
ples, above all, are not yet examples. To say this is a less 
Zenish language, they can and will often employ patterns of 
recognition and' thought, yet be unable to scrutinize them, 
or communicate about them in anything resembling adult 
language. What one discovers, through trial and error in 
teaching, is that their powers of communication are im
mensely greater when they and the teacher are in the im
mediate company of the concrete situations, the originals, 
out of which their understanding has manifested itself. 
Piaget talks about this phenomena as reflecting a concrete 
operational stage of thought, which in one sense it does. But 
this is often taken to mean that children are incapable of 
having and using high-order abstraction. This is another 
claim altogether, and I think a false one. Suzie's symmetry 
argument, as I callit, is rather deep, though she could not at 
all spell it out. She can only communicate it to me pointing 
to elements of the diagram we have produced, using ges
tures and demonstrative pronouns, appealing to my visual 
perceptions. I can't quite partition her insight into theorem, 
concept, and example, though I can - after some effort
validate it that way. 

So for present purposes, as I said earlier, the term 
example is ill-chosen. An example becomes an example 

*to which I hope she would agree, cf. Michener, E., "Understanding 
Understanding Mathematics," Cognitive Science 2,..l61-383 (1978), and 
fof companson: HawkIns, D. "Understandtng the OnClerstandmg of 
Childien," American Journalo! Diseases of Children, vol 119 (Nay. 
1967), also in The Informed ViSion, New York: Agathon Press, 1974. 

only after it is an example of something previously named 
and recognized in the domains of theorem and concept. 
What is seen is a concrete particular seen as something 
understandable. That something is still implicit. For me it is 
an example, for her it is still a concrete - though somehow 
pleasing - particular, an intriguing fact. I led her along the 
pathway of my kind of analysis as far as I dared, hoping to 
help her build bridges into an adult world. 

A mathematician only extends his own understanding by 
active search, by being personally in charge. He can accept 
help from talk and print and can follow an argument if he 
has already shared some of its turf. But he alone develops 
his understanding, How does this translate into the child
hood context? The major change, I believe, is that we must 
learn to share the childhood turf. A part of this can be at 
times almost adult, a thing of paper, pencil, of books, even 
at times I suppose of workbooks. For most children, most of 
the time, the turf is different. It is the world of concrete 
experience, presentational rather than linguistically repre
sentational. In this world the activity which leads to 
understanding is not yet separated from overt activity, it 
is directly perceptual and, a term of Jerome Bruner's, 
enactive. 

In our own work, for such reasons, we have made ample 
use of the now-commercial concrete math materials, and 
added others as we. were bright enough to think of them; 
pegboard and golf tees for lattices and graphs, for Mary 
Boole's curve stitchery; many of several shapes of geomet
rical tiles fQr tessellations and growth patterns, various 
looms for weaving (lit., cOin-plications), marbles for 3-D 
patterns, card for making polyhedra, poker chips for grapbs 
and patterns, etc. . . 

An interesting fact about the commercial materials is that 
often their most appealing uses are those not intended by the 
designers. Thus the so-called Cuisenaire rods were intended 
primarily for arithmetic, but I have never seen children first 
use them for that purpose. The intended use is representa
tional.They were conceived I think as examples of the little 
number facts of early arithmetic, and their 2-D and 3-D 
extensions. They were conceived, in short, as new tools for 
the didactic teaching of arithmetic. What they get spontane
ously used for however, is presentational rather than rep
resentational; they are fine for building "complicated" and 
elegant patterns, some of which may happen along the way 
to raise some very nice questions of arithmetic or geometry. 
We assign a sort of figure of merit to these commercial 
materials, the ratio of their unintended usefulness to that 
intended. In these unintended uses children show you some 
of the rich turf you have to learn. Natural materials - such 
as mud-cracks and growth patterns - are often better. 

It has been a great help and moral support to me in this 
work to realize that much of early Greek geometry and 
arithmetic was developed by the use of Cuisenaire rods. 
John Trivett and his students found they could represent the 
sum of successive squares by a rectangle built of rods, but 
only if they combined three such sequences together. He 
told me that he then really understood why that algebraic 

mu •. fonnllla had a six in the denominator! .1'he}' .had in fact 
rediscovered a theorem ofthePythagoreans, who also ex
tended the method to find the sum of cubes. I gave these 
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Drc,ble:ms once to a class of students in an Analysis course, career the mind possesses some furniture which is in no 
only four solved them all, using analytical methods. I obvious way simply the outcome of empirical induction, but 

such students as under-privileged. which it can bring to any new experience as a means for 
When you are first inventing geometry (or is this number reducing that experience to order, of reducing the apparent 

theory?) you don't use standard methods. You have to de- redundancy of experience. If one does not like the classical 
velop your understanding. rationalism with their appeal to innate ideas, one can try the 

One of the results of working in this style is that you get move initiated by Kant and treated developmentally by 
into mathematics. not just computational routine. The com- Piaget. 
putation comes along. and quite a bit of it could be called If one is temperamentally suspicious of all such grand 
practice. In finding tetrahedral numbers. the sum of succes- philosophical moves. however. there is another track to try 
sive triangular numbers. you can do a lot of sums before to follow. more modest and in its own way empirical. The 
you see the pattern. And when you encounter those sums one exiunple I have suggested is a kind of examination, 
again in random walk investigations, also after much nu- from historical and contemporary sources, of the ways in 
merical calculation you are on the edge of a deeper under- which arguments from symmetry have contributed to the 
standing. I emphasize the computational aspect because it mathematizing of otherwise only empirical subject matter. I 
is, among other things. of some importance; but also be- have mentioned examples from Suzie (and Euclid), from 
cause if you thought someone on the school board would Archimedes, from Bernoulli and those who followed, from 
regard your work as time-wasting play, you could point the Erlangen program, and - most recent - from the way 
with pride, inter alia, to the number skills. in which Buffon's ideas of geometrical probability have 

My purpose has been to try to map a useful and plausible been taken out of the limbo of mere empiricism by the 
account of the structure of adult mathematics into the child- insight, first apparently voiced by Poincare, that a mathe-
hood milieu. If that doesn't work. something is wrong with matically adequate definition of geometrical probability 
the account itself. If it does work, it still may qualify the emerges from the choice of that measure which is invariant 
description of the structure of mathematics and mathemati- up to an appropriate group of geometrical transformations. 
cal understanding. If my interpretation of the story of Suzie The development of this program has contributed to new 
- and we all know other such stories - is correct. we extensions of geometry itself, as well as to many practical 
should look more carefully at the ways in which the domain applications in stereometry. etc. 
of mathematics, which in some essential sense is discursive, I could mention also the many fascinating ~xamples of 

• 
s.ymbolic, digital.in i!s mode of expression, .nevert~ele~s .is symmetry and invariance which have been first postulated, 
hnked to that WhICh IS perceptual, presentatIonal, Imphclt. in an apparently high-handed a priori fashion, by theoretictll 
Such a linkage is required. I suggest. by any account of the physicists. and often enough (though not in every case!) 
historical origins of mathematics or of its successful empirically confirmed. Rather recently, it seems, good for-
pedagogy. I think it is also needed in any account of later mal arguments have been developed which derive the clas-
major developments within mathematics itself. If one traces sical conservation laws from the symmetries of space. I 
the origins - the originals - of such development, one don't understand these arguments yet, but they seem at first 
finds that they very often tum upon some fresh success in sight to be legerdemain at variance with good old-fashioned 
discursive explication of the perceptual and intuitive. Greek empiriCism. At any rate and in the meantime this whole 
geometry surely depended on such an explication. Its history seems to suggest something important about the 
axioms. once explicated, were "evident." The parallel process of mathematizing, at least one long and tough 
postulate in particular is. an explication of the perceptual thread of continuity between what Suzie knew and the most 
symmetries of certain lines and angles, themselves dermed recent higher development of some parts of mathematics 
by symmetries. Archimedes introduced novelty by his deri- and physics. I don't know how to assess this, though it 
vation of the hidden symmetry of the law of moments from would have delighted the hearts of the old rationalists. If 
the intuitive symmetry of the equal-arm balance, and used they are wrong we need to find some adequate account of 
this as a new tool of investigation in geometry. Bernoulli such matters, one which among other things might be 
appealed to the intuitive symmetries of gambling devices, pedagogically important. 
and from this derived his famous theorem. probably the first I think in fact the old rationalists were wrong, though the 
major mathematical step beyond the practical lore of gamb- standard empiricism is wrong too. Even along the one line 
lers. Connected to the ideas of groups and invariance, the of continuity I have suggested there are incursions of 
symmetry principle became the basis for whole new de- novelty into the development of geometry, modification, 

. velopments in geometry and also in tJ1eoretical physics. Still extensions of, and attacks uyon, preconception. The most 
more recently it has legitimated the use of probability theory cherished intuitions, once axiomatized, are open to revi-
within number theory and in geometry itself. sion. This is very far from saying they are arbitrary; the 

If one takes such a series of examples of the way in which intuitive symmetries can be played with, and new pathways 
our understanding can sometimes be mathematized, one is explored, the old symmetries subtly modified, as in non-
- or can be - tempted to retum to those older rationalistic Euclidean geometry. Some "firsts" are so important we 

. ... p~ilosophies which I have mentioned earlier: They res~rv~d should learn to be playful about them - but not before we 
~ place, at least, for the nollon tbat at any gIVen stage mus-n_·ulldelstandtheirpower.·-
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Calculus text books tend to be all much the same. They are 

technique - and type-problem - oriented, and aim to give the student 

competence with a large well-defined body of results. They present 

these results in a highly systematic manner which tends to regiment 

the student. 

The original purpose behind this working group was to design 

written materials for the teaching of analysis which would be much 

more flexible than the standard texts and encourage the student to 

confront and explore some of the mathematical ideas and get involved 

himself in the formulation of problems and results. We use the word 

"analysis" rather than "calculus" because the goal of the first year 

course should be to endow the student with a variety of weapons for 

the analysis of functions, of which the standard tools of the 

differential and integral calculus are important examples, but not 

always the most appropriate. Thus, ofte~a good question to ask is, 

let's see how much we can say without using calculus. With this 

approach one becomes more sensitive to the power of calculus. 

The group was large and diverse. This created some interesting 

difficulties, gave us some new insights and certainly retarded our 

progress towards the above lofty goal. Right away it became clear 

that there were widely different opinions concerning the way in which 

our group should spend its time. At one pole there was expressed the 

importance of bearing down on some important technique or idea in 

calculus (eg the notion of limit) and discussing how one should 

present it (should one use E,O, if so how?). At the other pole 

was the desire to deal with the general question of how to get the 

student to explore the ideas himself and to find problems which 

would -enGOUl"'~g-e- him --LO ----Cio -Bo---1Y'ilh ~h~i dea~ of anaUsi$... These 

points of view may not be as far apart as they at first appear, but 

a lot of time was (necessarily, I think) spent trying to find the 
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right balance. It is an old problem and closely related to the 

question of what teacher training should consist of. 

In the end we took a sequence of topics in the curriculum and 

bore down on them in an attempt to find problems which would get the 

central idea across, encourage the students to explore, and promote 

some facility with the techniques which have arisen from the idea. 

In the appendices we present some of the problems which were discussed. 

We discussed the need for periodic communication between 

different mathematics departments in Canada on the teaching of 

analysis, including regular exchanges of problems and exams. More 

demographic information should be available: what sort of students 

are taking these courses now, what are their needs, how does the 

course as it is now presented interact with their future studies 

and work? We suspect that far too little attention is paid to these 

questions, and we have arranged for the collection of some materials 

between now and our next meeting which may provide some answers. 

--------------- ---
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16. 

GEOMETRY AND ALGEBRA 

Geometry is the world of pictures. It casts a light 

which illuminates our work and gives it warmth and beauty. 

\ -

It guides us in our search for what is true and suggests new 

directions which might be fruitful and new problems which might 

be interesting. It provides a framework in which we can 

organize our knowledge so that we can recall it when needed 

and apply it to our purposes. Its power is the power of 

imagination. But like all lively creatures, it can deceive. 

Algebra is the world of symbols. The light it casts is 

hard and sure. It allows us to pin our ideas down and make 

our truths precise. Like geometry it has its patterns and 

intuitions, but they are more difficult to perceive and 

work with. Its manipulations demand experience and care; 

its calculations can be brutal. Its power is the power of 

precision. 

Each world ha$ its own language, and our main ideas will 

be formulated and explored in each of the two languages. It 

is most important that we learn how to translate from one 

language to the other. Only then can we pass easily from one 

world to the other and use the grammer of one to gain insights 

into the structure of the other. 
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3. AN ESTIMATION PROBLEM 

3.1 PROBLEM Once upon a time I was discussing metrication with 

one of my calculus students, Chris. Chris was a keen runner and 

was explaining to me how the records for the yard and mile 

distances were already out of line with the metric records. 

"The major meets are almost all metric now. The metric 

records are already better than their yard counterparts." 

"How could you see that? The metric events are of different 

lengths than the yard events." 

"You'd have to find a way of comparing them Perhaps if you 

plotted the current world record time of an event against its 

length, you'd see the metric events falling into a certain 

pattern and the yard events just off the pattern." 

"That sounds interesting. I'd like to see such a graph. 

I bet the difference in the patterns would be very slight. 

Perhaps hard to detect." 

"You may be right. The difference wouldn't be uniform 

either. For example the mile, because of its long tradition, 

is probably just as frequently contested as its metric counter

part, the 1500, possibly even with more enthusiasm." 

"Ah, so it should be right in the metric' pattern or possibly 

eveetter?1I • • 

.. ~ 
-oj 
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"I should think so. How would you find out? Is there a 

metl)od for doing things like that?" 
I 

I 
! "I don't really know, but it sounds like an excellent 

proJlem. I would just start by looking at the data and hope 

somJ ideas come along." . 
I 

"I have the metric records at home." 

"Why don't you go and look at them and see what you can 

do. I In fact, take the following problem. Look only at the 

metjic data. On the basis of any patterns you can perceive 

in his data, produce upper and lower bounds for the record 

~ tim1 for the mile, assuming that it conforms to the patterns. 

See IhOW close you can make these upper and lower bounds. Then, 

aftJr you've done that, we'll take the actual record time for 

the Imile and see if it lies between these bounds." 

"That sounds like fun." 

I "I' 11 expect a report tomorrow ~ " 

i 

SOLQTION 

graghs. 

Chris appeared the following morning with tables and 

!'Well," he exclaimed," I had quite a night , Wait till you 

see this." 

• .. ~ 
-l 

METRIC WORLD RECORDS (Aug.76) 

x T Year 
meters secs set 

100 9.96 68 
200 19.81 71 
400 43.9 68 
800 103.5 76 

1000 133.9 74 
1500 212.2 74 
2000 29l.4 76 
3000 455.2 74 
5000 793.0 72 

10000 1650.8 73 
20000 3444.2 76 
25000 4456.8 75 
30000 5490.4 70 
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"I'm quite excited myself", I assured him quietly. 

"You were wanting upper and lower bounds based on metric 

dis~ances, for the record time for the mile. Well, the obvious 
I 

thi~g to do first is to take the 1500 meter time, calculate the 

aveJage speed for that race and assume that the mile (1 mile = 
! 
I 

160~.344 meters) could be run at that speed. The time you 
! 

ca14ulate for the mile should underestimate the actual record. 

On ~he other hand if you do the same thing for the 2000 meter 
, 

tim~, you should overestimate the mile time." 
I 

"Good, what did you get?" 

"Here is the JIletric data in this table taken from the 

cur*ent Guiness Book of Records. Using the 1500 meter pace I 
I 
I 

getla time for the mile of 227.67 sees. and the 2000 meter pace 

giv,s 234.48 sees. So if the mile time is to conform to the metric 

pat~ern, it must certainly lie between these two numbers." 
I . 

"Right", I said, "a difference of about 7 seconds. Not all 

that good." 

"I agree. But now watch this. The next thing I did was to 

graph the data to see whether I could see any patterns. Here's 

the graph I got. You can see that it's concave-up, which is just 

.o~ 
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what you'd expect:" 

"Why? II 

"Why· what?" 

"Why would I expect the graph to be concave-up?" 

'rUh, because longer races are run at lower speeds." 

"That is the same as concave-up for this graph?" 

"I think so." 
I 

Well, I'll leave you to check that out. Anyway I can 

certainly see that the data points are concave-up." 

j'Alright. Now suppose we let T(x) be the hypothetical 

record time for the x meter race, assuming that it was a 

regular event at all metric track meets. Then the graph of 

T(x) is a smooth curve which passes through these data points." 

"And our job is to estimate T(1609.344)." 

hRight. Now we have just noticed that, according to the 

pattern perceived in the data points, the graph of T should be 

concaye-up. This means that any secant drawn between two points 

on the graph, will lie above, the graph at intermediate points. 

In particular the secant between 1500 and 2000 will lie above 

the g~aph at 1609.344. Now we can use similar triangles to 

T 
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this I got inspired around midnight. You can actually use the 

cone the graph again to improve the lower bound. The 

ideal is this. Take the secant between 1000 and 1500. Since 

~ the fraPh is concave-up, it will lie above the graph at inter-

te points, but below the graph if I extend it in either 

tion. In particular it will intersect the vertical line 

x = 1.609.344 below the graph." 

"Ah, very good." 

Chris was pleased. "So;' he cont inued with a flourish, 
l '. 

'UsinF similar triangles again, we calculate the intersection 

heigrt to be t = 229.32, a new and formidable lower bound." 

"My goodness," I said, "What was the new upper bound? 

229.52 1 That is a gap of 2/10 of a second." 
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·Pretty good eh?" 

'~So in order for the mile time to conform to this simple 
i 
I 

concate-up pattern of the metric data, it has to lie inside an 
1 

interval of length 2/10 sec·. 11m amazed. I didn It think the 

reqUitement~ 

time for the 

,'1 have 

would turn out to be so stiff. 

mile anyway?" 

it right here. Are you ready?" 

What is the record 

~'ReadY. " 

~'AS of August 1976, set by John Walker of New Zealand at 

GothebbUrg, Sweden <?n Aug.12, 1975: 3 minutes, ... 9 .... seconds." 

~'Which 
i 

.' 2 29 .... 

1'Wow. " 

I 

3.2 P~OBLEM 
, 

hesa~d. 

. " 1S •••• 

seconds." 

Chris was very proud of himself. "Do I get 10/10?" 

PI guess so," I said, "Well, actually not quite yet. You 

have ~o finish ·the job. We have a couple of ends to tie up. You 

recall the first set of bounds which you obtained with an average 

speed argument? I want to see those estimates on your graph. 

e' 
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1 want a geometric interpretation of your argument. I want to 

know precisely what property of the graph is used to make the 

arg~ent. 1 don't happen to think its quite the concave-up 

property, because that is what you in fact used to get the 

secon~ set of bounds. Secondly, going the other way, I want a 

Physi1cal interpretation pf the concave-up property of the graph. 

If 1 hadn't seen the points plotted, is there anything about 

thei~ physical interpretation which would allow me to predict 

that they would follow a concave-up pattern? So, in summary, I 

want Ithe physical/ geometric analogy completely pinned down." 

IHe nodded ever so slightly and left my office. 

SOLU~ION "How did you make out?" I said when Chris appeared 

the next morning. 

I 

"Not too badly. What I've done, I think I've done properly. 

But 1here's one thing I just can't seem to get." 

: , 

. "Well, let's see what you've done." 

"The first thing is to find the geometric interpretation of 

the fact that the average velocity for the race of x meters 

should decrease as x increases. Now if we draw the secant from 

• 
.~ 

--1 
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the or~gin to the point on the T-graph above x, we get a 

I 

line whose slope is elapsed time over distance run. Thus this 

slope ~s 
! 

l/v(x) where v(x) is the average velocity for 

race 

must 

x • 

make 

~ If 
i 

ircrease. 
i 
I 

v(x) is to decrease as x increases, l/v(x) 

That is the slope of this secant increases with 

"~ndeed," he went on, "to 

al definition. Suppose f 

put the result neatly let us 

is a function defined on some 

[a,b]. We will say f has the increasing secant 

from a if the secant to the graph of f on [a,x] 

increases with x for x > a. Then to say 

the race the lower the average velocity is 

_n __ --I" to say that the function T has the increasing s~cant 

o ." 

·said. "So geometrically, it is what you call 

property which allows you to obtain the 

firstlset of bounds." 

"IRight. l've drawn a picture with all our bound s displayed 

80 we can see how they are determined. The second and final 

pair bounds is obtained from the secants on [1500,2000] and 
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\I.c:f\.141 

Graphical interpretation of the 
estlmates. They are, from the 
bottom up. 
1) 227.7 assumes the 1500 m. 

pace is used--an 
underestilIiate. 

2) 229.32 linear extrapolation 
from [1000,1500]. An 
underestimate since 
the curve is concave
up. 

3) the "correct" value of T. 
4) 229.52 linear interpolation 

value. An over
estimate since the 
curve is concave-up. 

5) 234.5 assumes th~ 2000 m. 
pace is used--an 
overestimate. 
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[1000,1500]. The argument for them requires the graph to be 

concave-up." 

"Ah, ha. And that is not the same as the increasing secant 

property?" 

"No it's not. Concave-up is stronger than increasing 

secant property. That is the result I'm pleased about. I can 

show that any function f which is concave-up on an interval 

[a,b] has the increasing secant property from a. But the 

conve~se is false." 

"Ah, that is very interesting. You have an example of a 

function f on some interval [a,b] which has the increasing 

secant property from a, but is not concave-up?" 

"That is right." 

"Well you hang onto it. It sounds like an excellent problem. 

I'll assign it to the class on Friday. You'll be a step ahead of 

the o,thers." 

"Now there's still one more thing. You wanted a physical 

interpretation of the concave-up property of T , and from that, 

hopefully, a reason why we might have expected the graph to be 

concave-up before we saw it." 

• 
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"Right. Any ideas?" 

"~ope. I'm sure it must be easy. But I just can't see it." 

lI~ell, if it's any comfort to you, I can't see it either." 
1 

n,eally?1I 

"Jeally. Perhap's it's not so easy after all. II 

nIell, I'll be dammed." 

" t is a curious problem. It really should be easy. Perhaps 

I 

it to the class as well. See what happens." 

I 

3.3 ~o .. en 

this r ce is 

have a 60 meter track event. The world record for 

7.2 seconds set and reset by many different women 

and 1975. Now the 100 meter women's record is 1960 

11.01 Isecs set in 1976. Observe that the 100 is run· at a 

average speed than the 60, differing in this regard from 

observed in the longer races. The reason of course 

stationary start affects the shorter race 

proporttionately more than the longer race, and no appreciable 

facto~ of tiring operates between the 60 and the 100 meter races. 

.. 
-1 
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(a) ~ere's your problem. 

Assuming that a woman in good condition can run 200 meters 

at top speed, use the 60 and 100 meter data to calculate a 

reco~d time for the women's 200 meter race on a straight track. 

I [Note: the women's 200 meter is usually run with a turn. 

The record time for this event is 22.21 (197~) which is more 

than I twice the 100 time. The effect of the turn is greater than 

the fffect of the start. One can see the same situation in the 
I 

men's 

even~ 
events. The 200 meter record I have given you is the 

with a turn. The 200 meter race on a straight track is 

xi alsolrun, although infrequently. The world record is 19.5 (1966) 
:-..a 

whicr is, as expected, less than twice the 100 meter record of 

9.96 r Another problem than, similar to the one I've just given 

you, is to calculate a record time for a men's 60 meter event, 

from I the data for the 100 meter and the 200 meter (straight).] 

I [Hint. The way to set the problem up algebraically is to 

suppcpse that all these short races (called "sprints") are run 
, 

according to the following pattern: a certain distance Xo is 

used1to attain maximum speed. It takes a certain time to to 

. ~ 
""I 
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cover this. The remaining distance is run at top speed Vo 

Thesie three "unknowns" are the same for all sprints. Now the 

datal that you have been given allows you to calculate Vo and 

wit~ this you can solve the problem.] 
I 

(b} Having solved (a) you will have found the top speed Vo 

for r woman. Use the men's data contained in the above note to 

calculate a top speed for a man. 
I 

(c) This problem is concerned with the type of information 

that
l 

would be needed in order to deduce values for Xo and to 
I 

(which you cannot do with the information you have so far) • 
I 

You bay know already from calculus or physics that a person 

accellera t ing from rest at constant rate a , travels a distance 

t 2 0 t' a I 1n 1ffie t Assuming that at the start of a sprint a 

womar accelerates at a constant rate until she hits top speed, 

calculate Xo and to from the data given. [This assumption 

is physically highly implausible, but it makes for a good 

math~matical problem, and it indicates the type of information 

that. is required to find these numbers.] 
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3.4 According to the Guiness Book of Records (1977) the World 
I 

reco~d for 10 miles is 2757.2 sees. (1975). Show that this time 

is m~ch slower than our metric data would predict. [1 mile = 
! 

1.60~344 km. With the emphasis now almost entirely on metric 

dist~nces, it is unlikely that this event will ever "catch up" 

to tie metric pattern.] 

3.5 I What calculations would you make to show algebraically that 
I . 

the 1iven data points for the function of 3.1 are indeed concave-

up? Use a picture to illustrate your answer • 

I 

3.6 ~)Suppose f is a function defined on [a,b]. Show that 

if tle graph of f is concave-up, then it has the increasing 

t property from a • 
I ilb) Convince me, by producing an example, that the converse 

is f lse. 

c) Can you think of a physical reason why the graph of T(x) 

of Ptoblems 3.1 and 3.2 should be concave-up? 

. t 
.~ 
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31. 

Approximation 

The fundamental idea of functional (local) analysis 
is that of approximation. Frequently, calculations are too 
difficult or impossible to make exactly and must be made 
approximately. How can we obtain good approximations, and how 
can we obtain good bounds on our errors? 

1. The fundamental idea of differential calculus 
is that smooth functions behave locally like straight-line 
functions. This idea provides an obvious, and geometrically 
compelling, way·to obtain local approximations of functions. 
The standard text-book treatment of this technique exemplifies 
. every thing that is bad about calculus texts. A typical 
exercise requires the student to calculate a first-order 
approximation of '9.02. He looks the formula up in the example 
which preceded the exercise, and with a little luck (the example 
unfortunately calculated ~8.03) he gets the answer. The 
total ineffectiveness of this approach was driven home to me 
when I discovered that students who could solve the above 
exercise reliably, could not in fact handle problems of the 
following type. 

Problem. I am interested in the behaviour of the 
square-root function f(x) = I:X in a neighbourhood of x = 9 • 
In particular I want an approximation to '9.02. Here's an 
important idea. Straight line functions are very easy to 
calculate with. Soreplace f(x) with the best straight line 
function g(x) in a neighbourhood of x = 3. (Choose graph (g) 
to be tangent to graph (f) at x = 3.) Calculate g(9.02) and 
use this an approximation of f(9.02). Use a simple property 
of graph (f) to decide whether your approximation is high or 
low. Use some simple geometry to get a bound on your error. 
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A student who has mastered (or is mastering) the 

basic geometric idea of derivative (slope) should be able to 

(and required to) handle the above problem. Once the idea is 

mastered everything else follows, for example, the chain rule. 

2. Recursive equations xn = F(xn_l ) often arise 

in practice. Size at time n is determined by size at time 

n-l. What happens over time if we start at some value xO? 
The student should be asked to see what happens geometrically. 

An idea 
Suppose 

happens 

explore 

of great practical importance here is that of stability. 
* * * x is an equilibrium point x = F(x ). What 

. * 1f we start at x +£ for small £? The student should 

this geometrically and with a calculator for particular 

examples. He should perceive the almost linear convergence with 

the calculator. He should be led, with his straight-line 

approximation idea, to the standard theorem. (Try F(x)=(x2+3)/4, 

F(x) =x2 , F(x) = cos x with various starting points.) 

3. Here is an excellent problem using the same ideas. 

My friend has the following method of finding a fixed point of 

a function F(x). He programs his calculator to compute values 

of F(x) and then, starting near the fixed point he is looking 

for, he runs his program again and again (calculating F(x), 

F(F(x», F(F(F(x») etc.) until the display stops changing. 

He then has (an approximation to) his fixed point. Will his 
method always work? What's happening geometrically? Suppose 

you can calculate values of F'(x) as well as F(x). Can you 

think of a method of getting faster convergence? 

4. How does the largest (real) root of the polynomial 
3 2 x -x +ax-2 depend on the parameter a in a neighbourhood of 

a = .. -t 1{Tne-student-shouid-doexplora-tions wi-th-a- ca1.eul-a'tor 

and then come up with a theorem.] 
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Qualitative Behaviour (Global analysis) 

Often it is important to obtain a general idea of 
the behaviour of a function over a sizeable interval. Some of 
the tools that are useful here are critical point analysis, 
concavity, and asymptotic behaviour. It is important for the 
student to have a good stock of standard examples whose 
qualitative behaviour he understands (polynomials, rational 
functions, trig functions, exp and log, square root, etc.] 

There is far too little attention paid to results of 
this nature in standard calculus texts. Often there are little 
more than a few graphing problems. In the following I present 
a few reasonable problems. I should like many more • 

11.2 CLASS PROBLEM Here are some examples of qualitative results. 

Decide, on the basis of your geometric experience whether or not 

they are true. If. they are false, draw the graph of a counter

example. If they are true, ask whether or not you can find a 

proof. By the end of this book you will have enough machinery to 

prove them all (those that are true!), so come back to this 

problem from time to time. Assume all functions are continuous 

and differentiable. 

1. A function defined on all of R which is concave-down and not 

constant must assume negative values. 

2. If f is concave-up on (O,~) and not constant, then it is 

unbounded. 

3. -rI~~r~sconcave-down and boundedon-~----r-U-;CiiJ----':nefin itmus't be 

asymptotic to a horizontal straight line. 

l~. 
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4. fuppose f(O)=g(O)=O and f'(O»g'(O)~O. If f is strictly 

conc,ve-down and g is strictly concave-up then the equation 

f(x)~g(x) must have a non-zero root. 
I 

s. r f and f" always have opposite signs (i.e.f"/f<O if f~O) 

on O,m) then f has infinitely many zeros. 
I 

6. ~ame as 5 with [O,m) replaced by R • 

7. ~ame as 5 with f"/f<O replaced by f"/f~-l • [Can you 
I 

thin~ of a function with f"/f always equal to -11] 

*8. kf f~O and f'(x)/f(x)S-l whenever f(x)~n, then f has 
i 

no zfros • 
I 

I 

11.31 CLASS PROBLEM Qualitative classification of polynomials. 

Let ~s suppose we are interested in classifying the graphs of 

omials of a certain degree according to shape. So we are 

not interested in where the graph is located with respect to the 

axis but only in its shape. Thus we are not interested in the 

sigIl! of f, or its roots, but in its slope and concavity: the 

sig~ and roots of f' and fit . Our objective is classify 

polynomials by these characteristics: how many different types 

are 'there and how do you tell to which type a given polynomial 

belqnga. 

..~ 

.... 
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A polyno~ial is monic if the coefficient of the leading 

(i.~. highest order) term is one. We will restrict our consider

ati~ns to monic polynomials. All other polynomials are simply 

mU11iPles (positive or negative) of monic ones. 

I Let us first look at degree 2: give a qualitative classification 

of ,onic quadratic polynomials. That is to say, how many different 

kin~s of such polynomials are there, where we are only interested 

in ~ualitative differences? The answer is simple enough:· there 

is ~nlY one kind. All monic quadratic polynomials have graphs 

h are qualitatively similar to the graph of y=x2• (In fact 

more is true: See 1.7). This qualitative type can be 

ribed as follows: concave-up with slope increasing from 

_m Ito m (i.e. unboundly large negative to unboundly large 

Posltive. ) 

The situation for degree 3 is more interesting. Can you give 

a q~alitative classification of monic cubic polynomials? It turns 

outithat there are three essentially different kinds represented 
I 

by the three particular graphs at the right. 

Precisely what is it which distinguishes these curves 

qua+itatively? When you have answered this question you should be 

in 4 position to prove that every monic cubic polynomial is similar 

e·, 
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to one of these 3 types. In fact can you provide a simple rule 

I 

Which, given a particular function f(x):x 3+ax2+bx+c, will enable 

me to quickly tell whether it is of type I,ll, or III? 

~ow, when you have done this, you might try attempt a similar 

classification of monic quartic polynomials. How many types? How 

do you tell the type of a given quartic? 
! 

ll.~ I am interested in the way in which the largest root of 

the ptlynOmial x3-x+a depends on the parameter a. 

(a) If we let r denote this largest root, then r is a 

funct~on of 

functlon. 

a Give me a qualitative description of this 

Draw a rough sketch of its graph. 

(b) Can you give me any quantitative information about r. 

For eramPle can you calculate dr/da ? 

11.S A point P is a point of symmetry for a curve if for 

everyl straight line through P, the set of points of inter

section of the curve and the line is symmetric about P. Thus a 

strai~ht line is symmetric about any point on it, and an ellipse is 

symmetric about its centre. From looking at the graphs of cubic 

• 
··t 
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curv!es, you might suspect that every cubic curve is symmetric about 

its inflection point. Is this true? If so prove it. [Hint. Make 

life computationally easy for yourself! For example, by translating 

the !curve, you can assume that the inflection point is at the origin. 

What does the general cubic polynomial with inflection point at the 

ori8in look like algebraically1] 

11.6 (a) If a polyno~ial p(x) contains only even powers of x , 

theq its graph is symmetric about the y-axis. Interpret this 

symmetry property algebraically and prove this simple result. Is 
~ 

M the Iconverse true? Can you prove it? If you can't prove the 

con~erse in general, try it for a particular class of polynomials, 

say, all polynomials of degree 4 . 
! 

(b) iUsing the results of (a) find necessary and sufficient 
i 

conditions on the coefficients a,b,c,d and e for the 

pol~nomial ax4+bx 3+cx 2+dx+e to be symmetric about the line 

11.7 What can you say, qualitatively, about a function f(x) 

which for some constant k satisfies the quation f'(x)=kf(x) 

for every x. Draw pictures to illustrate the different 

possibilities for f. 

x=l • 

• 
..~ 
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38. 

The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. - -

The idea behind the FTOC is powerful and pervades 
much of Mathematics, but is rarely appreciated or even apprehended 
by students who are usually taught a formula which they find 
difficulty in remembering. The difficulty is often compounded 
by presenting the students with two formulae, a first form and 
a second form, both of which apparently must be memorized. 

The idea in its most basic form is the following. 
We are anxious to evaluate a quantity a. We recognize that 
a is, in a natural way, the value of a certain function A(x) 

at some point x = b. The function A(x) is no easier to . 
write down than the number a, but the derivative A'(x) is, 

for one reason or another, possible to find. We then try to 
get A(x) from A'(x) byantidifferentiating. If we can, we 

then evaluate a = A(b). In this form the idea applies to 
problems in physics, economics and biology to name just three 

areas. 

In the standard FTOC the quantity a to be determined 
is the area under a graph y = f(x) above an interval [a,b]. 
The function A(x) is taken to be the area above [a,x] and 
A'(x) is seen by a simple geometrical argument (which need not 
at this stage be done rigoriously but it can be easily seen to 
require something like the continuity of f) to be fex). If 
we can antidifferentiate f, we can find a = A(b). The idea 

is simple and geometrically compelling. Once grasped it will 
never be forgotten • 
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The underlying geometric idea that the derivative 

of A is f should be discussed somewhat more generally. If 
we have any planar region and 
we generate area by moving a 
straight line parallel to it

self at unit speed then the ----~~=====----~~-------------
rate A'(x) at which area increases is the width w(x) of the 
cross-section at x. It is then a simple matter to up the 
dimension by one, and notice that a volume generated by a 

moving plane increases at a 
rate equal to the area s(z) 

of the cross-section at z. 
Armed with this idea it is a 

s(:) 

simple matter to calculate the volume of the parabolic bowl 

{(x,y,z)/x2+y2 ~ z ~ l}. This is a problem which students 
usually find almost impossible to do a year after they have 
"learned how" •. They recall something about disks or cylinders 
of width dz but can't remember how to write the integral. 

Let me give one other example of the idea. 

PROBLEM. Suppose p(x) is 
the probability density function 
for heights of adult males in 
North America. What is the 

Q 

average height of this collection of males? 
b 

SOLUTION. Let me first emphasize that the student does not 
need a comprehensive course in probabilities and expectations to 
understand the problem. In fact such a course is possibly the 

worst preparation. Everything can be carefully explained so 
the student has a good feeling for just what the average height 

should be. His problem is to find the correct mathematical 

expression. 
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Let H(x) be the average height of 

of all males with heights between a and x. 

the area under the graph of p above [a,x]. 

Let us find Ht(x). For any h > 0 , H(x+h) 

the subpopulation 

Let A(x) be 

We want H(b) • 

is a weighted 

mean of the average heights of men in [a,x] and those in 

[x,x+h]. If h is small the first group has average height 

H(x) and the second has average height approximately x. Thus 

H(x+h) = A(x)H(x) +x(A(x+h)-A(x» 
A(x+h) 

A(x+h)H(x+h) - A(x)H(x) = x(A(x+h) - A(x» 

if we divide by h and take limits we get that A(x)H(x) has 

derivative xp(x). Then H(b) = fb xp(x)dx , since A(b) = 1 , 

and H(a) = O • 

Peter D. Taylor 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario 

a 
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APPENDIX B 41. 

Does Calculus Have a Gist? 

The Chain Rules and the Fundamental Theorem 

As an application of the "weakest link" principle, from 

the purely logical point of view every part of a proof is just 

as important as every other part, and every part of a logically 

connected structure is just as important as every other part. 

But,· especially in the matters of pedagogy, understanding and 

exposition, the purely logical point of view is far from 

adequate. 42 years ago, H. Weyl wrote, in the Preface to his 

"The Classical Groups", 

"The stringent precision attainahZe ••. has Zed many authors 

to a mode of 7JJri ting 7JJhiah mus t give the reader an impression 
, 

of being shut up in a brightZy iZZuminated ceZZ 7JJhere every 

detaiZ sticks out 7JJith the same dazzZing cZari111., but 1JJithout 

reZief. I prefer the open Zandscape". 

Weyl's concerns are still generally valid today,and nowhere 

more so than in the realm of introductions to Calculus, the mode 

of whose lengths appears to be approaching 1000 pages. The need 

for salient features is particularly great in works of this 

magnitude. Unfortunately, the greater the need the more they 

tend to get buried in the great mass of detail. Yet, who will 

cast the first stone, in view of current market demands for 

such works? And who will step forward and advise an author 

of a text of pyramidical (the Egyptian variety) magnitude 
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that quite a few things should have been said, or emphasized, 

that weren't? Indeed, there may be an element of perversity 

in all this, as was revealed to me by a colleague in saying 

"I like these texts for my courses - they make me feel needed." 

Unfortunately, ideal lecturing conditions are becoming just as 

remote as the conditions needed for writing a good text. 

Fortunately, there may be a way out via articles in expository 

journals: at least we can try. 

What characterizes good exposition is in part the extract

ion and presentation of a gist (or essence) of an argument or 

structure. This may stand on its own, or it may be a helpful 

preliminary to detailed logical analysis. For definition 

addicts, we may define a (note the indefinite article) gist as 

a part (preferably small), the knowledge of which makes it very 

much easier to understand the whole - in Mathematics a really 

good gist reduces the rest of the story to familiar routines 

(perhaps strenuous, but not difficult). The concept is clearly 

not at all precise, and is psychological rather than logical. 

Our thesis here is that the overall structure of Calculus 

has a gist, consisting of the Chain Rules and the Fundamental 

Theorem, and that this gist has itself a gist, consisting (in 

a sense) ofa simple algebraic identity. The details are all 

enshrined in the literature, but too often buried or implicit . 
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Our task is the modest, but, it is hoped, useful, one of 

shining a ,spotlight in order to counteract the deadly evenness 

of illumination to which Weyl referred. 

More important still is the role of gists in the creative, 

rather than expository, process. Here they are indispensable, 

as they are all that is available when a result or topic is 

taking shape for the first time. For mathematicians this goes 

without saying (and hence isn't said) - but for their students 

it usually has to be pointed out. 

Our main message is in I. In II we focus on the Fundamental 

Theorem by itself, connecting it with summation by differences. 

III is a variation of II, with emphasis on how one might be led 

to the Fundamental Theorem. 

I 

A significant part of the overall structure of Calculus 

is an exploitation of one trivial algebraic identity, which 

we write in the form 

(Here, ny and nx, and nt to follow, have the interpretation 

of increments in the variables y, x and t. These are assumed 
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to be related in the usual way: the present article is 

written for teachers, who can fill in the details themselves.) 

1. If we divide both sides by ~t, and take the limit as the 

~'s all approach 0, we get The Chain Rule of Differential 

Calculus, 

Dy = Dy·Dx 
txt 

(under certain conditions). 

2. If we multiply both sides by fey), and take the limit 

of the usual sum (the details will be familiar to the 

reader) we get The Chain Rule of Integral Calculus, 

3 . 

Jp
q £(y)dy = f:q £(y)Dy dx 

p x 

From the Chain Rule of Integral Calculus, the Fundamental 

Theorem follows almost trivially. 

If F' = f, then fq f(y)dy = ry=q 1 dF(y), by the 
p Jy=p 

Chain Rule as in 2, and the right side, from the definition 

of the integral, is at once seen to be F(q) - F(p), as 

required. 

It is of course true that many details need to be filled 

in in order to produce acceptable proofs of these three theorems . 
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But this does not adversely affect the expository value of 

such a treatment - in fact, it is in large measure a co~ollary 

to the "spotlighting" approach. 

II 

We continue with another "proof" of the Fundamental 

Theorem which is revealing in other ways. It involves a 

result which captures a significant p~rt of the Fundamental 

Theorem, but which is so simple that its proof is, literally, 

trivial, even in complete form. 

'I 
~= FIX') 

---'-' .... _---. 
I 

a. 
In the situation pictured, 

F(b)-F(a) = LlF 
LlF Llx = Llx 

= [average rate of change of F(x)]Llx 

(so far: no sums or limits) 

A slight elaboration looks more like the familiar theorem. 

We consider n steps instead of one. 
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l~· F 
I m.. ---, 

4,.,X I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

fAfC : 
-+------------------------------------------------>~ a. ~ 
F(b)-F(a) = 6I F+6 ZF+ ... +6 nF 

(note that this expresses the sum of a telescoping series) 
6l F 6 ZF 6nF 

= 6l x 6 l x + 6 Zx 6zX+···+6nX 6nX 

n 
= L [yth average rate of change of 

i=l 
F(x)]6.x 

l. 

This result is exact and trivial (one is embarrassed to write 

it out), yet it very strongly suggests the Fundamental Theorem 

F(b)-F{a) = fb F'(x)dx. 
a 

This approach to the Fundamental Theorem, which can be 

expanded to a complete proof, shows it to be the telescoping 

series (summation by differences) method of summing a series, 

with a limiting process (not at all trivial) thrown in. The 

"cute trick fl part of it involves using the derivative to get 

the telescoping effect. 
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III 

We conclude with an adaption of II which suggests how 

might be led 
b 

J f(x)dx 
a 

to the Fundamental Theorem 

is a limit of a sum. Let us ignore the limit 

and concentrate on the sum, 

n 
L 

i=l 
f(x.)~.x 

1. 1. 
(with the usual meaning). 

The method of summation by differences suggests looking for an 

F(x) such that f(x.)~.x = ~.F for i = l, ... ,n. The sum will 
1. 1. 1. 

then be simply the total change in F(x), namely F(b)-F(a). 

But the above equality amounts to 

f (x.) = 
1. 

~.F 
1. 

~.x 
1. 

Ultimately, ~.x is to tend to O. This all suggests that 
1. 

we try an F(x) such that f(x) = D F(x). Reversing direction, 
x 

we are led to the Fundamental Theorem, and a proof of it along 

the lines of II. 

A criticism of the point we have been making is sometimes 

given on the grounds that it is trivially true that every 

argument has a gist - one needs only to take a few trivial 
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steps in the proof and call them a "gist". But our definition 

of a "gist" contains the phrase "the k~owledge of which makes 

it very much easier to understand the whole". Judgment as to 

whether this requirement has been met is no doubt largely sub

jective, but this does not make it meaningless. In fact, it is 

this kind of judgment which one must come to grips with in the 

art of teaching mathematics. 

R.A. Staal 
Department of Pure Mathematics 
University of Waterloo 

------------
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APPENDIX C 49. 

Applications of Mathematics 

More Discrimination is Needed 

Much recent discussion about mathematics education 

has to do with applications. Our thesis here is that the 

total range of "applications of mathematics" is so vast and 

varied in both substance and nature that it doesn't make , 

sense to lump all applications together for the purposes of 

mathematics education - as if their mere applicationhood was 

sufficient to make them valuable. 

There is a wide variety of qualities which applications 

of mathematics can possess, and a full appreciation of this 

variety is necessary if our assessment of the role of applicat-

ions is not to be naive. 

1. Being internal to mathematics. (e.g. algebra applied to 

geometry) 

2. Meeting needs. 

3. Being in demand. (not the same as 2.) 

4. Increasing our technological power. 

5. Contributing to our understanding of the world. 

6. Being technically interesting in themselves. 

7. Generating new mathematical concepts. 

8. Providing intuitive interpretations of mathematical 

concepts and results. 
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9. Being good examples of the activity of mathematizing. 

10. Bringing various areas of mathematics into interaction 

on a common problem. 

11. Being essentially branches of mathematics themselves. 

What matters is how we respond to these various qualities. 

Which are most important for the kind of mathematical education 

we have in mind? Do we equate applicationhood with having 

utilitarian value? (A fundamental mistake.) Does the pure

applied dichotomy correspond to the dichotomy of intellectual 

and academic - practical and real-world? (The same mistake.) 

Attention to such issues should help, among other things 

to avoid the prevalent misuses of."applications": pseudo

applications masquerading as applications; applications 

pretending to be real motivations when they are not; applicat

ions emphasized in a way which is, without justification, 

condescending toward pure mathematics. 

As a limiting case, and in order to avoid being misunder

stood, we mention that of the "null application". Any 

discussion of the role of applications must acknowledge the 

fact that mathematics which is devoid of external applications 

is far from useless or trivial. Moreover, in the form of 

games or puzzles, some interest in this kind of mathematics is 

close to being universal. It has an important place in 

mathematics education. 
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A broader classification is the following. Applications 

of mathematics are studied for two reasons - utilitarian and 

intellectual (academic). In the latter case, applicationhood 

is no t what is signifi.can t. Perhaps in this case one should 

refer, no t to "an application of rna thema tics" but ra ther to 

"an application-generated mathematical theory". What one 

studies is then not the application, but the mathematical 

theory. 

We conclude with a few brief comments on 1-8. 9, 10, 11 

do not seem to call for any remarks. 

1. Such applications should be sought out and pointed out 

~ more often than is generally done. 

• 

2. (Note that we are not identifying needs with mere desires 

or with what is marketable.) Such applic~tions are, at 

least in the long run, related to the social function of 

mathematics. Their power to motivate is very great, but 

their role within a particular course of mathematics is 

less obvious. 

3. Here there will be pressure from outside to include such 

applications in our teaching. Since time is limited, and 

so many applications are of greater educational value, 

being in demand, by itself, shouldn't count for much . 
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4. The value of technological progress, in itsel~ is of 

course debatable. But it usually comes with other values 

attached: the important thing is that these should be 

recognized. 

5. There is a whole spectrum of ranking within this category. 

At the top are those applications which have to do with 

the most general (and hence most significant) truths -

usually referred to as laws of nature. The downward 

direction is that of increasing particularity, or decreas-

ing permanence. Such applications have a special status 

with respect to the aims of a liberal education. 

6. An application can be of value solely on the grounds of 

providing a challenging problem with an interesting 

solution. 

7. To the mathematician, this quality is the most important 

of all. 

8. Here again the focus is on the mathematics. A classic 

example arises out of the flow of an incompressible fluid 

in a plane: this gives a powerful intuitive grasp of the 

notion of complex integration, and even of a number of 

important theorems. 

R.A. Staal 
Department of Pure Mathematics 
University of Waterloo 
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The following article, by Mario Lavoie, is a good example of how 

a particular appl ication can combine many desirable qual ities. Such 

examples of the setting-up of a differential equation are seldom 

attempted at the level Prof. Lavoie has aimed at: this is unfortunate. 

Timing is not our primary concern here, however. 

The setting-up of this differential equation, beginning with a 

physical situation which should not be beyond the grasp of an intelligent 

l8-year-old who has had some common, everyday, experience with fluids, 

thick and thin, is a fine example of mathematization, is significant 

in that it involves a property (if not a basic law) of nature, has a 

strong component of geometrical intuition, can be used to give rise to 

the concepts of differentiation and integration, and itself has practical 

appl ications . 
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Objectifs de 11 enseiqnement du calcul differentiel et integral au 
co11~9ial. 

Avant de donner une application du calcul differentie1 et integral et . 
d I en di scuter 1 es meri tes, nous allons d' abord donner 1 a prob1 emati que 
dans 1aque11e celle-ci va s'ins~rer. A priori, nous nous limitons a 
11 enseignement du ca1cu1 au niveau collegial. C'est-a-dire au niveau 
des Cegep pour 1e Quebec et a la derni~re annee de "high school" et a 
la premi~re annee d'universite pour les autres provinces. A ce niveau, 
trois objectifs fondamentaux militent en faveur de 1 'existence de cours 
dans cette discipline. Le premier est: (i) 1 'importance culturel1e que 
cette discipline a prise dans notre societe. En effet, point n'est 
besoin d'une recherche exhaustive pour se rendre compte que cette dis
cipline est omnipresente dans les sciences physique et naturelle. De 
plus, le XXi~e siecle a vu les sciences humaines d~couvrir et utiliser 
de plus en plus cette discipline. Ainsi considere-t-on aujourd'hui 
comme presqu'indispensable de com prendre cette super technique. Ceci 
nous introduit au deuxi~e objectif. I1 s'agit (U) de 1 I immense 
potentie11ite de transferts de cette discipline a d'autres spheres 
d'activites humaines. Mais pour que ceci puisse se r~a1iser i1 faut 
pousser un peu plus loin la connaissance interne de 1a discipline et 
debouch~r sur{~~ ~'analyse d~s ~echniques propres du ca1cul difFe
rentiel et integral. 

Dans ce contexte, 1 'application que le physio10giste fran~ais Jean
Louis Poiseuille a publi~ vers 1846 est tr~s eclairante. Attardons
no us y quelque peu. Mais avant, i1 est bon d'exprimer clairement que 
pour nous, cette application n'a pas un caractere de n~cessit~ absolue 
dans un cours de ca1cu1 diff~rentiel et int~gral, mais qu te11e repre
sente un archetype d' app1ications qui se doit dt~tre explor~e dans un 
tel cours, de m~me que d'autres. 
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Application a la dynamique des fluides: Vitesse d'ecoulement d'un 
fluide visgueux dans un tube 

Lorsqu'un fluide s'ecoule dans un tube ou un autre recipient, c'est 
qulune force agit sur ce fluide. Essayons de cerner dlun peu plus 
pres la force necessaire pour destabiliser ce fluide. Disons d'abord, 
qu'elle doit sunnonter la force de resistance due a la "viscosite" 
du fluide. Comment ceci peut-il se modeliser mathematiquement? Un 
gaz ouun liquidecirculant dans un tube ou dans un recipient quelconque, 
forme une mince pellicule adherant a la paroi du recipient. La force 
requise pour produire 1 'ecoulement du fluide est cel1e qu'il faut 
fournir pour faire glisser le fluide sur la couche stationnaire. De la 
meme fa~on, on peut modeliser un ecoulement continu uniforme par un 
empilement de couches de fluide qui glisse les unes sur les autres. 
Clestce qulon appelle un ecoulement laminaire (voir figure 1 a). Dans 
ce contexte, la force produisant un ecoulement du fluide est definie 
comme etant la force requise pour produire un glissement d'une couche 
par rapport a llautre. Elle est donc fonction de llendroit du fluide 
ou el1e s'app1ique. Interessons-nous maintenant aux facteurs pouvant 
detenniner la force due a la viscosite. Dans ·le contexte qui nous 
interesse, c'est-a-dire OU i1 n'intervient pas de grande masse de fluide, 
'. es fac ~eurs qui semb 1 ent 1 es plus importants sont: (-<.) 1 es aires des 
couches de fluide qui seront potentiellement en contact, (U) la diffe
rence des vitesses de ces couches et (~) la distance entre ces couches. 
Les deux premiers facteurs etant proportionnel a la force tandis que le 
dernier lui est inversement proportionnel, c'est~a-dire que la force due 
a la viscosite est proportionne1 a A v(r+llr) - vCr»~ Notons v 1e r + llr - r . 
facteur de proportionnalite, qui dependra entre autres choses du fluide 
que lion etudiera. On l'appellera le coefficient de viscosite ou 
simplement la viscosite du fluide. Comme notre interet est d'estimer 
la force necessaire pour faire glisser une lame de fluide sur une autre 
ayant comme seule force contraire la force due a la viscosite, no us 
definirons la force d'ecoulement au niveau r par la limite lorsque la 
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distance tend vers z~ro de moins v fois 1 'expression precedente, 
c'est-a-dire la force de viscosite au niveau r mais en sens contraire; 

fe(r) = -fv(r) = - 'l".,mt'n vA(v(r+.6r) - v(r» "A dv (r) 
.6J~ (r+.6r-r) =-v dr • 

11 est a remarquer queles expressions pr~cedentes sont constantes par 
morceau et que les intervalles de con stances sont de l'ordre de grandeur 
de un (l) angstr6m(A) (10-8 cm), ce qui est le diametre d'une mol~cule 
de fluide et indique l'epaisseur de la couche de fluide. 

Considerons maintenant un tube de longueur l et de rayon R (voir figure 
1 b). 

llllll 

FIGURE 1 a) 

FIGURE 1 b) 
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Supposons qulun fluide coule dans ce tube et que cet ecoulement soit 
cause par une difference de pression P aux extremites du tube. Cec; 
a pour consequence de creer un ecoulement ayant une vitesse uniforme~ 
lorsqu'il est compense par la force due a la v;scosite. Comme on lla 
vu precedemment, la viscosite du fluide entraine la creation d'une 
couche de fluide qui adhere au paroi du tube. Ainsi le fluide doit 
@tre pousse dans le tube par une force qui doit compenser la force 
de viscos;te. Dans le cas d'une force due a une difference de pression 
et dans le cas d'un ecoulement continue et uniforme, cette force pousse 
sur le cylindrecentral de rayon r, avec l'intensite fe = p(rrr2). Celle
ci nlest compensee que par la force de viscosite situee a la couche 
laminaire de rayon r qui~ on l'a vu~ vaut fv = v(2rrrl) ~;. Cependant, 
a cause de notre modelisation~ cette derniere force est con stante par 
morceau. Comme ces morceaux sont relativement petits, on laisse varier 
continOment fv dans l'equation f· = -f , r € [O,R]. Cec; donne que . e v 

~; (r) = - ~v~ pour 0 :::;: r :::;: R et par la technique de l'ant;derivee 

on obtient vCr) = 4~l (R2_r2) pour 0 :::;: r :::;: R, puisque vCR) = O. 

Il est a noter que la derniere hypothese concernant la continuite de 
laforce fv peut facilement @tre enlevee, en uti1isant un ordinateur, 
ou meme une calculatrice de poche programmable. 

Le profil d'ecoulement correspondant a un ecoulement laminaire est 
represente par la figure 2 a}. Cependant, pour fin de completude, on 

(a)jt .. (]Ia~;~, = 
1 ignes· '" p'rofi1 de 1 a 
d'ecoulement vitesse 

(b) -====i1"a;S~~.~ &f 
So ~s~~~ __ ~======~~)~ __ 

~llae a lignes __ 
vitesse -- d'ecoulement· 

FIGURE 2 
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se doit de mentionner que ce ne sont pas tous les ecoulements qui 
sont laminaires ou visqueux comme on les appelle souvent. On constate 
emperiquement que les ecoulements visqueux ne se produisent que pour 
des tubes de petits diametres et de flux de faibles intensites. les 
autres (voir la figure 2 b) produisent un ecoulement que lion dit 
turbulent et que notre modele. est impuissant a simuler. 

Strateqiesd'enseignement 

l'application que lion vient d'etudier offre plusieurs possibilites en 
ce qui concerne l'enseignement. D'abord il est incontestable que le 
resultat ait une valeur objective. Ceci est fondamental lorsqu'on 
enseigne a de jeunes adultes. De plus, cette application peut facile
ment deboucher sur des applications aussi concretes que l'ecoulement 
du sang dans les arteres et les veines et le probleme de 1 'hypertension 
(cf. Nathaniel A. Friedman,' Calculus and mathematical models, Prindle, 
Weber & Schmidt, Boston, 1979, p. 331-333). Cependant, la ne s'arr@te 
pas la valeur pedagogique de cette application. Si on y regarde de 
plus pres, on s'aper~oit que lion peut utiliser cette application pour 
introduire la notion de uerivee. En effet, en utili~ant l'appro~~e 
"par resolution de probleme" qui consiste a faire degager les idees 
fondamentales a partir de situations concretes et de 1 'analyse de 
celles-ci, on guide l'etudiant vers la notion de gradient "moyen''", puis 
presque par la force des choses) vers la notion de gradient "local". 
En repetant ce processus avec d'autres applications ou problemes on 
peut degager la notion de derivee. De plus, s'ajoute a cela le fait 
que 1 'equation differentielle qui sirnule la realite objective est 
particulierement facile a resoudre et peut donc servir lors de l'intro
duction des primitives. Disons pour terminer la liste des avantages 
de cette application, que lorsque ce resultat est acquis on peut l'uti
liser pour simuler le flux dlun fluide visqueux dans un tube, produit 
par une difference de pression aux extremites du tube et obtenir ainsi 
une appTicat"ion-ae lTintegrale utcr.rrathanielJ!.. Friedman, p~-~3n. 
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Si on change notre point de vue pedagogique comme on l'a fait prece
demment, on obtient alors une nouvelle fa~on d'introduire l'integrale. 

11 est a remarquer que ce type d'applications ne couvre pas toutes les 
facettes de la derivee ou de llintegrale. Par exemple, pour la derivee 
la facette de la meflleure approximation lineaire nlest absolument pas 
couverte, tandis que pour llintegrale c1est 1 'aire sous la courbe qui 
nlest pas touchee. 11 faut donc faire bien attention lorsqu'on choisi 
ses applications ou problemes pour que chacune des facettes des grandes 
idees y soient representees. 

Mario Lavoie 
Universite du Quebec a Rimouski 
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Ct-'fESG/GCEDH 1980 
Horking Group B 

APPLICATIONS OF K4..THEHATICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STlj'DENTS 

Leader: Eric Huller 

The group had available recent references on the subject and a number of 
articles, bibliographies and written comments were circulated. For a list
ing see the Appendix. Possible directions of study were explored and the 
group decided to devote its time to two main activities: 

(a) The isolation of thos properties which are essential for 
a "good!! application. 

(b) The actual posing and solving of a number of applications. 
In this way the group hoped to test, in a limited way, the 
properties isolated in (a) and also hoped to generate new 
properties. 

By the end of the three days of activities the group had agreed that the 
following properties were of importance: 

(i) Better applications involve and challenge the student at his 
level of mathematical maturity. 

(ii) Better applications are such that the situation can be under
stood quickly thereby allowing for a fairly rap"id formulation 
of a problem whose solution is not immediately obvious, i.e. 
challenges the student as specified by (i). 

(iii) Better applications have an element of surprise: 
expect that:!! - even though the student may. have 
anything else. 

!!Oh, I didn't 
not expected 

(iv) Good applications lend themselves to '\-'hat if" questions, 
i.e. more general or more specific problems which the student 
can raise. 

(v) -Good applications involve the student in an activity which is 
not purely mathematical, i.e. the application should not deal 
purely with abstraction, the application should allm" for use 
of materials. 

(vi) Good applications do not define a problem too specifically, 
i.e. they should allow for the sorting out of relevant infor
mation, should allow for different assumptions and different 
approaches both in the problem formulation and in the solu
tion stages. 

The activities of the group underlined the tremendous difficulties which arise 
when presenting an application, either in written form or in a teaching situ
ation. 
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Of significance in a teaching situation, the application, even if it had all 
the ingredients mentioned above, becomes another exercise in mathematics if 

(a) the application is taught as a mathematical problem (with a 
specific solution and drill in mind) i.e. the student is not 
allowed freedom of choice of interpretation or procedure; 

(b) the class is expected to reach a certain stage of solution by 
such and such a time; 

(c) interaction bet,.;reen students is not permitted; 

(d) the teacher disallows any direction in which he/she is uncertain 
whether it will proceed to a solution or whether a solution 
exists at all; 

(e) forbids related activities - cutting paper, rolling dice, using 
bicycles, jig Sal.;r, etc. 

There appears to be a reluctance on the part of those who "teach" applications 
to describe them in ,.;rriting. Once the application is frozen on paper teachers 
use them as another textbook problem ,.;rith many of the failures listed above. 

The group enjoyed three major activities: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The design and analysis of a template to make right angle 
bends in circular heating pipes - an application identified 
by Mike Silbert, Hamilton Board of Education. 

Loooking at the question "Imen you buy a 10 speed bike, are 
you really getting a 5 speed bike?" proposed by Hugh Allen. 

Analyzing the game of coin tosing on a regular square grid 
which one sees at carnivals. The aim was to determine when 
the game would be fair. 

Participants in Harking Group B 

Hugh Allen 
Andre Boileau 
Harin Hoffman 
Saroop Kaul 
Eric Muller 
Torn O'Shea 
Steve Hhitney 
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APPENDIX 

Recommended reading for the group: 

1. "Applications: \.Jhy, Which, How" by Richard Lesh 
in Applications in School Hathematics. NCTN, 1979 Yearbook 

2. "The Process of Applying Nathematics" by H.O. Pollak in 
A Sourcebook of Apulications of School Nathematics. 
Joint HAA and NTC}! publication, 1980 

3. "A Classroom Teacher Looks at Applications" by Pamela Ames in 
A Sourcebook of Applications of School Hathematics. 
Joint MAA and NTC~'f publication, 1980 

4. Bibliography from the NCTH 1979 Yearbook 

5. Bibliography from NAA and NCTH publication, 1980 
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3. "Applications of Hathematics: Development Project" The Board of 
Education for the City of Hamilton 

(a) Set 1 for Intermediate Grades 
(b) Set 2 for Senior Grades 

4. F. Mosteller, \v. Kruskal, R. Link, R. Pieters and G. Rising. Statistics 
by Example, 4-volume series 

5. Hath Sciences: Roundtable, 4-volumes 

6. The UNAP Journal, Vo1.l 

7. Michael Olinick. An Introduction to Hathematical Nodels in Nodels in the 
Social and Life Sciences 

A number of sessions at the Fourth International Congress on Hathematics Educa
tion (Berkeley August 10-16, 1980) addressed the topic of Applications. At 
one of these sessions, Professor Max S. Bell, University of Chicago, circulated 
a listing entitled "A Preliminary Survey of Naterials available world '\.;ride for 
the teaching of applications at the school level". 
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Working Group C 

64. 

GEOMETRY IN THE ELENENTARY Ai\lD JUNIOR HIGH CURRICULUH 

Report edited by D. Lunkenbein and A, Boswa11 

1. Introductory remarks-approach to the discussions 

Although there seems to be unanimity among the people concerned 

that geometry should be an essential part of the elementcll'Y and 

junior high school curriculum, it seems to be quite ir:lpossihlc 

to find a similar consensus about the particular contents and 

the various Hays of teaching geometry at these levels. 

In the past the teaching of geometry at these levels has been 

restricted to some exploratory activities with more or less 

particular geometrical shapes in preparation for measurement 

activities like length, area and volume, thus missing out on 

what many mathematics educators or curriculum experts of today 

would think of as essentially geometrical activities for younger 

children. What are these essentially geometrical activities? 

Are we able to describe them - at least by presenting some 

characteristic examples? 

Some recent statements concerning the goals of education in 

this field l indicate rather clearly a broadening of the content 

and philosophy of geometry teaching in elementary and junior 

high schools, but they still leave us with what one could call 

1. v.g. Activit6s g60m§triques ~ l'§l§mentaire, Fascicule F dtl 

guide p§dagogique en math§matique pour l'clcmentaire, 5e ver

sion, sept. 1976, p. 8 ff, Gourvernement du Quebec, ~Iinistcre 

de l'Education, Direction gcncrale du developpeJllcnt pedllgogiqlll'. 
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two nlajor problems of geometry teaching at these levels: 

(i) an absence of well defined, generally accepted 

subject areas; there is a lack of consensus about 

curriculum content in terms of desirable geometrical 

activities and in terms of the goals of geometry 

teaching; 

(ii) an absence of structuring guidelines for geometry 

curricula; what are possible structuring criteria 

specific to geometry curricula (strategies, goals, 

skills and tools to be developed)? 

In such a framework of questions and problems, complemented 

by resource readings of two papers by David S. Fielker l and 

by Isaak Wirszup2, the work of the group was oriented towards 

two levels of considerations: 

(i) discussion (description, analysis, criticism, etc.) 

of proposals for specific concrete geometrical 

activities; 

(ii) more general discussion related to three major 

areas of concern to the participants of the 

group: 

What is a "good geometrical activity"? 

- What are possible goals, tools or skills 

to be developed in geometry teaching? 

- How can more geometry be introduced into 

the classroom? 

1. David S. fielker, Strategies for Teaching Ceometry to YO\ln~l.l'l~ 

Children, Educational Studies in ~lathem3.tics, Vol 10, No.1, 

Feb. 1979. 

2. Isaak Wi r s z up, BreakthTBu-ghs in the P s %ho10 gy 0 £ LG~ Tn i ng 

and Teaching Geometry, in Larry Martin, editor, Space and 

Geometry, ERIC/Sr,IEAC Center for Science, ~lathcmatics a1111 

Environmental Education, Columbus, Ohio, 1976. 
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2. Concrete geometrical activities 

T\vo concrete geometrical activities were explored, investiga

ted, analysed and compared. Tiley generated and supported 

most of the more general contributions, so that it would 

seem important to report, at least briefly, on their nature 

and on the discussions they stimulated directly. 

2.1 Fitting together equilateral triangles 

Starting out with a collection of commercially available l 

equilateral triangles made of plastic, which can be hinged 

together along their sides, the initial task was to explore 

the nature and variety of geometrical shapes that can be 

created with this material. Among the suggested areas of 

exploration or investigation were two or three dimensional 

shapes, polyhedra of various sizes and shapes of bces, polyhedr:1 

whose faces are all congruent equilateral triangles (deltahcdra), 

open and closed shapes and their stability, etc. The large 

number of different directions which investigations could 

take from such an initial exploratory situation was appreciated 

as an important characteristic of this activity. An 

investigation of convex deltahedra 2 was then pursued in more 

detail in order to indicate some possibilities of organising 

and s y s tern a tis in gin i t i ale x p lor a t ion s, t 0 s h 0 IV t 11 c g r a d u a 1 

recognition of discriminating and unifying properties of 

such geometrical objects, and to appreciate the mathematical 

and geometrical character of such an activity. 

1. TRI LOGIC, r-lag Nif makes it, rlag Nif Inc., [-ientor, Ohio 44060. 

2. An example of such an investigation is described in 

D. Lunkenbein, Groupings in the process of concept formation, 
-- --------

to be published in FLM (For the Learning of j\lathcmatics), 

1980/81. 
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This activity was then discussed and described as one that 

inlTilediately stimulated actual physical constyuctions, 1,,;hich, 

in turn, generated the realisation of several possible avenues 

for more directed investigations, The pursuit of any Olle of 

these directions generated an organisation and systematisation 

of concrete and mental actions, leading to the energence of 

concepts and their development, thereby initiating a process 

of mathematisation. Geometrical objects, being first created 

physically, then more and more visually, were acted upon 

physically and mentally to explore variations and regularities 

In their properties. In this way concepts were clarified 

or enlarged, and spatial visualisation was forced, particularly 

\{hen conmunicating the results of the investigations. 

Furthermore it 'vas observed that the 2.ctivities stiTi1Ulatcd or 

the notions developed were not exclusively of a geometrical 

character. For example, geonetrical and arithmetical 

activities or notions may be intimately interrelated. In order 

to c6unt systematically the faces of certain polyhedra, one 

has to conceive spatial relations between the faces and, 

on the other hand, the comparison of various aspects of 

polyhedra may lead to the realisation of number patterns. 

2.2 Exploring polyhedral shapes 

A collection of wooden blocks representing various polyhedral 

shapes l was given to the participants in several exemplars. 

In order to contrast this situation with the preceding one, 

no suggestions for particular activities were Inade, so that 

the reflections of the group were directed tOHard possihle uses 

of such a material for geomctry teaching and learning. 

1. D. LunkenbeiIl, Polyedres - Ensembles de 26 blocs polyeelI'es, 

D§pt. de math6matiqucs et d'informatique, Universit6 ele 

Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, P.Q. - This material and somc of its 

intentions Zlre described in D.Lunkenbein, 11.J\11arc.l, C.Goupi11l', 

P.Allard, Poledres - Rapport de recherche, Rapport no 26, Dept. 

de math§matiques et d'informatique, Universite de Sherbrookc, 
Sherbrooke. P.o. 
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Contrary to the preceding acti.vity, h'hich stiiiltlLllc:d rC;Jctl()fle; 

of a constructive mode, this situation provoked reactions 

of a more observational nature. These objects primarily 

appealed to an aesthetical sense, whereas the preceding 

situation stimulated interesting activities. The variety 

of given shapes, confusing initially, generated comparison 

activities and forced the observer to recognise, to see, 

to conceive qualities and properties. The approach to 

"noticing the geometry'! seems to be observational, through 

looking at objects from a geometrical point of view, which 

in turn may be the origin for various manipulative activities: 

verification of qualities, classification, ordering, etc .. 

Activities like counting the number of faces, reconstructillg 

blocks out of different nlaterials, making or recognISIng 

drawings, etc. contribute in various \'lays to the ability to 

"see things" and to the development of spatial perception 

and of geometrical concepts l . 

The comparison of both activities brought out significant 

differences in their appeal to the learner, in the :lctivitics 

stilllulJ.ted J.lld the gOJ.ls pursued, and, finally, ill the '.-.':l)'S 

they could be used as tools for teaching. In the first 

activity the learner feels much more in control or the 

situation, constructing and creating georilctrical shapes and 

a geometrical environment by himself, the latter gradually 

unfolding in variety and complexity as he continues his in

vestigation. In the second situation a complex geometrical 

environment is imposed on him, which he has to aJapt to 

in order to control it. In the first activity, the learner 

1. Some research findings ln this context are reported in 

D. Lunkenbein, Observations conc~rning the child's concept 

of space and its consequences for the teaching of geometry 

to younger children. Contribution to the mini-conference 

on "The Development of Children1s Spatial [Jeas 11 , I01E IV, 

Berkeley, 1980. 
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takes the initiative and makes things happen, \,;hcrcasln the 

second he is, initially, somewhat outside of the situation 

in front of him and has to observe what has happened before he 

makes things happen himself. So these activities call on and 

foster different abilities, thus appealing differently to the 

individual learner. Although.allowing for a great variety 

of investigations, the first activity is very much determined 

by the availability of a particular material and restricted 

as to the geometrical content that can be derived. It 

primarily serves as an example of a creative mathematical 

activity directly stimulated by a concrete manipulative 

activity. The second situation, less determined by a 

particular material, may open a much broader conceptual 

domain to the learner but is more dependent upon teaching 

interventions to stimulate rewarding activities and 

conceptualisations. 

3. Some general thoughts on geometry learning and teaching 

In the following ,ve attempt to sum up some of the more 

general ideas that emerged from the discussions of the 

pre c e din g e x a lil pIe s . The y are g r a u p e din t h r e e m a J 0 r J. r c ~l S 

of concern to the participants. 

3.1 What is a "good geometrical activity"? 

Since geometry is part of mathematics, a geometrical activity 

has to be considered as a mathematicJ.I activity. It IS ~1l1 

activity of the individual which, In school, is to be 

stimulated, entertained and directed by a process of teaching. 

Whether or not such an activity is a "good" one, a re\{arding 

one, depends very much on the individual. Hence, to 

describe or to develop criteria for a good mathenlJ.tical 

(geometrical) activity becomes a rather subjective enterprise. 
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One has to reflect on personal experience in order to 

describe and evaluate the quality of one's relations h"ith 

geometry or mathematics. 

"Perhaps it is, for such an enterprise, as it lS ln life: 

if we hold someone dear, it is easy to tell of the qualities 

of the loved one; but if, conversely, we draw a list of 

marvelous qualities and then search for a person with these 

qualities, such a person might not be easily found. The 

discussioll on geometry and on geometrical activities showed 

that we all have had some "l ove affair" \'iith geOi:letry; 

what He said, very often, Has quite similar, but the experiences 

He referred to were very diversified. 

Among the similarities of what we spoke of, three important 

elements were noticed: 

First, it seems that each one of these experiences 

offered some early success, if not immedia~e 

gratification of some kind. Otherwise \vc would 

have stopped and would not havc investecl a little 

of our energy. 

Second, such experiences contained a certain 

evolution: just like going along a road when 

the view suddenly opens on an attractive 

(conceptual) landscape giving us the assurance 

that nature is offering its richness and that 

He will spend a nice day here. 

Third, after having been caught by this lanJscnpc 

or in this "love affair" with a piece of geometry, 

the experience culminated in some kind of persono.l 

galn. The richness of the experience, its 

diversity, led to an insight which was felt to be 

essential. Having climbed a mountain we reached 

the top to discover the whole region in a single 
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vision, uiscovering perhaps that our path 

towaru the summit was not the hest or the 

easiest one now that many paths were seen to 

converge there. We stood a while for joy and 

rest but, finally, left and went away because 

all adventures must come to an end and acquire 

the lightness of a memor~ 

So, for a geometrical activity to become a "good" one for 

some individual, it has to offer the learner the possibility 

of having his own "naive love affair" with geometry. In order 

to be able to judge an activity for such potential, the 

teacher must have had some approprio..te experience. Then 

hew i 11 b e a b 1 e to c h 0 0 s e, fro m his mm ex per i en c e, h" hat 

he feels can q~ickly turn into a success, engo..ge his students 

in a self-rewarding intellectual adventure and lead them 

toward those subjects enclosed in curricula that are believed 

to be of some importance". (Fernand Lemay) 

Furthermore, a good geometrico..l activity, \'Jhich 11a:; to he 

an acceptable challenge to the learner, seems to be sti~ulo..teu 

by a situation, which demands action. Such o..ction IS 

generated by seeing how things are, and the things that might 

be done. Such original vision seems to be individual, so 

that the same situation may stimulate one person into action, 

while another stays inactive. Action, genero..ted by vision, 

in turn makes such vision grow and increases the potential 

for further action. The growth of vision is an indicator 

of success in teaching. 

Geometrical perception, as an important goal of the teaching 

of geometry, seems to develop from action. It can be 

considered to be an action itself, grown out of material 

dependency into a way of grasping something, which we can 

take \'lithu~_~ llth~_time _\\I" h~XeJC~Xhre_~. 1'lLe u e v e} QJl men t 

of geometrical perception is seen as an acquisition of personal 
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power, which renders the student more competent jn the usc 

of himself. It contributes to the growth of the person, 

who can now enter into more dialogues with reality. 

3.2 Goals in geometry teaching - some tools or skills to be 

developed 

1. 

Intimately related to the preceding question is the specifi

cation of goals in geometry teaching or of tools or skills 

to be developed which would provide some criteria for 

judging the nature or the value of an activity in geometry. 

In a first attempt to explicate some of these criteria a 

list l of i terns was presented and discussed, ranging frO):l 

general educational goals to specifically geometrical tools. 

In this list, goals and tools are not well differentiated, 

since a goal when reached may turn into a tool to be used 

and since the development of tools is to be considered an 

important goal of mathematics teaching. This list of 

37 items by no means pretends to be complete or exhaustive. 

It is to be considered as a first attempt to provide an 

instrument that would help to develop and to appreciate 

"good" geometrical activities as particuLn mathematical 

activities in an overall process of education. 

A. Educational goals/tools 

1. Enjoyment 4. Confidence in a field 

2. Excitement 5. Desire to communicate 

3. Desire to explore 

B. Mathematical tools also applicable to UCollletr\' .:;:. (-

(general mental activities) 

6. Pattern spotting 

7. Seeing connectioI'.s, associating 

This list was originally drawn up by Alistair r.[cIntosh. 
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8. Classifying 15. Describjng 

9. Recognising properties 16. Symbolisi.ng 

10. Ordering 17. Generati.ng 

11. Decomposing into elements 18. Genera1ising 

12. Combining elements 19. Hypothesis-making ancl 

13. Analysing -testing 

14. Transforming 20. Becoming convinced/ 

convincing/proving 

C . j\ 1 at hem a tic a 1 tools I'r i t h s p e c i f i cap p 1 i cat ion s 1 n g e 0 met r y 

21. Counting in geometry 

22. Algebraic representations of geometry 

Geometric representations of algebra 

23. Arithmetical representations of geometry 

Geometrical representations of arithmetic 

24. Measuring (length, area, volume, angle, .. ,) 

25. Diagrams/networks as specifically geometrical objects 

26. Real life seen through geometrical perspective 

D. Specifically geometrical tools 

27. Names 

28. Accurate drawing 

29. Geometric construction 

33, Constructing 3D 

objects from 2D 

representations 

on paper 34. Visualising 

30. Types of 2D and 3D structures 35. Use of symmetry 

31. Properties of 2D and 3D 36. j\\aking, analysing, 
structures using tcssC'11~ltions 

32. 2D representations of 3D 

objects 

37. Concepts: vertical/ 

h 0 r i Z 0 n tal, par :1 lIe 1 / 

perpendicular, angle, 

perimeter, area, 

surface, volume, 

The discussion of this list sho\\'ed that such an instrument 

can be used to eva~Cuate inactiviTy-To sec whether-or not it 
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stimulates or develops some of the j tCII1S mcntioncd; then 

such an activity would be worthwhile and would have its 

place in school. It also serves to indicate what, hopefully, 

is to be developed in geometry or IllGthematics teaching and 

could be a means to describe curricula. Further, the 

development of such a list regarding its completeness, its 

organisation, its interpretations and possible applications, 

may represent a rewarding task for future working groups 

on the learning and teaching of geometry in coming meetings 

of the GIESG. 

3.3 How to get geometry into the classroom? 

Geometry at the present time does not seem to be an important 

part of mathematics teaching. It plays a minor role in 
official curricula and an even smaller role in most classrooms. 

This situation seems to be in sharp contrast to the intrinsic 

worth attributed to geometry teaching, on the one hand, and 

to the potential of informal geometry as a valuable vehicle 

for arousing the interest and strengthening the confidence 

of both teachers and children, on the other hand. 

Although such a situation is very much influenced by official 

curricula, it does not seem to be a very promising strategy 

for mathematics educators to try to change this situation 

exclusively by influencing curriculum development. The 

curricula we have, and the mechanisms for altering them, 

are more the product of social, political and administrative 

forces than the result of ration~Jl consider~ltions of 

educational values. Furthermore, to legislate inrorlllal 

geometry into the curriculum is hardly a possibility, even 

if it were desirable. 
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Personal expericnce of geometrical activitics, SUC}l as thosc 

described in 3.1, offeved to teachers through preservice 

or inservice courses accompanied by reflections on goals 

and on tools to be ucveloped by geometry teaching, SeCi;\S to 

be a more realistic, although rather lengthy approach, by 

which mathematics euucators may provoke at least temporary 

changes. In order to make such changes more permanent, 

follow-up support to teachers shoulu be provided. Such 

support could take the form of consultations, of workshops, 

of information on inexpensive resources and materials and of 

ideas for the integration of informal geometry with subjects 

other than mathematics, etc.. If such services are to be 

effective, efficient lines of communication \ViII have to be 

invented so that information reaches the classroom teacher 

directly. In the case of the existence of examples of 

geometric activities in the classroom, where good teachers 

have set out with confidence to develop anu follow an 

informal geometry strand, there is the possibility of 

"building outwards" from such classrooms to others, using 

the good classrooms as concrete examples of what can be done. 

-Furthermore it was suggested in the group that one \~'ay to 

increase the serIousness witll which geometry will be taught 

in elementary schools in the near future is to demonstrate 

obvious and productive links bet\Veen geometrical activities 

and number work. The perception that the one can illuminate 

the other might prove to be exactly the incentive needed, 

since all teachers (and parents) accept the importance of 

number work. Should small Horking teams be set up in 

v a rio usa rea s toe x ~I JII i II e t h l S III 0 r eel 0 S ely? 

More immediately still, those involved in preparing teachers 

and conducting inservice courses could, perhaps, make a 

"generous new gesture" of intellectual anu professional 

support to those teachers who are ready to use some of tlleir 

time in by inging the de Ii gh ts oJ geoll1c t ry tQ their s t1,lden t s . 
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4. Retrospection and outlook 

No report on this particular working group would be complete 

without mentioning the positive and constructive atmosphere 

which reigned throughout nine hours of discussions. The 

written statements of some participants which are reproduced 
in the annex witness to such favorable ambiance. To some 

extent, this atmosphere was certainly due to the harmonious 

matching of the participants, which has to be considered 

contingent (accidental). But more important for the creation 

of such an atmosphere seems to be the spirit in \"hich C:'1ESG 

meetings are conceived as meetings where every participant 

is excepted to contribute and to feel responsible for the 

success or the failure of the working group. In this 

respect OIESG n~eetings differ considerably from customary 

conventions and stand the chance of being much more profitable 

to the participants. Such meetings can be expected to 

produce results which, through a team effort possibly to 

be extended over several meetings, will be beneficial to 

society in much more general terms. It IS with such results 

in mind that we suggest that the Kork of this group be 

continued in subsequent meetings on topics or problems 

such as: 

- Further development and organisation of a list of 

goals in geometry teaching and tools to be developed; 

- Strategies and means to get geometry into the 

classroom; 

- Research related to geometry learning and teaching; 

- Preservice and inservicc courses in geometry for 

teachers; 

- etc .. 

It can only be hoped that the OIESG will continue to provide 
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opportuni tics for working groups such as th is one I I-Ill jell 

has bee n ve r y pro fit a b 1 e to a 11 t 11 epa r tic i pan t san J \.; hi c h 

might even have a lasting effect on the teaching of 

geometry in various teacher training institutions. 

Following is the list of the participants of this working 

group~ 

Huguette Allard, Universit§ de Sherbrooke 

Alberta Boswall, chairperson, Concordia University 

C§cile Goupille, Universit§ de Sherbrooke 

David Hawkins, University of Colorado 

Frances Hawkins, Boulder, Colorado 

Tom Kieren, University of Alberta 

Fernand Lemay, Universit§ Laval 

Dieter Lunkenbein, chairperson, Universit§ de Sherbrooke 

Alistair McIntosh, Concordia University 

Ronald Owston, University of New Brunswick 

Arthur Powell, Educational Solutions Inc., New York 

Ghislain Roy, Universit§ Laval 

Pauline Weinstein, University of British Columbia. 

The group benefitted from the partial participation of . . 

Caleb Gattegno, Educational Solutions Inc., New York and 

Bernard Hodgson, Universit§ Laval. 

S.Annexes 

5.1 Statements of participants 

Whatever the age, the degree of culture, the amount of 

experience an educator might have, he can always, as long 

as he is capable of questionning himself without losing 

self-confidence, get back to the na~veness and the spontaneity 

of achild,~ffienhe __ is __ i~£rQn_t Q£ __ ~Ln g.JllHQI2Iia te exJ~Inal 
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stimulation (v.g. concrete educatjonal geometric materials). 

From this ncw internal lighting, hc Ti:;lY cntcr a lllatilcI,l:J.tic;ll 

a d v e n t u ret hat willIe a d him t a sam e \;' h e T e 11 c has not b c C Jl 

before. 

That 1S what has impressed me a lot during these three days 

of workshop. In fact, the exploring period we got into 

every opening workshop produced this marvellous effect on 

one or the other member of the working group and his 
enthusiasm at that moment was a real and sane stimulation 

for everybody and acted as a sparkling pulse which has 

generated some deep and very engaged discussions on 

"\1{ h Y II and I I 110 wilt ole a rna n d tot e a c 11 g com e try t 0 dar . 

Huguette Allard 

I want to express a very general reflection about the 

atmosphere in this workshop. The possibility exists that 

perhaps the presence of a poet, and a philosopher (to say 

nothing of a skilful king!) enabled the tillers of the soil 

to produce nourishing new varieties from simple seeds. 

We shall see. 

Alberta BOSH3-ll 

Neuf heures de reflexion et de discussion sur l'enseignement 

de la geometrie laissent des traces revelatrices d'un retour 

honn§te du chercheur tant sur son acte d'enseigner que sur 

son desir d'ameliorer de fa~on directe au indirecte l'ensei

gnement de la geometrie. 

Lorsqu'on parle de formation, la dimension comp§tence demeure 

imperieuse voire m§me indispensable lllais, et je m'en rejouis, 

les participants semblent unanimes ~ vouloir que la dimension 

humaine soit omnipresente et dans les objectifs ~ poursuivre 
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et dans les strategies ~ proposer pour un cnsejgncmcnt 

renouvele de la geometric chez les jeunes. 

Cecile Goupille 

In our first three-hour discussion we were unaware of missing 

our coffee break, like children who don't notice that it's 

recess time. I think our teacher then judged the conditions 

to be right. Happiness did not interrupt us, but gave 

support. 

A first part was a study of deltahedra, and with these nice 

plastic triangles we seperately went in several directions 

- but then in time were ready to be guided toward a second 

phase by what David Wheeler calls "the directed intentions 

of a teacher", ~ssumed that there were other starting points, 

and other directions, for another day. Indeed on the second 

day we were lowered into another part of the geometric forest, 

and this time no guidance was offered, no haste implied. 

The visual feast was enough. 

Though our discussions ranged and sometimes perhaps rambled, 

there was enough - for such a group - of the logic of the 

concrete to keep us within a framework; the midcourse 

anxiety lest we ramble too much, and some careful summaries 

by members, were enough to bring back a sense of coherence 

and purpose. We had no straight and narrow path, but we 

must have evolved a pretty good sketch of a map; we didn't 

get lost. 

David IlaHkins 
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My general impressions of our Horkjng group: 

1, It was the first time in my teaching career that educators 

and mathematicians Horked together so well, There was 

no feeling of disrespect betHeen the professionals. On 

the contrary~ mutual respect and support was evident 

in each of our sessions. I very much appreciated the 

mbdesty of the members of the group. 

2, With the help of David Hawkins I discovered a method of 

creating certain polyhedra from a cuboid by simply 

applying a few cuts - discovery in mathematics is, for 

me, the greatest joy. 

3. I very much appreciated the tHO problem solving activities 

presented to the group. Active participation on the 

part of the members of a working group enhance the 

learning experience. 

4. The excellent preparation on the part of the leaders of 

the working group promoted the very good feeling we 

experienced over the entire period. 

5. The chairperson of the group was sensitive to the needs 
of the group as a Hhole and the individuals therein. 

6. I appreciate having met each and every member of the 

group. I am richer for having made their acquaintance. 

Pauline Weinstein 
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THE DIAGNOSIS AND RE}.!EDIATION OF CmlI-ION l'fATHEHA.TICAL ERRORS 

Group leaders: J.M. Sherrill, M. B§langer 

Reporter: S. Erlwanger 

The group noted that al'.::hough diagnosis and remediation i5 a cornmon 
topic in mathematics education there was a lack of clarity regarding the courses, 
nature and extent of mathematical errors made by students. In addition there 
were questions about effective procedures for diagnosing and remediating learn
ing difficulties. It appeared therefore that there was a need to develop a 
knowledge base in this area that would be of theoretical and practical value to 
both researchers and classroom teachers. 

The approach proposed to the group '.Jas to survey present and future 
trends in diagnosis and remediation. The purpose of this report is to outline 
the areas discussed. Details of particular aspects are contained in the appendices. 

The following trends were noted: 

1. There has been increasing interest and aceivity in diagnosis and remediation 
during the 1970's. In particular, the creation of the Research Council for 
Diagnostic ~nd Prescriptive Mathematics (RCDPM) would help to coordinate activi
ties and improve communication among \.Jorkers in the area. 

2. A second trend has been the development of clinics at universities e.g. }lliDIC 
at the University of British Columbia. Clinics have three functions: 

(a) service to the community. Students are referred by teachers to 
the clinics which provide diagnosis and remediation of learning 
problems. 

(b) training of graduate students as clinicians through courses on 
diagnosis and remediation and participation in the work of the 
clinic. 

(c) provision of research opportunities for faculty staff and students. 

3. A third trend has been the emergence of three general approaches to diagnosis 
and remediation. 

(a) The most common approach adopted by mathematics educators and used 
in clinics involves one or more of the following procedures: the 
study of related variables such as reading, anxiety, attitudes, 
sex differences, etc.; the analysis and categorisation of errors; 
and the use of the task analysis model in the diagnostic-remedia
tion cycle ,vhich consists of three stages: formal diagnosis using 
standardised instruments such as Key ~[ath materials; informal dia
gnosis using locally developed instruments e.g. checklists and 
individual interviews; and remediation. 
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Thl' grouJl ObSt'I-V('d (Inc! di.sn:s,c;l'd s('VCr;1] CX311111 1l'S of ,-'Or.HllOI1 crrurs 
made by stucit:'nts [roil! examples provided by ShC'rrilL Tlwse exar;:plcs shm.;ed 
Ilarticular areas in computation where errors frequently arise. However, a 
weakness noted here was that the causes of these errors was unknown and it 
was impossible to say how such errors could be prevented. 

(b) A second approach used mainly with learning disabled, mentally 
retarded and mentally handicapped children is basod upon an 
ability model. The emphasis here is 011 identify ing the strengths and 
weaknesses of a student as a basis for providing specific remedi
ation. 

(c) A third approach indirectly concerned with diagnosis and remedi
ation is the attempt to describe the 'child's mathematics'. This 
approach, described by M. B§langer, required a careful analysis 
of interviews with children. 

During discussions it was noted tllat tnese approacnes served a differ
ent purpose and each had advantages and disadvantages. For instance, approach 
(a) provided 2 structured diagnosis-ref:lediation cycle. In the short teLil it 
stressed remediating (curing the learning problem) but it did not in the long 
view assist the teacher to become aware of some of the causes of learning diffi
culties. Approach (c) however, could eventually make the teacher more aware 
of "That some children learn that leads to problems. But the approach '.,·as not of 
immediate value to a teacher anxious to help a student. 

The group also discussed problems that seem to affect developments 
diagnosis and remediation. First, there was an absence of a coherent theory 

l· n 

" 

or theoretical framework, and research methods and instruments for guiding 
research efforts and classroor;] practise. There ,vas also a lack of communication 
among workers in the area. It was anticipated that the Research Council for 
Diagnostic and Prescriptive ~[athematics \.]Quld in future improve communication and 
help to coordinate research and teacher-training efforts. 

Secondly, it appeared that developments in diagnostic and remediation 
did not always take into account developments in the teaching of mathematics. 
In particular, it was noted that most of the work in diagnosis and remediation 
has so far focussed on paper and pencil computation at the intermediate level 
(grades 4-6). The following areas were discussed as possible directions for 
research in the future: 

(a) Other student populations primary, secondary and university. It 
,vas felt that very little appeared to be knm-l1l of \wrk at the secondary 
and university level. 

(b) Other areas of mathematics e.g. geometry and algebra. 
(c) The impact of technology in schools e.g. the use of calculators. Do 

calculators make paper and pencil algorithms redundant? How does this 
affect learning difficulties and errors children make? What kinds of 
learning difficulties and mathematical errors does the use of calcula
tors introduce? 

(d) A recurring theme during the discussions reflected the need for answers 
to the research problems in Sherrill's paper concerning the student, 
the teacher, teacher training, in diagnosis and remediation, methods 
and instruf:lents for diagnosis and methods and materials for remedia
tion. 
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Working Group D Report 

Three appendices follow on subsequent pages: 

Appendix A: State of the field: diagnosis and remediation 

Appendix B: Diagnosis and remediation in methods courses 

Appendix C; Interview ,,,ith Jean 
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APPENDIX A 

STdTE OF THE FIELD 

CIAGNOSIS AND FEME~IATION 

J .M. Sherrill 

!his paper ~as pr~parsd specifically £or tbe Canadiau 

~a~bemat:cs Educaticn Study Group (CMESG). The paper is orga~ized 

presentation on 

state of research in diagnosis and remediation in mathe~atics. 

fart one, tile P~S~, is €xtre~ely brief. Part two, the 

esent, will concern itself with a descriptiori of ~h~ matheQatics 

education diagnostic and instructio~al centres (MEDICs) tha tare 

finally beginning to develop in North America as well as present 

an o~erview o~ research e£ioIts. Part three, the f utl.:re I ili 11 

describe many of the areas in whicb research is needed l~ 

dias~osis and re~~diatioD in mathematics education. Finally~ an 

Ext&nSlVE bibliograpby O~ diagnosis and remediation in matte~atics 

educa~icn is Fresented. 

PART ONE: TEE PAST (0000 - .1966) 

Though diagncsis and rem~dia~ion have ~een par: of the 

~ath€matics teacher's job since th~ beginning, very little 
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specific c~ganiz0d res~a~cb .ill be discus~sd iu this paF~r. 

uEckner (1929, 1930) reported the results of d. [eSea r:ch study 

ccncEIning eIro=s made witb fractions in 1929 and a DOOK on 

diagncsis and ~empdial t~aching in a:ithme~ic lD 1930. ~c::ton 

{1924} . also dealing lJith fractions, report~d the results of a 

study ccncerned ~ith ~he analysis of pupil's er~crs. Buswell and 

Judd (1525) list 31 investigations which had as ~heir explicit 

concern tbe diagnosis of arithmetical errors. 

~ueh of the mathematics edueaticn research of the pre-1960 

era was concerned ~ith which mathematics to p~2s2nt, "hich 

algcritbrr is best for a Fartieular ope~ation, ho~ snould selected 

topics cr algc~i~hms be initially presented. 

The remainder of this paper addresses itself witb thp 

state-ci-the-field" and 'What n~eds"to be done in research in 

iagnosis and remediation iIi mathematics educatioll. 

'THE PRESENT (1966 - 1980) 

'The year 1966 is picked to begin the present p~riod ~ecaU5e 

it .as about that tiIT€ that a ~crkshop was held on the Kent state 

University campus that was to devslop into d diagnosis and 

rern€diatjo~ clinic for ~at1ematics education. Some of the researen 

cited ltay p:e-da. te 1966 since tbe studies ~ay be more 

.epresentative of 

University clinic 

the ar!?a being 

turned out to 

discussed. The 

be the first In 

clinics t~at hdve been develcFEd in North America. 

Kent StatE: 

a seri€s of 
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Clinics 

'Ih€ 10 - 15 c€ntr~.!: thdt currEntly exist ha V.3 many 

charactErist~cs in common. For an axcEllent d~scri?tion oi seven 

of the 'centres read, The Mathemat.ics Clinic..;::.:_-=-F.=inal Re.EQ.L!:, by 

Jerry .Ircns (EI: 103 267). 

All the clinics with 'Which 1 am familiar (about 10) began 

by setting up a graduate coarse in diagnosis and remediation in 

elementary maLnematics - specifically the intermediate grades. The 

concerns have about diagnosis aud remediaticn in 

mathematics is reflected in th~ courSES becoming very popular. The 

courses eventually admit nOL-ffiatbe~atics ed UCd tion graduate 

studeIJ.ts, 8 .. g., special education gradua~E students. The illain 

rereguisite, however, is that the class members nave had some 

aching experience. 

'I be co U r s e { s} i s d i v ide a in t e t 'Ii 0 f,Jd r t s : 1) the theory and 

technigues of diagnosis and remediation and 2) the case stud] or 

studies. Seme courses spend the first half OL theoreticdl 

developrrE=t of diagnosis and remediation, diagnos~ic ~2chnigues, 

far~al and informal diagnosis, f,Jrocedur:es for e leU! e n tary 

mathematics remediation, and oth~r topics to familiariZe the 

student ~ith the material S/hE needs to know to do a case study 

and most of the second balf ~orking with public scbool students. 

The final part of the course is spent cn Compiling tile results of 

the diagnosis and remediation, ccnferences,· dnd final repor~s. 

'Ibe MECIC at the University of British Columbia sp~nds tbe 

stut.nird cf. thB u cour s.; in ... rl.i?3elopin 9 the tnea r1 aua t.ec.iln~~£ 

of diagnosis and r~mediation and tecoming familia~ ~ith the MEDIC 

checklists. Each class ef the final t~o-~hirds of the course is 
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orqanizec 50 that the first hdl~ is spent wi~h ~he ele~entary 

hool ctildren and the second half with tne rest of the diagnosis 

and remEdiaticn clas~. 

In general, the clinics are establisDed to s~rve three 

purfoses: 1) i\es~arch. 2) Trainiug of l'sclche::-s, dr.d 3) S.,; = vice 

to the ccnrnunity, though not necessarily in toe given order. 

SERVICE TO THE COM~ONITY: Teachers iIi t.h·2 fuolic scncols, 

a clinic~ The parent{s) and stun~nt visit the clinic and set u~ a 

time for the diagnostic session. Quite oft~n background saterial 

is available on the child. Students 'i ho ha 7e seve-re Ie a -rcing 

an d/or +- ~ 1 Er:lO .... .l.ona~ disabilities arE referred to t.ce Sp.::cial 

Educaticn Clinic; students ; .. he have rE;ading disabilities ar'? 

ef~rred to· the Reading Clinic~ 

Students »uo are given a diagnostic session usually go 

through twc Fhases: formal and informal diagnosis. 'The forillal 

phase may consist of the 1:U~ . .Y~£.!B ma te rid.l Sf the 

Stanford Diaonostic , .. 
rlC nl~ v;:: m~n t 

but the preceding four are by far the KOSi: cOillillonly used. 

diagnostic materials. The informal phase usually consists of a 

lccally-dEvelcrsd checklist cf mathematics objectig€s administered 

on a one-to-one basis, the MEDIC checklists are examples. 

enCE the diagnosis is completed a decision must be made ---

vill the remediation be done by the MEDIC? In Odn] MEDICs ODce 

the cbild 

.emediatEd .. 

is acc€rted for diagnosis 

Tbe clinics invariably ~hargE 

hir 

a :E:e 

problem (5) is also 

$3 S fo.::: 

diagnosis, $10/h for remediation). At tl1e University of British 

Columbia's MEelC no fee is charged. On the ctherhand, n.ot every 
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child is remeoiated. Every child (exclu:lin~ thos,,= r~f:::r:r:ed to 

her: clinics) is involved in a mathematics dia~nostic session and 

~ € remediation package cutlined, tut thE remediation is done ~y 

~rEDIC OGly if the pr:oblEm is ODe ths faculty ~dats a particular: 

clinician to study or if a clinician ~ants to work with the child. 

Tte community is served by the clinic providi~9 a detailed 

diagnosis of the child's matbe~atics difficulties and, in roost 

ca5es, ty the clinic providing the remedial servica as well. 

TFAINING OF TEACHERS: a synonyiii for: clinician is teacher. 

The MEDIC clinicians are geaduate students in education. In almost 

all cases the clinicians are tEdcbsrs whe a ,..'" .. - 1I0rking en a 

graduate degree. The teachers receive invaluable training in both 

diagnestic and remediation techniques. The ~eacn2rs then go back 

to their classr:ooms, become Learning Assistance Teacners, become 

iversity professors, of influence matb~matics education in sorne 

other capacity. Ibe assumption (and that is all it is cur:rently) 

is that they will make use of the technigues they learn and the 

material they are given in ~batever position they have ufon 

ccItfleticn cf the cour:se (s) • 

EESEABCB: There are very few aeeas of mathematics 

edocaticn that are mere ripe fer and in need of research effert 

than diagnosis and remediation. Some of the needed researCh ~ill 

be discu~sed in Part Three of this paper. The p~eS2n~ section is 

concerned with how the current clinic orjanization ser:ves its 

purpcse cf Research. 

Irons (1974) received funding to make a clefinitive study of 

--e1l8 MEDICs in the u. S. A. and reFor"':. his findings to bis 

institution. Eased upon his findings a ~EDIC wa3 started at his 

instituticr.. The rest of tne MEDICs discus3ed in this paper, 
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howev~r, developed in almost isolated conditio~s. Mathematics 

ucators in different areas of North America seEffi~d to havE the 

samE fElt need and developed a MEDIC at their institution. Eight 

~EDICs arE listed in ApPEndix A. 

Fcrtunately, through reading the same reports (iOULd i~ the 

ERIC system) and attending the same diagnos-;:.ic and remediation 

sessions at conferences (mainly NCTM conferences) tie raculties of 

the different clinics learned cf the Existence of c~her clinics. 

Coollunication among the clinics ~as and is still very difficult. 

To concentrate their research efforts and to avoid having Each 

clinic re-inv8rt the whe~l, it was decided ~o hold a NatioLdl 

Conference on Diagnostic and ?rescriptive ~atLematics. The 

cenieIe Dce an instant success and -sev2J1th annual 

was held recently in Vanccuver, B. C •• Next year the 

onfEIence ~ill be in HErshey, PEnnsylvania follo~ing the HCT!1 

meeting in St. Louis, Missouri. Out of the conferences developed 

th€ Eesearch Council tor Diagnostic and Prescriptiv9 oa the ill a tics 

(RCDP~) .. 

'Ibe preceding vignette '>las presen ted ~o sbo~ ho~ much 

FrogresE has been made in the last fev years in orgdnizin~ 

mathematics educators interested in diagnosis and remediation. One 

of the purposes of the organization is to concentrate the research 

efforts of the grcup in partieula= areas. One of the many 

difficulties with the current approach to research in mathematics 

r<=:mediation is that IDathematics remediation is done, iu mo~t 

cases, cn a one-to-one basis, the:::-efo:re , the samples are very .alL Having a netiolork of clinicians attacking t~? sameprotlem 

(as is dcne in thE: Soviet Gnien) IDdY tring abou~ a more realistic 

solution to some ef the protlems. also tbe interchange of 
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information, ~ithout tho. seemingly interminaDle d~lay of ~he 

lication process, helps all the researchers to stay "on t.racK II 

of a particular problem as ~ell as giVE di=ec~ion tc researchers 

workiny en ether Frotlens. 

The individual clinic is ~lso designed to iillple~ent 

researcb studies. It is the individual clinic that must carry out 

any resEarch effort that is emtark~d upon. The individual clinic 

has as its clinicians graduate students trained to do educational 

resEarch intsrssted in diagnosis and remediation in 

mathematics education. Workin~ with them are university personnel 

who are trained and ex?srienced researchers. The individual clinic 

also has access to students, the ability to organize diagnostic 

sessions in any manner nEeded, and the abili~j to produce 

emediation packages to any specifications. Speaking for the 

iversity of British Columbia's MEDIC, the individu~l clinic also 

has relativ~ly free access to stUdents in class=ooill 3i~uations. 

Cne of the most important Events related to the increased 

research efforts in diagnosis and remediation in mathematics ~as 

the forrriLg of the BCDPG. WnEther the RCDPK lS a cause or a 

sYITftcm of tbe renewed effor~ in diagnosis and remediation in 

mathematics is open for debate. 1he ECDPM does, however, offer a 

gathering flace and focal point fo= people in North America 

interested in diagnosis and remediation in mathematics. Through 

the RCCfM's annual conferenCE, monographs, and ne~sletter up-to

date haFfEnings in the area can be disseminated. It has bEell felt 

for many years that the NCTM was not meeting the needs of people 

at-€~est ed anddi~gJ1 QSj. s? fJ.d_ remediation. It should be noted, 

ho~ever, that after an initial uncomfortdble co-existence the NCTM 

has teeD very sUfPortive of thA RCDPM. 
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!he growing interest in diagnosis and re~ediation is also 

eflectea by the Fbecorncnal growth of the HCDPM. The recent 

nf€rence in Vancouver ~as attendEd by almost 50U p~ople. 

It is an adaptation of the RCDPM plan for organizing 

research that ~ill be used in the research section ot ~his pafer. 

The research studies will be organized under the headin;s: Error 

Analysis, Eelated VariablEs, ana Suggestions LO Teacnerso 

Error Analysis 

~y experiencE has been that those clinics and individual 

reEearcbers involved in diagnosis and remEdiation in mathEmatics 

leg in the ir research efforts by surveying, ca tegorizinj, and 

analyzing errors childrEn ~ake in their ~ork in Eathematics. 

I!hile many studies could be dEscribed I have opted for the 

one with ~hich I am cost familiar---a survey of arithmetic errors 

i~flemented by UEC's MED1C. 

In an effort to find out tbe kinds of mistakes made in 

~hcle nonber ccmFutaticn with tbe £ 0 Q r b a .s i c 0 Fe rat ion s , the 

rp.lativ€ freguency of diffErent error patterns, as well as other 

informaticn, data ~ere ccllected on 5440 s~uden~s in grades 5 - 8 • 

• he COl1lFutation test consistEd of 12 additioD, 12 sUDtraction, 12 

lDultiFlication, and 8 divisicn Froblens. The Frcblems represented 

different levels of difficulty, E. g., tbe eigh~ division problems 
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ranged from Froblems with a zero in the guoti:nt to single-disit 

divisor~ 

ettern.= 

wi~h no remainder. Since the conc~rn was with error 

tbe stud~nts were p=ovided with an adjitioD tdDle aud a 

~ultiFljcatien table. 

~he results met seme of our expecta~ions, nut ther~ were 

som€ surprises. Results that ~ere BQ1 a surprise were: 

1) ~he res t and oS ubtE S ts reliabi Ii t ires were We 11 g rou i?E d and 

relatively high, ranging fro~ the low of 0.76 for the 

subtraction subtest to 0.88 for the total tEst. 

2) lhe succ~ss rate acress operations (addition, sUDtraction l 

!nu] tiplication, division) decreased for all grades. It is 

interesting that suttractioD and multiplication yieldEd 

similar re~ults in bo~h grades 7 and 8. 

3) Hithin each operation, the success rate increased as one 

aSCEnded through gradES. 

Results that were a surprise are listEd below in increasing order 

Off! sur F r is e " ; 

1) Even w}:en given all addition taDle and rllultiplica:ion 

tab 1 e, students made a higher number of ba3ic fact mistakes 

than waE expected. 

2) (verall, the success rate was highe~ tOdD expected. The 

success rate for addition was 94%, subtraction 87:;, 

multiFlication 84%, and division 67~. 

3) Practically all students perCEived themselves as being 

very good at whole number computation. 

lhere ~ere approximately 37 000 erro=s made on the 

_.~FU ta tioD tes_t._~~~~~_~=-_ ca tegoL' izsd-=- The r'? 

exclusive categories. Of the 48 categories, 

.... 2rE 413 mutually 

17 dealt .ith place 

.value. Kno.lejge of tasic facts and place value are two of the 
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leading factors in the breakdown of computdtiondl ability. 

Cte cf the ongoing studieS in the series implemented by 

4IIlc.s MErlC dealt .ith the lo~ achisver. It i3 ~ne 10. achieve= in 

computation tbat sho~s up at the clinic. The study follo~sd up a 

finding that these students perceivE ~hemselves to De good at 

computation. ~any of the students were interviewed with respect to 

their iDEthcd of working a computat.ional I:robl~m, .", hy the y thi uk 

th~ir method is correct, and why they feel they are good at 

computaticn. The reasons they s~ated are very int.erestin~ and are 

listed below:: 

1) AO'IHOFITY---the teacher, the bOOK" or £el2.o,,", students 

sup fort the method as ceing correct. 

2) SUCCESS---the method works often enough to convince them 

hey are correct. Several sutj~cts were ~ccurate about their 

success rate (ranging frcm JO~ to 60%) and they interpreted the 

performance as being good. 

3) FATALIST---the method is simply the way it ~ust be done. 

The UBC study involved a paper-and-p9ncil survey approach 

~ith the analysis performed after tbe . fact. The technique of 

intervie.ing a student and actually otse=ving the er~ors he makes 

is currently cor.sidered more acceptable. Though the interview 

technigue ~as first reported by UbI (1917) as un approacb to 

diagnose errors it use was not tbat common until ~he present 

pe r iod. As mor~ North American researchers adopt non-empirical 

technigues and put less emphasis on ths guantitj cf data and more 

the quality the intervie~ tectnigue ~ill probably b2come even 

more common. 

Again, many studies could be cit3d with edch of their 
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findings with rssp€ct to the numt~r and types of errors children 

~Kt' he. Aft~r givi~g a grand total for the tour bdsic 

...r ~hcle numbers I will cite 3 stuJi2s rep~esen~ing 

operations 

important 

areas of error analysis not previously discussed. 

In an excellent revie~ of the literature on computational 

errors .ith whol-':! numbers Burrows (1976) SUillS up thd~ "'.i'he studies 

haVE r-evealed d total' of 35 unique addition er.rorE, 33 subtraction 

errors, 54 multiFlication errors, ana 71 division er.:.-rors./I (p .. 9) 

Gregory (1980) studied the problem of ho~ data on 

computational errors are collected. In bis study the aa ta 

collected using paper-and-pencil tests, one group using answer 

sheets ~ith multiple-choice format. Gregory -as interested in 

\lihetber the errcrs ~hat lIIere made Ir'ere matherca'tical or clerical. 

This study is importar.t in t~e light of the increased instances of 

~rge scale assessments. The results? 

"At least half of the 1255 errors made on the first 
ad~inistraticn ~~re clerical srro=s. Cleric~l errors may 
haVE been the source of an additional 478 errors made, 
tut the analysis performed did not allow· for 
classification of the:::se errors. II {p. 187) 

Th~ results are made Bven more interesting wrien one considers the 

sample ranged frcm grade 6 to Algetra I students. 

~be final two individual research studies to be cited do 

not Geal with ccmfutational errors; they are both studies in 

geometry. Perhaps more studies in error analysis .ill be in non-

comFutational areas or, at l~astJ on computation witn sets ether 

Ulan the set of \Whole numbers no,,", that the area has so many 

.Udie s in Fri~_t._ 

fright (1980) r:eports on three studi2s (Tisil in, 1975; 

Khanutina, 1975; Krutetskii, 1976) per-foemed in tIl': soviet Union 
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dEal with the formation of geo~etry conc2pts in normal and 

entaIl} rEta~ded stud~nts. Scm~ of the conclusions reached 

f011clols: 

1. Retard~d Fupils are successful in dis~icyuishiDg 
geometric figures (two-dimensional) .. hicb can be d2fined 
ty a single ess~ntidl characteristic. Tney are not 
successful in distinguishing r~Sures which can be 
defined only be several 2ssential characteristics. 

2. ~odeling or selscting a gEom~tric form (two- or 
three-dimensional) is significautly af£dcted by trie 
pUFil's facility ~ith lanyuage. 

34 Success in providing justification of choices of 
modEls of geometric forms is dependent on *~etiler tDe 
fOIrr is defined by cnly one or by several essen~ial 

cha~actEristics. 

4. Geometric bodies (thrs!:.'--di:nensional) 
understood than g~ometric figures. 

5. Lack of unde~standing of the differences 
concepts of length, area, and volume is revealed 
use of incorrect symbolism • 

aillong 
in the 

6. Computing a~eas and volumes is easier ~h~n 

dimensions are given than when dimensions must 
measured. Computing areas and volumes is easier when 
dimensions are given in whole numbers than when 
di~Ensions are given in mixed numbe~s. 

the 
be 

the 
the 

7. In comparing spatial features, pupils oiteD focus 
en inessential charactsris~ics. 

8. Objects of similar dime~sions are rnor2 diI£~cult to 
distingUish than objects ef quite di£feren~ dirrensions. 

9. structuring a problem is difficult. 

10. Transferring solution technigues from one situatioli 
to another is difficult. (Eombecg, pp. 192-193) 

~he etber geometry study dsalt with the use of frames of 

refsrsnc€ (Dockweiler, 1980). 'Lhe results of the study present two 

areas of disagreement with Piayetian research. Three tasks were 

~~_~~.i~_~.Vfoe~~'rlVe~~on~dc~~E: (bgOott~::'o_Pre:eu::::mand Faucet. In eaco t:isk the fra.e of 
.. '- -= _ C' c: u fI a III e) --v-a-s-~ til ted -a-n-d-- ~4:tH?SU tj E: ct 

had to draw the water line or pendulum position. 

The first area cf disagreement should co~a as no surprise 
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to thosE familiar .ith the lfNorth Amc:rican Proble:!:" in PiagEtiar.; 

ae sea r ct. The r: e h a ve bee n man y 

~mEricd tbat sho~ that students 

studies i uplewented irl tiorth 

ao not a.ttain s pe c ified 

capabilities in the age range specified by ?iagetians. 

Dock~eilerts study is no exception. 

• 

Not only did a majority of 5tb gra5ers fail to correctly 
corrplete the tasKs, but non~ of the age levels sno~ed a 
majcrity with an ability to perform tha task dealing 
witl horizontals. These results wculd seem to suggest 
that a large number cf subjec:s may never 06 able tc 
correctly use a ira~E cf rererence in a siwilar 
situc.ticn. (RcwbC!rg, p. 222) 

1be second area of aisagreement 

••• lies in ~h9 atility of stuaents to dp?ly a 
rectangular coordinate system as compared with tnE 
horizcntal and vertical frame cf reference. these 
results suggest that these capabilities are d~veloped 

diffErentially and de not :1ey:?lcp sirr.ultaLEcQsly or 
sequentially as ?iaget's results suggsst .. (Bomber';, p. 
222) 

In the May, 1979 

offers a different 

'app:cach tc error categoriza~ion---an iniorffiation~processing 

classificaticn of errors. Since the causes cf errors :lia y cat 

across mathematics content topics, the identification ~ay be more 

sUCCEssful by 11 • • .... examlnlng th ::: mechanism uscd iIi obtaining! 

prOCESS ing, and reproducir:g tne information contained 

in n:atherratical tasks. It (Radatz, p. 164) To tilis end Radatz OILers 

the follcwing five error categories: Errcrs due ~O ••• 

1. • •• language difficulties 

2. • •• difficulties in obtaining spatial infor~ation 

•• __ s ... deficient 

conceFts 

mastery of Frereguisite skills, 

4. • •• incorrect associations or rigidity of ~hinki~9 

facts, and 
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50 •• • the application cf irrelevant rules ore strategies. 

Eadatz is arguing fcr ~cre gen~Ial cd~eso~ies so ~e way be 

to id2uti:y and ~liminat2 ~n~ire classes of errors. There lS 

another faction of mathematics education res2dIcners tnat are 

apprcacbing didgDosi~ and rerr~dia~ion in a varl content-specific 

manner. 1s either method of attack correct??? 

Related Variables 

'Ibere is a danger, already, that the search for variables 

related to student ability in oathEmatics ~ill follow the saiJle 

eath as 

After a 

the search for variables related to teacher eirectiveness. 

century of searching for teacher effectiveness variables 

~ith the seemingly countless variables s~udied, Eegle (1979) 

concludes: 

Desfite all our efforts we still have no way of 
decidi!1CJr in advancE; which teachers ',.'ill be '2£fectiv2 
and wbich loIill nct.. Nor do 'oj<=;. kno ... ".tlich ":.;::aining 
progra~s will turD out effective teachers and Which ones 
lrlill IlO":.. (p. 29) 

Instead of presenting an exhaustive (exhausting) list of 

related variables and all the resEarch involving each, 1 gill 

present a few related variables, so u;e [epresentdtive research 

finding~f and close this section ~itn Salle studies that generate 

:nan; variables. 

'Ibe first t'wo variables are sex and spatial ability. l t has 

believed that males ars supe::ior toi:emales in both 

mathematics achievement and sFdtial anility (Fennema, 1974; t1acoby 

and Jacklin, 1974) • It has also tEen Estaclisned thdt spatial 
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ability is positiv~ly r;::lated to high-level Qdther!latical 

oncEptualizdtion (Smith, 1964). This male sups:riority 

to start in early ado12scence and cor. ti n ue into 

ad ul tho cd. ~t could b~ celi~ved, the=efore, that sex, as a 

n V ar i a b I € " , YOU 1 d t ere 1 ate d to a sub j E c t ' s 10.. per for ill an c e in 

mathematics. It could also be telieved th~~ it adS 10n spatial 

ability associated with females that was the variable related to 

low ma~h€~atics F2rfcrDance among ~emales. 

Guay and McDaniel's ( 1977) iindinss supported the 

contenticn that " ••• high llla~hEma-:icE achi~vers nave 9 rea ter 

spatial ability than loy rnathEillatics achievers." (p. 214) :Ihe 

findings also supported t.he contEntion tbat " ••• males had greater 

high-level spatial ability thaD. feial'?s." (p.21S) The Gual and 

McDaniel's findings were consiste~t across ~rades. The most 

nteresting part of the study was the school grades used ~ere 

grade 2 to grade 7. The results yere very consistcn~ with the 

Ii tera t ure, but the pattern formed at a much earlier age tnan had 

been freviously established. 

FEnnema and ,Sherman ( 1978) carried out a carefully 

concEivEd and ~ell designed study to gather hard data to 

substantiate hYFotheses o~ dispel popular myths with respec~ to 

sf:x-r-elated differences in matnEca tics. Their summary is 

important: 

The strong conclusion reached by the authors after two 
years cf intensive study of sex-relatEd differences in 
mathematics achievement OI students in grad:s 6 - 12 is 
that when ~e12vaDt factors are controlled, sex-related 
differences in favor of males do Dot appear of~en, and 
jlhEn they do they are not large. (p .. 201) 

related differences in mathematics learning", they also sho~ 

as early as grade 6 

that 
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••• gi=ls ~xpr~ssed 19ss confidence than boys in their 
ability to do mathematics, and the subj2ct -as clearly 
sex-typed male, especially by tb9 DaYs. ~n the high 
sctool years these di~fErential attitudinal :n:lu2Dc2s 
continu~d and were jcined ty a hos~ of othe~ neyative 
attiudir.al influences, such as girls ' perception of 
mathematics as being less useful to the~ and girl's 
perception of less favorable attitudes on the part of 
their teachers and paren~s, espacially the fathers. (p. 
202) 

ene of the biggest surprises in the Fen02ma and SherDdD 

lias that " ••• no significant sex-relat2Q differences '.iera 

f'J,lDU in spatial visualizatien." (p. 193) If the result can De 

sue stan t i ate d , it is certainly in direct conflict with Frier 

research. rhe research effort in this area may be seen to shift 

its fecDs frem spatial abili~J to anxiety (confidenc2, self-image, 

etc .. ) in the search for thE causes of sex-related differences in 

mathematics achievem=nt. 

The third related variable is anxi~ty. b.nxiety is a 

psycholegical ccnstrtlc t with a wide range of theoretical 

definiticns. It has beEn estiL!ated (Speilberger, 1972) . that over 

5000 articles or books on anxiety ~ere published b0t.een 1950 and 

197O .• DUE, in part, to the difficulty of determir,ing a "'ide1y 

accepted and Fractical definitien of anxiety, rna the m a tics 

educators have delineated thE area and are studyin:; rna thematics 

anxiety ~s a situation specific form of anxiety. 

certain IIfacts" appear to be established. Hill and Sa rason 

(196 6) reported that high anxiety was inversely related to 

arithmetic cCIDFrehension and aritbmetic·problem solving scores. 

In his review of anxiety aLd ~athe~atics learnin~ Sovchik 

1978) reported 

The psychelegical literature also suggests ~hat s~x 

differences in reportEd anxiety are minimal in early 
elementary years but that girls tend to refcrt more 
an~ietl in later scbool years perhaps because boys are 
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culturally cor.ditioned to defend ayainst admittance of 
an:dety .. (po 9) 

Itbile the results stated lD tbe t~o previous paragraphs 

haVE beer EUfFcrted by other S-tUCEES there is allotheI: side to tbe 

iSSUE. H-::llrran (1976) r?por":ed -:b.a:. IIfor lJ3 4:.h s::-aders anll 150 

8th graders reported anxiety .as not related to Qathematical 

per"formaLce." (F. 10) 

There haVE been numerous studies (only a few "ill be cited) 

tbat have asked th'2 basic guestio~---What is a slow learner lD 

mathematics? Such studies d.escr:-iptioDS that l In 

actuality, list varialles considered related to mathematics 

Cne of the most interesting results was [eForted by the 

Scbeel ~atbe[atics Study Group (St1SG) 

1967). In creating the sample fer the proposed study of s10 .... 

it was noticed by the resEarcbe~ that most schools were 

selecing Existing classes of low-achievers. Si mpl y out of 

curiousity Herriot decided to find out the ini~ial reasons why 

childre£ had been placed in such classes. Below are ~he reasons 

she ",jas SiVer:: 

1. Below grade 1ev~1 in mathematics achievement 

2. Inad~gua~e reading level 

3." Slow worker in mathematics 

4. Inaccurate computation 

5.. Fearful of rna thema tics 

6. Antagonist_i.e to~ard school 

7. Apathetic, indifferent toward learn~ng 

8. Recect transfer to school 

9. Chronic al:sen-:ee 
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ether- var-ial:::les associated 'tIith slo'.i learning in 

tbematics resulting frcm researcb (only one citation is given 

with eacb) are Stanford-Binet IQ (Jerome, 1959), reading (Hoss, 

1964), sccioeconcmic l.:::vel ef heme environment (Dunkley, 1965), 

attitude to'Jard mathematics (Calla ban, 1971), self-esteem 

(Bocinsor., 1973), rerlectivelimpulsivE behaviour 

Sch'cletel, 1974) I and the list go~s aD. 

(Sch'clebel and 

~any rnor0 studies ars nsedsd on Lb~ in~errela~edness of t~e 

variatlEs and the dominanCE of certain variabl~s over others 

£e£ere '.ie can make practical use of the kno~l€dge ~e have. 

Suggestio~s te Teachers 

• 
Cne ef the main goals of resEarch in diagnosis and 

remediation in mathematics is to provide suggestions to teachers. 

The research findings are important not only te teachers ~orking 

~ith slow learners but to all mathematics teachers. Again, the 

entiI€ area cannot be ccver~d in depth, but those findings that 

are cited are used te give dir€ctior. to those int9r9s~ed in the 

area. 

1. 

~ ..• 
The teacher must €stal:l ish 

(Eriksen, 1959; 'Iaba una 

a ieeling 

Elkins, 1966) 

of mutual tr us t. 

lmccg o~h~r things 

th.~~ invo!~~s_leaJ:"ning ." .... ",hen to talk and .hcL to let the 

student talk." ('Iata and Elkins, 1966, p. 275) 
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2. The slo\ol learner must do things. "Sensorimotor involvei:lent 

with real objects {and pictures cf objects} is a crucial 

Freliminary to effectivE vertalization and cOLceptua1ization 

by the slow learner." (Schultz, 1972, pp. 14 - 15) 

3. Initial learning tasks must te geared to readiness; ongoillg 

learning tasks must te consolidated cefera additional 

d~F€naent tasks are introduc0d; successive tasks must be 

pI:or:er1y sequenced and paced. (Schultz, 1972) 

4 .. frd ctice (drill?) is important in maintaining a skill. 

(Nutting and Pikaart, 1969) 

5e Goals need to be clearly explained and shor~ ~e=~. (Cronbach, 

1967) 

6. Numerous studies have been i~plemented in the area of 

mathematics content. Data have besn gathered with respEct to 

teaching basic facts ( M c K i 11 i p .r 1 97 4), P 1 ace ya 1 u e ( S m i th r 

1973) t all four of the basic oferations (Haze kamp, 1977; 

Sherrill, 1979; Hutchings, 1975; K=atzEr and Willoughby, 

1973; Uprichard and Collura, 1977), etc. 

!aking place valUE as one content example one finds studies 

delving into many faCEts of the area. Several studies (S iIli th, 

1969; Up:: i c h a r dan d Call u r a , 197 7; S c r i v e n.5 .. 1 ~ 7 8) h a ve con c 1 u d ed 

that more emphasis is needed on the skill£ of deciwdl numera~ion 

~_<:::_~lliFut_a!iOnal skills. SiIlith (1973) concluded tnat one ~-=--the 

difficulties in teaching place valu~ is that the concept of 

hundreds is introduced too early. 
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Diedrich and Glannon (1970), among others, have shown tha~ 

€ teachi~g cf decirr.ul num2~aticn should concentrate scl~ll on 

d~cimal nur.eration, i. e., spe~d no tirre on nOL-d~ciillal nume~ation 

systelts. 

.Ea~~ ( 1978) goes even fartner and SUgJ2stS methods tor 

teacbing decimal numeration. Be used the following me~hcds: 

The students used physical ctj3cts and coun~2d ••• 

A : • " .. by 0 n '? s to 3 6 Ie. g .. I the n lea r ned 3 b is 3 te n E an d 

6 ones. They never counted by more than ones. 

E: .... to 10 .. grouped, counted 10 more, grouped, etc. They 

then learned tc ~rite the prcfer numeral. 

counted past 10. 

They never 

c: ••• sets of objEcts with mo~e than 10 

symbcls. Later they grouped ty ~ens and 

and. learned the 

counted using 

te r,s. To count 36 objects, they grouped by tens then 

cc:.::nteci 10,20,30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,36. 

en the posttest (achievement and application) the scores 

showed C > A > B, but not at a statistically sijniiicant l8vel. Cn 

the retention test (4 'WE:eks af~Er the post~est) -:he differences 

were statistically significant and i~ the same ord2L, C > A > B. 

SC as not to leave the reader 'With the feeling that the 

teaching of place value i~ a settled issu~, it should be noted 

understanding place 

computational skill. 

value necessarily led to Change in 
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While much work has teen done in diagnosis dnd cernediatio~ 

mathematics tbat can be of botL immediaLe and long term 

importance to tEach~rs thc.r'? is much, much more that realains to be 

done. I t is to thE: future that I r.O'J turn. 

PART 'IHE~E: 'HiE :2'OTORE ~1980 -

There is, of course, no end to the wock to be done lD 

diagnosis and r~mediatiGn in mathematics. This section stdrts with 

SOille of the very large tasks that ccnfront us and closes with 

specific guestioDs that are of int~rest. 

As alluded to earlier there is a d~finite Deed for better 

organizatioDo 'Ine group effort tbat is being discussed among tbe 

clinics via the RCDPM can be a giant step forward. The current 

clinics can be of great assistance in creating new clinics 

thrcughcut North America. If a n€t~ork of clinics can be created 

and if irte=-clinic communication can be improv2d, ~na eff8ct uFon 

the resEarch production of each clinic could bE phenomenal. It may 

te that a research dissemination newsletter (as opposed to a 

journal) cculd solve the co~munication p=ableo. 

It is still true that graduate students prodQce thE 

_.er)/bel:ing majority of research donE in illath2:natic.3 educa-ricn. 

If this valuable resource group could te attun~d to the rasearch 

efforts in diagnosis and remediation in matilEmatics education, 

Frogr~ss ceuld be made muctl faster. In the same area of 
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developrrE~t, Q~derg[adudtes in teacher education facultieE a~d 

acticing teachers n~ed to te trained iil the technigues of 

diagnosis, remediation, and research. 

E~search Techni~~§ 

'Io me one of the tiggest breakthroughs in diasnosis and 

Iemediaticn research in Ncrth Am~rica is tbe increasing acceFtaLce 

of studies which have been desigced to increase tha quality, not 

the guaLtit7~ of ::he data. The intervif''i tecinigues, ths llthink 

aloud n tEchniques, the FIotocol analysis tecbnig~2s are all in t~e 

Frocess cf iffiprovsDen~. ~hile each has its liDi~atiens I consider 

them far superior to large group paper-and-pencil studies for our 

area cf interest. 

Currently most of the efforts in diagnosis and remediation 

in mathematics education is directed at the int2~mediate level 

(graaEs 4 - 6). tiUCD mere effert must tE expended at the prirna:r~l 

level (grades K - 3). Diagnosis and remedictio~ dt LUe prim~=y 

level caD take on the aFFcoach of preventive med~cina instead 

~aitinq fer the nsed of a cu reo T he sur face bas not even by 

scratched at the secondary level! 

1he effert, se far, SEEffiS to be heavily concentrated in the 

arEa of whole 

overlook th'? 

the elercentarJ .Pies.. ---'l'h e 

Ie ve 1. 

Lumber computation. There lS the t.e ndenc}' to 

fact that, in British Columbia, at least, over half 

curriculum deals ~i~h nen-whole nUffiDEr com[utaticn 

P r s-p-o r: -t-i-o n -i s -E v €-Il- W--O-r e -------E x tl:-e :J 2---d t --±ll e S:2 c oiLd a r: 1 

While I agree that th'? prior:iti~s in the past sbould ha ve 
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been given to the intermediate level where ~he d3[dLd was acute, 

e effcrts ~cw must be spread to all levels. In working ~ith the 

mathematical learning difficulties of i~term~diate l~vel cuildren 

cns gets the sensaticn cf ::ighting a SEries of ':;irass fires. One 

stamps cut ODe fire only to move to ODe of the ma~y ottefs, 

withcut tIying to prevent the fires. 

1c avoid the "grass approach ~ . cer"a.ln r.heoretical 

cecisions must be made to direct the research efforts and put tne 

research cn scun1 focr.ing. 

first, there are several models for diaynosis and 

. J:e!llEd ia ticn. The t~o roost commonly used ones dfpear ~o be the 

bility training model and tbe task analy~is model. The guote 

frol!: an unpublished paper by A. E. Uprichard (1977): 

In the ability training model the purpose of diagnosis 
is to identify processes or abilities (sucn as visual or 
auditory discrimination) that a;:-e strong or weak in the 
learner in crder to prescrlDe remediation. Here t~e 
clinician has t.o options, h~ could either t~ach ~o a 
learner's strength::: or reillAdiate his ;,reakness3s. (.fl. 1) 

The task analysis model is more content or discipline 
crieDtE~. In this model assessment of acade~ic skill 
devEloprrent and instruction are designed to wove the 
child from where he is to where ~e desire him to be in 
thE academic skills hierarchy. The emphasis is on 
couFcnent skills and their integratlon intc compleX 
terminal tasks rather tban thE processes that presumably 
undErlie the dev,:lc.pient cf spEcific tasks. (p. 2) 

Eotb models have proponents and opponents. A majerity 

(maybe even all) cf the MEDICs have adopted tnE task analysis 

model .. This may be due tc the hie~archial charac~eristics of 

~atics content, especial~()_!llEutation. _;';_e maLEe u9uilty of 

the sa~e logic as the drunk looking for his keys under the 

streetlight. 80th models l ho~ever, need to be subjec~ LO resedrch 
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!Scrutiny. 

So rna!;y mathematics Educators accept the task analysis 

del that ::Jev~lofing for it has lieen overlocked. 

HierarcbiES need to te c~eated and tested. One should try a simple 

EX FEr i IDe r:t.. 1ak~ a group of teachers or education majors and have 

them do a task analysis of one of the lour basic Gpe=a~ion~ Look 

at the results and tne point will be made. 

All cf the clinics described in 1ro:1s' (197~) paper uSed 

both iorrral and informal diagnostic tecbniques. B G7:h ty pe s, of 

courser have advantages and disadvantages. 

Fcrmal diagnosis in a grcup situation has the advantage of 

time, In the time it takes to test one student one can test an 

tire class, but what dc~s one have? The~ests are paper.: and 

pencil~ Cne has the results of the student's .ork so one can tell, 

€" . g., that tbe student does Foorly in subtraction .. One might even 

be atle to tell that the student does poorly in sUDt=ac~ion with a 

zero ~n the rr.inusnd. It is very difficult, ho~ever, to dete rmine 

k~ the Etudent is ',Jorking the Froblem. 

Infcrmal diagncsis usually consists of SOEe SOI: t of 

checr-list such as UEC's MEDIC checklists. The checklists a~e 

locally 6evelcFed to fit into the framework of a particular 

clinic. 1he cbecklists are excellent for pinpointin~ th2 e~~ors of 

studEnts ann determining the prOCESSES by which the child is 

attempting to solve the problems. When a clinician ~as completed a 

. _.agn_ost~_c s",ssion he has a llluch 

.hat the ~hild is doing and having 

tett~r chance of kno~ing exac~ly 

a remedial approach in tIli nd. 

The checklists, however, arE very depEndent upon th~ abilities of 
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the clir.icians. It is the clin~ciar. that d2cides .uich problems 

are as);sd cf the student; it is the clinician that decides tow 

ny frotlems ~ill b~ presented; it is tbe clinician thd~ d~cides 

the seguE:l:ce of the items. It is the clinician tilat SEeS the work 

of th~ s~uQent and dEcid~s to al~cr th~ diagnos~ic session based 

upon wbat the child has done. Unlike the formal diagnostic 

materials wbich arE suppose tc be lItE.ache::::-proo£", the checklists 

are v~ry Jepgndent upon the person using it. 

!be checklist takes abou~ the s~me leng~h of time as the 

for~al diagnostic test, but only one student at a "-;mo L_ ..... ·_ is .teing 

diagnosed. The UEC MEDIC checklists can EdCh take as little as ten 

IDinut~s or as long as the student car last! It is suyg~sted that 

any individual sessicn net last more than 45 miLutes. In oppostion 

to the time criticism, one should keep 1n mind tha t :.i th the 

hecklist most of the work is appcopriate for the child. In formal 

diagnostic tests if one child is perfEct and another miseravle in 

addition, they both work the same additien problems. 

The majer research criticism of checklists is that the data 

collected cannet be compared to anything. There are no norms fer 

ChECklist data. T~o clinicians using the sailiE checklist cannot 

even compare data in the s~atistical senSE. So~e work must be 

undertaken to define the relative roleS of formal and informal 

diagncsi~ [ateri~ls. 

In leaving this section it must be noted that mathematical 

diagnostic testing in the ~ffActiv~ dc~ain is just beginliing. 

__ --._Ea !"_~r,_ Fr a [8 ",,-~~k______________________________ _ ___ ~ _____ _ 

This ~riter feels that the focus of diagnosis and 

remediaticn research in matheroa~ics education would be clearer if 
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it ~ere done witbin aD overall fram6wcrk of th3 area. Q~es~ioDs 

as, IIWhat is the role of clinical res~i::irch?", "Can r2 search 

I:'o?mediation or tlatnernatics lear .. ing diiiicultes .stand 

indepEndent cf research on math3rr:atics diagnosis?", "Can clinical 

interv'2ntion research be developed as a rE:ssarcn method?ll, and 

others cculd Co2 ans.er~d with ~espect to an cvecall reSEarch 

fr am.: wo r L 

If a research fram~work can te developed, researchers in 

diagnosis and remediation in mathematics education may be able to 

tell much quicker the areas tha~ are in the mos~ ury2Gt need of 

study" A logical timeline mig.ht be develo?ed, L. e., Study 6 mignt 

not have a tbeoretical basis until S~udy 8 rejects or does not 

reject specified hypoth~ses. The frame~0rk may dllo~ reSearchers 

to organize their thinking so that they lay focus on the stren~ths 

~ell as the weaknesses in ·the area. 

Fer a more detailed discussion of this section see John 

llil!:cn's article, !IAn Epistemologically Based Sys~2m fo~ 

Classifying Research and the Role of Clinical Inb=rvention 

Research 

- 24. 

In this secticn ar~ 22 suggested research problems. Some 

are largE, some are srnall---all are needed. Thou~h it may not seem 

cbvious the writer did atteopt to organize this section. 

---*_~!l t e:r i n gn skills must 

remediaticn to serve as preventive medicine one must know 

whjch skills a child entering anY-22eci:~ed Wf~d2 should 
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haVE. In additicn the teacn'2r (a~d clinicid~) needs to kilo. 

the skills a child should baVE (~ust have?) to enter .. crk on 

a Far tic 1] 1 a r a 1 g 0 r i th m. 

2. ~ork ~eeds to begin in earnest a~ thE secondary I level. Again 

checklists need to t€ created and validated. To focus 

attenticn cn pricrity items, d~si=acle exis~ing skills must 

be deterIilined. 

3. Checklis~s fer ncn-computational skills neei to be created and 

tested by U c::c> _ -_- lit 

4. Content objectives for ~atheilld~ics at each ~rade need tc De 

created. ~any survey studies are still needed to de te r:mine 

the learning difficulties associated with ~ach objec~ive. 

5", a perscn makes a ccmputational .lS th2re actually 

ODe thougbt pattern or ma~y causing the mistake? Exp2rience 

dictates there are many. Research needs to ~ell the clinician 

that for a given mistakE there are X patt~rns that could 

cau~e it, each cf th~ ~att?rns occurs y% of the time, and 

remedial package Z bas the best success rate for a specified 

pattern. 1his is the ultimat2 goal for clinicians. 

6. Are certain errcr pattsrns caused ty par~icular instructicnal 

teclnigues? ~hich error patterns can be remediated by 

-spec if lee. i nst~ti cn4-l--~Ghn ~? 

7. Can certain error patterus te grouped for r~~edidtion? 
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• Which learner variables affect sFecified error pa t terns 

(al:ility training model)? W'hicb learner 'Jd.:-iables can 'ale 

control? ~hat is the intersection of th~ t_o sets? 

9. Can reliable and valid instruments be developed for early 

idectification cf the matbemdtics anxious student? 

10. The role cf verbalization in th8 comprehension of mathematical 

concepts needs continuing study tc be clarified. 

11. What are the variables tbat determine toe most "effective" 

diagncstic session? 

• What are the varidbles that determine the ~ost "effective" 

remedial sessicn? 

13. Do teachers trained in the techniques of diagnosis and 

remediaticn use the techniques after ~be trai ning is 

conFleted? 

14. Do teachers trained in the techniques of diagnosis and 

re£ediaticn make "tetter" teachers? 

15. What do we remediate? Is the error pattern a cause cr a 

::y Iq:tom? 

16. How does mode of instruction interact with anxiety (se1f

image, a~titude, etc.)? 
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• content hierarchies need to be 

emFi~ically validated. 

logically created and 

18. Fcllcw-UF studies need to determine if the effects of the 

re~€dial Fackages are maintained. 

190 Ca~ some remedial pack~ge5 be developed into effective 

teaching prcceaure~ for the initial Fresentation of an 

algcrithm to an ~ntire class? 

20, ~hat is the most efficiert size for a remedial group? 

21G Bow long sbould coildreD be allo.ed to use phy~icdl devices? 

At what point should the student be required to use sJ~bols 

cnly? 

22. I'll end the list by at least refer~iDg to the myriad of 

questions with respect to the prEsentation of conten~ Wh~Ch 

content? ~hgn should the cont~nt b~ presented? How should the 

content be presented? etc. 
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Names and Add=ess2s of Sel~cted 
Diagnosis and nemediation Clinics 

Dr. Bobert Ashlock, Director 
The ~rithmetic Center 
university of Maryland 
College fark, ~aryland 

• Jon Englehardt, Director 
f.atbematics Clinic 
Arizona state Oniversity 
Tempe, Arizona 

Dr. JamES Heddens, Directcr 
MathEmatics Clinic 
Kent State University 
Kent, Obio 

Dr. Boyd Heltan, Director 
~atr.ematics Clinic 
West Virginia Universi~y 
Morgantc~n, West Virginia 

--e 

Dr. ~ichael Hyn~s, Director 
Math Cfnter for Diagno~is 
and Rertediation 
Florida Technical University 
Orlan dc, Florida 

Dr. JErry Irons, Director 
Mathematics Clinic 
s. F. Austin State University 
Nacadoches, Texas 

Dr. David Robitaille, Directcr 
MEDIC 
2125 Main Mall 
u. B. c. 
VanCOUVEr, B. C. VaT 1Z5 

Dr. Ed Oprichard, Director 
Mathematics Clinic 
Oniv~rsity of Sou~h Flcrida 
'Iampa , Florida 
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DIAGNOSIS Al~D REMEDIATION IN MATHEMATICS METHODS COURSES 

No unit on diagnosis and remediation 
elementary mathematics methods course at the 
Columbia (Education 371). There are several 
that do have such a unit in their section of 

i s gqui;:~i in the 
University of BLitish 
instructors, ho~ever, 
the course. 

There is an emphasis in all sections of Ed. 371 oa 1) the 
use of manipulatives, 2) how to go from th~ concrete to the 
abstract, and 3) different approaches to tile SCime topic. wnile 
these three areas are not, per se, part of a u3it on diagnosis and 
remediation they are necessary. It is a fact ~hat so much of the 
material a teacher needs for diagnosis and remediation deals witll 
what it takes (in an individual professor's opinion) t.o be d good 
teacher. What is described below is the material included in a 
unit entitled, Diagnosis and Remediation. 

I. EEEOR ANALYSIS --- The actual work ot ~ - 8 students are 
presented and discussed. The E1. 371 students have o fie 
of their student teaching practica during the academic 
year. I try to time the diagnosis and remediation unit 
so that it straddles the practicum. Saeing the actual 
work of the students they will iace in th~ classroom is 
a sobering expe~ience. It also makes th~ill sensitiv2 to 
errors as they work >lith their students durir:g the 
practicum. 

II. THE SLOW LEARNER --- I make use of the 35ta Yearbook of the 
NCTM to describe some of the characteristics of slow 
learners that have been identified from research. Tbe 
d.iscussion also includes those variaDles that do NOT 
necessarily relate to being d slow learner, but nave 
been used in the past to classify a s~udent as being a 
slow learner. Due to the students' courses I do not have 
to spend time discussing stuJents ' .. i th severe lea rning 
disabili ties. 

II I. 

IV. 

MEDIC CHECKLISTS --- The unit includes very little on group 
administered diagnostic tests. The concentration is on 
the checklists developed at the UBC clinic. Items I~I-

V of the unit are presented £i1§£ the practicurn since 
we are forbidden to give· anything to the students that 
smacks of an assignment during the practicum. The 
checklists reflect the current H. C. mathematics 
curriculum and is an aid to the Ed. 371 students in 
organizing tne area they will teach. 

INTERVIEWS --- We discuss techniques for intervie~ing 

students only from the perspectiVE of identifying 
weaknesses. The emphasis, however, is on developing a 
programme for remediating the weaknesses. The class also 
views a videotape of a MEDIC intervie~ Since I can no 
longer require them to interview a student during 
practicum, I'm trying to arrange an interview 3i tua tioD 
using the Kids on Karnpus programme. 
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v. REMEDIATION --- The discussion centres on using all:ernate 
teaching strategies and materials. T~a emphasis is on 
developing lessons (that I would consiier to be) 
beneficial for Hnormal classroom instruction". Tn.ere is 
also discussion on arranging the classroom so small 
groups or individuals can have the teacher's at~ention. 

To repeat myself, in the area of remediation, I find very 
little I would tell the preservice students that L wouldn't have 
told them in ~.!!.Y methods course. In simplistic terms r~ medial 
teaChing aiffers negligiblY from gooi initial teaching. I agree 
with Claude Gaulin that no matter how wall a class is taught some 
students are not going to get out of a lesson wh~t th2 ~eacher 
ex pected. Wna tis needed is to se nsi ti ze ~.§.£y tc ach 2C tot he 
students, be sure that every teacher has masterel liag Ilos1:ic 
techniques, and be sure that !i:.Yf£Y teacher has a .Y:.i!ri§.!:l of 
approaches in their repertoire for each lesson they present. 

Can it ever be done? 

J.M. Sherrill 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIE~'] WITH JEAN* 

Jean is a nine year old boy, in the third grade of a school designated by the 

CECM within the project "Operation Renouveau". At the time of the interview 

with Jean he was in a regular classroom, but the teacher had told us that he 

should have been placed in a special education class because "he's very weak 

in mathematics". The teacher adds that Jean always has failing grades on 

exams given each six week period. In a discussion with the teacher we tried 

to get additional information concerning Jean, but she only keeps repeating 

that "he's weak in mathematics", that "he should be in a special education 

class" and "that he never does what he's supposed to do". We asked the tea

cher for her permission to conduct an interview with Jean, and she allows us 

to take him out of class. We ask Jean, "Do you do calculations in class?" 

He replies, "Yes, additions". (Note: In French children say "des plusH for 

addition, and "des moins" for subtraction problems.) "Can you do this pro

blem?" We ask. 

279 
142 
398 

(Problem 111) 

He adds alound very fast: "9 plus 2 plus 8 equals 18" (instead of 19). He 

writes the "8" at the lOvler right and a "I" in the second column above the "7". 

We speculate that perhaps the sum "18" might be due to the rapidity in his 

mental calculations. 
1 

279 
142 
398 

8 

He continues the problem adding the ten's and hundred's and arrives at the 

answer 818. 
21 
279 
142 
398 
818 

We present him with the numbers arranged in a different order and ask him to 

compute the sum: 
398 
279 
142 

(Problem 112) 

*Extract from a paper by E1ie H. Martin, "L'ana1yse des erreurs en mathematiques 
decel1es chez des enfants (de 8 a 11 ans) en difficulte d'apprentissage: un 
nouveau sentier pour 1es orthoedagogues?" 
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This time he gets 809. Once again he adds very quickly and makes a mistake 

in the ten's column. At this point it is not clear if his incorrect answers 

are due largely to the rapidity of his mental calculations or due to other 

factors. Jean does not seem to have realized that the same three-digit numbers 

are in the two problems. For Jean perhaps he sees no contradiction (two diff

erent answers) simply because he has not noted that "they are the same problem -

only the order is changed". (Note: In this type of interview it is important 

to speculate as one goes along probing. These on-the-spot speculations guide 

the formulation of new questions. A very tricky thing to do!) 

At this point we thought that perhaps by presenting the same numbers in a 

third order Jean might realize "they are the same problem" and he would seize 

that something is wrong somewhere. It doesn't work out that way as we shall 

see. 

We propose a third order to see if Jean can in fact note "coneradictions" in his 

answers: "Can you do this one?" 

142 (Problem #3) 
279 
398 

This time Jean arrives at the answer 819. For us, adults, it is clear that the 

three "problems" (in the school sense of that much abused word) should have a 

single and unique answer, but Jean does not seem at all concerned by three diff

erent answers. Has he noted that they are "the same problem"? We now push to 

see what Jean will say: 

Interviewer: Jean, look here (in problem #1) there is a 279; in the 

second there is also a 279; also in the third problem. Look

there's also a 142 and a 398 in each of the problems. Don't you 

think there should be the same answer for each of the three pro

blems? 

Jean: Of course not! It's not the same thing. (C'est pas la meme chose) 

Int: Why isn't it the same thing? 

Jean: Because the hard numbers aren't in the same place (farce que les 

nombres durs ne sont pas a la meme place) 
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(Note: Jean uses the expressions "nombres durs" and "les nombres 
pas durs". (Very literal translations of "hard numbers" 
and "not hard numbers ll are used here to keep the use of 
the French "pas") 

Int: Where are the hard numbers according to you? 

Jean: That one and that one. He points to 

column in the second problem: ~~ 
the 9 and the 8 in the units 

(Problem 112) 
142 

Int: And in this one? (Third problem) 

Jean: The hard numbers are in the lower part 142 

;~ (Problem 113) 

In the tens column Jean also says there are hard numbers; they are in the upper 

part in problem 112 and in the lower part in problem #3. 

Int: In the first problem are there some hard numbers? 

279 
142 (Problem Ill) 
398 

Jean: Of course not! The 9 and the 8 aren't together. There is a 2 

there. (He points to the 2 in the units column) 

Int: And in the tens column are there any hard numbers? 

Jean: No! there is a 4. (He points to the 4 in the tens column "which 

separates the 7 and the 9") 

In the early part of the interview we were led to speculate that perhaps Jean's 

main difficulty is due to the rapidity of his mental additions, hence the re

sulting in minor errors. But at this point there seems to be more than this 

at play here. Once again we are led to speculate on "what's in Jean's head" 

and we might attempt to formulate this as follows (at least for the moment): 

"There exist combinations of two digits whose sum is greater than ten. 
Jean calls these 'the hard numbers'. A combination whose sum is less 
than ten, Jean calls 'the not hard numbers' (les nombres pas durs). 
Hard numbers must be placed one above another in a column. If they 
are separated by a small number then they are 'not hard numbers'. The 
sums of numbers depends on the position of the 'hard numbers'. If 
the order is changed, the answers will be different". 

Now this is one interpretation of what might be in "Jean's head". 

~ questions to negate or confirm these speculations. 

We attempt 
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Int: When I was in school sometimes I would do additions by starting 

at the top and add going down. But sometimes I would start at 

the bottom and add upwards. (We demonstrate using the third 

problem; ) 

(Procedure A) 142 , 

279 '" 398 

142 t 
279 

(Procedure B) 

398 

Int: If I did it once doing it this way (procedure A) and once doing 

it this way (procedure B) do you think I would get the same answer? 

Jean: (Very long pause) ... Er ... Here (Procedure A) the hard numbers 

(9 and 8) are at the bottom. But here (Procedure B) if you start 

at the bottoms, you start with the hard numbers. (Long pause) .... 

... It's not the same thing. No ... you have to do it this way 

(Procedure A). 

Int: But suppose I did it this way (procedure B) would it give the 

same answer as doing it this way (procedure A)? 

Jean: But it's not the same thing!! If you do it that way (procedure B) 

it's not the same thing. 

Int: It might give another answer? 

Jean: You have to do it to find out. 

Int: Do you think we can know before doing it? 

Jean: Well, of course not! (laughs) 

Jean seems to have found the idea ridiculous. In his mathematics the position 

of numbers is important, and thus to say ahead of doing it if the two procedures 

will give the same answer seems absurd to him ("you have to do it to find out"). 

In the arithmetic of mathematicans the commutative law holds, but in Jean's 

mathematics: 

A + B + etC + B + A ~ B 4 A ~ C, etc. This is consistent 

with his categories of "hard numbers" and "not hard numbers". Problems #1, #2 

and #3 are not the same in this system, and the appearance of "different answ

ers" is also consistent. 

Is Jean a "learning problem" or a "creative mathematician"? 

r--------~------------
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In 1979, during the CMESG/GCEDM conference, a working group discussed many 
aspects of the problem of the utilization of minicalculators in schools, 
including the following: 

- uses of calculators in Canadian schools: the current situation 

- existing materials about pedagogical uses of calculators: reports 
and recommendations, books and articles, teaching materials, re
search papers and monographs, bibliographies, etc. 

- situations when it is appropriate / not appropriate to encourage 
the use of calculators in the classroom 

- uses of calculators for pedagogical purposes, e.g. to foster the 
understanding or the dynamic application of concepts, properties, 

algorithms, etc. or to investigate patterns 

- some particularly interesting problems to investigate with a hand
held calculator 

- possible impact of calculators in the future upon curricula, teach
ing methods and evalution in schools 

- potential value of "pseudo-calculators" (electronic learning aids 
like DATAMAN) and of calculator games 

- sensitization of teachers to uses of calculators in schools: objec
ives and means to achieve it. 

Concerning the work done then, those interested are invited to read p.81ff in 
the Proceedings of the CSGME / GCEDM conference held in Kingston in June 1979. 

The 1980 review group on calculators had two objectives: updating of the 
information compiled last year and discussion of new aspects of the problem 
of the utilization of minicalculators in schools. Four people accepted to 
contribute and stimulate the discussions by means of four short presentations: 

Claude Gaulin: The situation at the international level 
Shirley McNicoll: The current situation in Canada 
Alistair McIntosh: Extension of a project in England 
Roberta Mura: Calculator accuracy 
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THE SITUATION AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL 

A. Updating of information compiled last year 

The number of pUblications about the utilization of minicalculators 
in schools continues to grow at an incredible rate. That rate is 
unprecedented in mathematics education, for any other topic. 

Besides the existing materials compiled by the working group on 
calculators last year, it is important to mention the following, 
which have appeared since that time: 

Calculators: A Categorized Compilation of References, 
by Marilyn N. Suydam ERIC / SMEAC June 1979 

Investigations with Calculators: Abstracts and Critical 
Analyses of Research, edited by Marilyn N. Suydam 
ERIC Calculator Information Center Jan. & June 1979 

"The Impact of Electronic Calculators on Educational 
Performance", by Dennis Roberts. Review of Education 
Research, Spring 1980, Vol. 50, No.1, pp. 71-98 

B. Recent recommendations iN U.S.A. 

Reference has been made last year to the position statements of the 
National Council of Teachers Qf Mathematics ~bout Calculators in 
the Classroom (Sept. 1974 & Sept. 1978), as well as to the recom
mendations contained in the NACOME report ("Overview and Analysis of 
School Mathematics Grades K-12", Conference Board of the Mathe
matical Sciences, 1975) concerning the utilization of calculators 
for teaching mathematics in schools. 

In April 1980, the N.C.T.M. has released an imp9rtant:report: 

AN AGENDA FOR ACTION Recommendations for School Mathe-
matics of the 1980s 

which is likely to be very influential in mathematics education 
in coming years. Among the eight major recommendations, the third 
insists that 

"Mathematics programs must take full advantage 
of the power of calculators and computers at 
all grade levels" 

and leads to the following recommended actions: 

3.1 All students should have access to calculators 
and increasingly to computers throughout their 
school mathematics program 

3.2 The use of electronic tools such as calculators 
and computers should be integrated into the core 
mathematics curriculum 

~~3 CurricuZum materials that integrate and require 
the use of the calculator and computer in diverse 
and imaginative ways shouZd be developed and made 
avaiZable. 
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C. Inoreasing oonoern for oaloulators at the international level 

The use of calculators in mathematics education has been much dis
cussed in several international conferences, since the panel discus
sion on "What may in the future Computers and Calculators mean in 
Mathematics Education?1I which was very successful during ICME 3 at 
Karlsruhe in August 1976. For example, an international colloquium 
took place in Luxemburg in 1978 about IICalculators in School Teaching". 
During the 5th Interamerican conference on mathematical education, 
held in Campinas (Brasil), one of the major activities was a panel 
on calculators and computers in mathematics education. 

It may be of interest to observe that six activities during ICHE 4, 
to be held at Berkeley in August 1980, will deal exclusively with 
uses of calculators for mathematics teaching. 

Qn the other hand, as part of the Second International Mathematics 
Study, information has been compiled about the situation in various 
countries with respect to the utilization of hand-held calculators 
in schools. As a result of that work, Marilyn N. Suydam (Ohio State 
Universi ty) has prepared an important document ent.i tIed 

"Working Paper on Hand-Held Caloulators in Sohools" 
(Maroh 1980) 

which contains reports from 16 countries (including one from Canada, 
written by Walter Szetela, U.B.C.), as well as a Synthesis of Natio
nal Reports, which certainly constitutes the most._uF-::t.o-date docu
ment available about the situation at the international level. That 
document should become public during ICME 4 next August. 

D. Researoh aotivities with oaloulators 

(A copy of the paper Synthesis of National Reports referred to above 
was handled to each participant in the review group for internal use. 
Comments were made about research activities with calculators, fol
lowing the content of pages 74-75.) 

See appendix: "Synthesis of National Reports". 

Claude Gaulin 
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THE CURRENT SITUATION IN CM~ADA (summary) 

During a sabbatic leave from McGill University in 1978-79, I conducted a 
survey of Elementary School Mathematics in Canada, specifically: the nature 
of provincial curricula as perceived by ministries of Education, school and 
teacher education personnel. Based on the responses from III interviews 
held in all ten provinces over a ten month period, I indentified common pri
orities and concerns and reported these in a document dated January, 1980. 
Among the brief observations noted was the lack of recognition of the future 
impact of calculators on elementary mathematics. 

In response to a question regarding the use of calculators, six Ministries of 
Education reported that no definite policy had yet been established (Nfld., 
P.E.I., N.B., Ont., Sask., and Alta.), two provinces reported a policy at 
secondary level only (Man., B.C.) and two provinces were considering usage 
at the elementary level (N.S., Que.). 

Ifhen asked a similar question, school and teacher education personnel agreed 
that greater use of calculators should be considered, but only at the upper 
elementary levels. Among the school areas where there have been research 
studies conducted or where calculators are being used as a supplement to the 
regualr program (in computational skills), "lhere the following: 

- Montreal: Protestant School Board of Greater Montreal has recently 
adopted its calculator policy (encouraging use of calculators at 
all levels, including 1-3 and L.D. classes). 

Hamilton: Michael Silbert issued a report and recommendations in 
1977 on the Handcalculator and Its Impact on the Classroom. 

- North York: In 1976, Campbell and Virgin reported on An Evaluation of 
Elementary School ~~thematics Programs Utilizing the Mini-Calculator . 

• 
- Edmonton: The Edmonton Public School Board has developed an extensive 

resource manual for teachers in the elementary shcool: Calculators in 
the Mathematics Classroom. 

Faculties of Education reported that very few courses are available for pre
service teachers, but calculator units are included within existing 'Methods' 
courses. A number of courses and workshops are offered in In-service programs, 
and among personnel mentioned where Drost (Nfld.), Gaulin, Mura, and Craig 
(Que.), Vervoort, Siebert, and Connolly (Ont.), Neufeld, Holmes (alta.), 
Szetela (B.C.). 

Shirly HcNicol 
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EXTENSION OF A PROJECT IN ENGLAND 

During the 1979 CMESG conference, the working group on calculators examined 
the report 

"A Calculator Experiment in a Primary School" 
by A. Bell, H. Burkhardt, A. McIntosh & G. Moore 
(Shell Centre for Mathematical Education, Uni
versity of Nottingham, 1978) 

of a project which took place in a primary school. An extension of that 
project has now been initiated in 13 Elementary schools and 2 High Schools, 
and it is currently entering its second year. 

The principles on which the Extension Project is based are: 

1. The calculator in the elementary school is an educational aid, 
rather than a tool children should learn to use. 

2. The immediate aim should be to use the calculator to aid the 
present curriculum: only later will changes to the curriulum 
be considered. 

3. Parents must be kept informed at all stages of the purposes and 
effects of the work, through lectures, workshop sessions and 
information sheets. 

4. All teachers in the schools are invited, but none are compelled, to 
be involved. 

5. Worksheets and small units should first be produced in response 
to the teachers' demands for material in specific areas and 
circulated to all teachers in the schools. 

6. When a substantial number of these have been produced, they 
can be organized to indicate relevant content areas, ages. 
Gaps can then be identified and filled. 

7. Emphasis is placed on observing, assessing and recording the 
reactions of teachers over time. 

8. The end-product should be a useful collection of calculator mat
erial and a report. 

Up to now, we have reached the following preliminary conclusion: 

Calculators do not change the classroom habits of teachers, although 
at times they threaten them. If calculators are to be used by the 
majority of teachers, then they will be used in a variety of ways 
corresponding to the perceived purposes of mathematics teaching. 
Major take-over programmes will produce a back-lash if they ignore 
this. 

Alistair J. McIntosh 
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CALCULATOR ACCURACY 

The purpose of this presentation is to draw attention to a few questions that 

are generally neglected by a majority of calculator users (including both 

students and teachers), and yet would be quite valuable in improving both 

their competence in the use of calculators and their understanding of some 

mathematical ideas. 

The first question is: what are the numbers a calculator displays and works 

with? The reason why such a question is usually neglected, is probably that 

it doesn't even occur: the digits and the operation signs of the keyboard 

look familiar, and so do the numbers appearing on the display. Once the ques

tion is raised however, it doesn't take long to establish that the calculator 

works with a finite subset of the rational numbers. Moreover these "calcu

lator numbers ll are not homogeneously distributed: they are denser around 

zero, while becoming more and more sparse as you move away from zero towards 

either the largest (positive) or the smallest (negative) number in the system. 

After realizing that the calculator universe cannot include every real number, 

the next question is: how does a real number get translated into a calculator 

number? This leads to the familiar topics of truncating and rounding off 

It is a good opportunity to discuss the extra digits carried by many types of 

calculators (e.g. calculators with an 8 digit display that actually compute on 

10 digit numbers). 

The third question is: what are the properties of the calculator number system? 

For any given type of calculator, a list of examples can be devised showing 

that the calculator number system lacks most of the properties one would expect 

it to have: it is not closed under addition or nultiplication, neither opera

tion is distributive and so on. 

This may be quite amusing to someone having unconsciously assumed all along that 

the calculator arithmetic was the same as the usual one. This exercise may 

also be of pedagogical interest in that, by asking to look for peculiarities in 

~calculator arithmetic, it draws attention to ~rties~he usual number 
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systems that would otherwise go unoticed because too familiar. 

Once it has been established that the calculator arithmetic is different from 

the usual one, the next question is: how much different? In other words: 

how accurate is the calculator? In answering this question, the notions of 

error and of relative error are introduced. After pointing out that relative 

errors are usually quite small, one can give examples of situations in which 

they are not. It is also interesting to give examples of situations in which 

even a small error can make a big difference (e.g. trying to decide whether 

539 is a divisor of 66 541 707 by executing the division on a 4 function calcu

lator, can lead to the wrong conclusion). 

The question of calculator accuracy also gives an opportunity to point out 

that the accuracy of a result depends on the accuracy of the data as well as 

on the accuracy of the computation: a result may contain meaningless digits 

even if the computation hasn't produced any round-off error. 

The above questions are designed to make calculator users aware of the prac

tical, and therefore approximate, nature of calculator computations. All the 

topics mentioned are quite familiar to anybody having taken a course in numeri

cal analysis, however, they are not common knowledge among everybody else, 

and this includes the majority of mathematics teachers. 

Calculators have created a situation in which it has become important that 

a much larger number of people get acquainted with a few basic ideas of numeri

cal analysis. 

Robert Mura 

~- -------
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ABSTRACT FROM "Worki"f}-g Pape.r on Hand-Held Calculators in Schools" 
III. Synthesis of National Reports (M. Suy dam 3 March 1980. 

As one reads the reports in the previous section, one is struck by 

the similarity of the issues and concerns about hand-held calculators that 

are being faced in the 16 countries. Some divergence is found, however, 

in how the issues are being resolved in various countries. 

1. Trends, predictions, and prevailing opinions about curricular 
implications of calculators 

"New ideas have often met with public resistance," as Szete1a notes 

(p. 19). Calculators were quickly acquired and are in common use by 

scientists, engineers, economists, and other professionals; almost every 

household has one in some countries (e.g., Switzerland, the United States). 

Yet, although calculators have been in some schools since 1973 (e.g., in 

the United Kingdom), many of the reports indicate that mathematics teachers 

may be reluctant to use them. [!hey generally have been welcomed by teachers 

of other subject matter, especially the sciences, where calculators are 

often considered a part of the student's expected equipment (e.g., in 

Australia)) and in non-academic courses (e.g., in Japan)]. Moreover, there 

is increasing resistance as grade level decreases; that is, primary teachers 

are most resistant to their use, while secondary teachers have accepted 

them to a greater extent, especially as a calculational tool, and university 

teachers allow their use with almost no concern (except in some instances 

where they ignore calculators, as was noted in Brazil). A quotation from 

the United Kingdom expresses the picture at the lower elementary level: 

••• the attitude of primary school staff to the calculator 
ranges from an enthusiastic welcome through passive toler
ance to hostility. (Bell et al., 1978 cited on p. 56) 

Fielker adds: 

While some are willing to look into the possibilities,the 
majority are worried that arithmetical skills will be for
gotten. (p. 56) 

Cheung notes that, in Hong Kong, 

In the primary schools, the use of the calculator is not 
formally and widely accepted in the classroom because both 

- parents and teachers fear that the calculator might become 
a crutch to children of this age range and thus impair the 

f-'------------------- learning of the basic computational facts and skills. (p. 25) 

Shimada adds that, in Japan, 
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Generally speaking, it seems that many teachers are reluctant 
to introduce calculators in their classes, partially because 
of their belief that at the elementary school level teachers 
must concentrate on fundamentals and ••• students must 
master basic skills in computation without special aids, and 
partially because of monetary problems involved and a fear of 
new change. (pp. 36-37) 

Also from Japan comes the comment that at the secondary level, teachers 

are "theory-oriented" rather than "practice-oriented" and therefore keep 

numerical complexity at a minimum; thus, they do not feel the need to use 

calculators. 

In West Germany, it is similarly felt that calculators should not be 

used before or during the development of computational skills. The calcu

lator is allowed only after grade 7 or 8 in the official regulations of all 

11 ministries of education. 

Szete1a notes that in Canada 

School boards are keenly aware of the objections and concerns 
of parents toward calculators and hesitate to pursue an 
uncharted course utilizing calculators without strong public 
support. (p. 19) 

In the United Kingdom, Fielker reports that 

Furthermore, some employers have been vociferous in their 
demands for arithmetic without calculators. It is sometimes 
difficult to persuade teachers that calculators are not 
detrimental to ari~hmetical health, in spite of continuing 
evidence in the U.K. and from abroad that the use of calcu
lators improves ability at computation. (p. 56) 

And it is noted that in Canada, it is believed that "Calculators should be 

used to supplement rather than supplant the study of necessary computa

tional skills" (p. 21). 

In countries like Thailand, the issues have "not been seriously con

sidered" yet, since calculators are less available than in some other 

countries. New Zealand provides another instance in which there is little 

argument about the use of calculators: 

Little concern has been expressed by teachers, parents, or 
the community either for or again~t the use of calculators 
••• There has been no strong pressure to introduce calculators 
into the curriculum, nor to exclude them. (p. 40) 

Use in schools tends to be on an informal basis, depending on the initia

tive of individual teachers within an individual school. r-------

Nevertheless, a statement from Australia is indicative of the status 

in most countries: 
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During 1975 and 1976, both individual teachers and· education 
systems began to realize that they would have to come to 
terms with the calculator, and that process of adjustment is 
still underway. (p. 5) 

Over and over, similar arguments are raised for using or not using 

calculators at various schools levels (but especially at early levels). 

Thus, among the points favoring the use of calculators as a teaching

learning device are: 

• attainment of more time for Ifgenuine mathematical content lf 

including new content, and for teaching concepts 

e emphasis on problem-solving strategies and mathematical ideas 
rather than routine calculations 

• use pf more practical examples and problems with realistic data 

• support for heuristic and algorithmic processes 

• increase in motivation 

eenhancement of discovery learning and exploration 

• attainment of speed and accuracy, with relief from tedious cal
culation 

_ enhancement of understanding 

-lessening of the need for memorization 

Most telling of all is the comment that, since their role in society is 

increasing, students should learn how to use calculators. 

The points cited for not using calculators involve: 

• fear of dependence on calculators as a crutch. which will "damage 
the development of children, making them less capable of intellec
tual achievement" 

-tendency to fail to criticize calculator results 

-non-availability to all students, since they cost too much for 
some (thus enhancing the gap between "haves" and "have-nots") 

• creation of a false impression that mathematics is computation 

• insufficient research on long-term effects 

• reduction of achievement in basic computational skills 

• decrease in understanding of computational algorithms 

• lessening of ability to think 

• lessening of ability to memorize 

• reduction of motivation to learn computational skills and mathe
matical principles, or to think through mathematical problems 

It is obvious that fear of loss of computational skills with paper~ 

pencil is the predominant concern. 
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2. Research activities with calculators 

The amount of research evidence being accumulated on the effects of 

the use of calculators varies across countries. In some~ there is little 

or no research activity (Australia, Austria, Hong Kong, Ireland, Japan, 

New Zealand~ Switzerland, and Thailand seem to fit this category). In 

several others~ a limited amount of research is being conducted by college 

or university faculty and/or graduate students, usually with the focus on 

the" secondary school level or occasionally the upper elementary level 

~elgium, Brazil, Canada, Israel. and West Germany appear to fit this 

category) • 

In the remaining three countries, the form of research is more exten

sive, but still varied. In the United Kingdom, the Durham Education 

Committee, the School Mathematics Project, and the Shell Centre for Mathe

matical Education have been most heavily involved. Experimentation has been 

largely exploratory and informal, with the emphasis on ascertaining what 

could be done with calculators and on the development of comparatively 

short curricular sequences, with formal data-comparison studies at a mini

mum. "In Sweden~ the activity has been organized in a somewhat comparable 

but more centrally controlled fashion. The first directives from the 

Board of Education came in 1975; this past year some trials started at 

various grade levels from 4 through 12. ARK (Analysis of the Consequences 

of Calculators) is coordinating a wide program of research and development, 

studying the effect of calculators as an aid for calculation, as an aid 

in changing the methods in the present curriculum, and as an aid in changing 

the content of the present curriculum. 

In the United States, over 100 studies have been conducted, most in

dependent of the others and most using an experimental design in which the 

achievement of calculator and non-calculator groups on various curricular 

topics or modes of instruction have been compared. Almost all such studies 

L~dicate either higher achievement or comparable achievement when calculators 

are used than when they are not used. A handful of studies has looked at 

learning-oriented quesstions, in an attempt to ascertain how learning of . " 

mathematical ideas (rather than merely achievement) can be improved with 

of calculators. In addition. less-formal curriculum development 

s have been underway, to develop sequences for instruction at most

grade levels. The majority of such work has concerned integration of the 

calculator into the existing curriculurn; far less attention has (thus far) 
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been given to revising the curriculum to integrate calculators. This 

research and development work is proceeding at several levels, with univer

sity mathematics educators, supervisors of mathematics, and teachers 

collaborating in some attempts and working largely independently in others. 

While federal funding has supported some studies (including a number of 

grants directly to school systems), other work has proceeded solely be

cause an individual (including many doctoral candidates) felt the need to 

pursue the topic and collect evidence. 

Across countries, the overwhelming majority of the data -- from both 

formal experiments and informal experimentation -- has supported the con

clusion that the use of calculators does not harm achievement scores (in 

particular, computational scores). From the few studies' focusing on the 

point, there is indication, in fact, that use of calculators can promote 

computational skill achievement, as well as the learning of other mathema

tical ideas. 

There is continuing need for informal research by teachers at the 

classroom level to establish and evaluate ways of using calculators to in

vestigate both existing and new topics in the curriculum. Similarly, 

mathematics educators need to continue efforts to ascertain how the calcu

lator can serve best as a tool to promote learning. 

3. Instructional practices with calculators 

The need for curriculum development is evident in the comments from 

several countries; for example, a comment from Austria indicates 

A main obstacle for intensifying the use of calculators is 
the fact that neither the curriculum of mathematics nor the 
schoolbooks are related in any way to the needs and possi
bilities of the calculator. (pp. 11-12) 

The Australian reports adds: 

For the mathematics classes, there has been a more systematic 
consideration of how calculators might be used, not merely 
to carry out calculations ... but also to attack new types of 
problems, or old types of problems in new ways. (p. 6) 

In the report from Ireland, it is noted that 

Teaching methods and course content may need to be revised 
.to take advantage of calculator techniques. (p.29) 

And the Canadian report points out that 

•.. teachers would prefer to wait [to use calculators) until 
materials ... are written. (p. 21) 
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"Restrained enthusiasm" and a "lack of bold projects for implementation" 

are also noted (p. 23). There is need to incorporate additional work 

on such topics as estimation and approximation, significance of answers, 

mental arithmetic, rounding, and flow charting; the limitations of calcu

lators also need to be taught. 

In most countries, as the report from Belgium notes, 

There is still some quarreling going on between two groups, 
the one stimulating the use of the calculator only as a com
putational tool and the other willing to take more advantage 
of calculators as an instructional aid. (p. 13) 

It seems fairly evident that, given the concern by parents and teachers 

about students learning paper-and-pencil computational algorithms, these 

will not rapidly disappear from the curriculum in most countries. Fielker 

notes that 

Even among the more enthusiastic schools, the calculator 
has been assimilated into existing curricula. and no one 
so far has altered the curriculum to take account pf the 
calculator. However, there is enough development taking 
place to indicate the way things eventually should go. 
(p. 56) 

He indicates-that paper-and-pencil algorithms will persist as only part of 

an "armoury of techniques". Pupils will design their own algorithms, and 

the focus will be on the development of algorithms for calculators and 

computers. Thus, he writes: 

••• one questions whether •.. written arithmetic is any 
longer necessary •••• What is required is an ability to 
check that answers are reasonable; hence a facility with 
"single digit" arithmetic, and a sense of the size of 
numbers to be expected in real situations [is needed]. 
(p. 57-) 

In Israel, similar concern is expressed for algorithmic thinking. but the 

focus is 

not to try to revolutionize the mathematical curriculum, 
but rather to modify" it "by pufting emphasis "on algorithms 
for solving meaningful problems and carrying them out to 
completion. (p. 31) 

From Japan comes this co~ent: 

If we admit an assumption that calculators are always 
available in any classroom, then emphasis might be shifted 
from mastering a certain set of prescribed algorithms to 
developing various algorithms based on fundamental properties 
of number, and grading difficulty by number of digits in com
putation might become not so meaningful. - (p. 38) 
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However, few textbooks-have incorporated use of calculators. 

Sweden is relatively advanc,ed in curriculum development compared with 

most other countries. New curricular sequences integrating calculators 

are being tested. In West Germany, Brazil, Argentina, Israel, the United 

States, and the United Kingdom, there are some smaller-scale efforts to 

develop calculator-integrated curricula. While the Swiss report indicates 

that "changes in curricula are for the time being not necessary because 

of the use of calculators" (p. 47), curricular guides may include use of 

Qalculators as aids; such statements have also been included in many other 

countries. Thus, the official syllabus for New Zealand recommends the use 

of calculators, but only at Form 7 (for 17- and l8-year-old students). In 

Hong Kong, the new mathematics syllabus for secondary schools attempts to 

incorporate the use of calculators, including decreases in emphasis on 

some topics and the addition of several new topics. In most countries 

reporting recommendations, the use of calculators is suggested after grade 

7 -- that is, after initial teaching of computational skills is completed 

and they have presumably been learned. 

A matter of concern to many persons -- though at a lower l~vel than the 

concern over use of calculators in elementary schools, associated with fears 

over loss of computational skills -- is the concern over their use on tests. 

The report from Ireland provides a particular illustration of this. Calcu

lators were used on examinations in 1974 and 1975. Then: 

Public awareness of a possible social discrimination in the 
use of calculators in examinations was fanned into life by 
an article in one of the leading daily newspapers; ~he Minister 
of Education became worried, and calculators were banned from 
the public examinations in 1976. They have been banned since 
then • •• (pp. 28-29) 

In Australia, school inspectors began in 1977 to recommend that stu

dents be permitted to use calculators on public examinations. By 1980, 

virtually all examining boards will permit the use of calculators on 

grade 12 examinations. From 1980 on, the calculator will also be allowed 

in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education examinations. 

By 1978, four of eight boards administering the General Certificate 

of Education Examination in England were permitting use of calculators on 

Ordinary Level, and two others permitted them at A Level; the Scottish 

Board was perm~tt~ng them in all exam~nations. However, they arernor 

allowed on the English Certificate of Secondary Education examinations (and 
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. therefore most schools have not used calculators with average and below

average pupils). 

In New Zealand, on the other hand, some locally based regional 

examinations for low achievers in mathematics do incorporate the use of 

calculators, although they are not permitted in national school-level 

examinations. Calculators (including programmable types) are allowed in 

secondary-level examinations in Sweden, but not in grade 9. The policy in 

West Germany is that calculators are allowed on tests in grades 8-13 when

ever calculation is not a goal of the test (calculators are not used 

below grades 7 or 8 in the instructional program). 

In the United States, calculators are not allowed on standardized 

tests (because of their construction and norming) , and most teachers do 

not allow their use on any mathematics tests. The College Entrance 

Examination Board is considering the need to modify existing tests or 

develop new tests on which calculators will be used, however. Their actions 

could have an impact both on other test developers and on the use of cal

culators in instruction. 

4. Student outcomes, attitudes, and concerns about calculators 

Students are generally positive about using calculators. Some teachers 

(in Belgium), however, reported that students quickly lose interest "when 

they realize that much thinking is involved in working with them" (p. 14). 

Whether for this reason or another, the initial high level of motivation 

that is usually attained when calculators are first introduced is rarely 

a lasting phenomenon. (After all, the calculator is a tool; consider the 

chalkboard: does it keep children excited day after day?) 

It may well be, however, that low achievers who have continuously 

failed in mathematics may find that the calculator provides a means to 

help them succeed. And as the curriculum changes, some anxieties about 

mathematics may be relieved, causing a long-lasting motivational effect. 

5. In-service activities on calculator use 

Little cohesive planning of in-service activities for teachers, to 

help them-place the calculator into perspective and develop strategies for 

using it effectively, was reported-:-Professional associations of teachers, 

local or national educational authorities, teachers' centres, and universi

ties have shouldered the burden of sponsoring conferences, meetings, se~inars, 
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workshops, short courses, and/or discussion groups. There has been little 

systematic planning for these, ~owever: they seem to arise upon demand, 

with little attention devoted to creating a demand so that teachers will 

be prepared to cope with calculators (and other technological phenomena 

which could impact upon schools). 

Articles have been published in journals in most (but not all) 

countries reporting, although the number of such publications, and of 

books, shows a wide variance from country to country. In the United 

States and West Germany, information centers provide an additional means 

of disseminating materials to teachers (and to others interested in the 

use of calculators). 

As was noted in the' Canadian ~eport;·the in-service activities are 

"not as widespread as needed" (p. 22) and "it can hardly be said that [cal

culator materials] are sought by a tidal wave of teachers" (p. 22). 

6. General background on amount and type of use of calculators 

Three generalizations about calculator use seem appropriate: 

(a) The higher the age level, the more likely students are to own 

or have access to calculators. 

(b) The higher the grade level, the more likely that calculators are 

used in schools. 

(c) Four-function calculators are most used in elementary schools, 

scientific calculators in secondary schools, and programmable 

calculators by the college years. Calculators with algebraic 

logic appear to be most widely used (especially in pre-college 

years), probably because they are more widely available at lower 

prices. 

Calculators are either bought by individual pupils (sometimes through 

school-:-organized plans) or by schools. In Japan, the Ministry of Education 

subsidizes one-half the cost of equipping schools with calculators, accord

ing to a schedule, and limited federal funds are available in some other 

countries (e.g., the United States) for purchasing calculators. 

Concluding Comment 

The tel"ms'~fluiJt s_ituation "-_an~-'-'.calltious approach" appear in t-he 

reports, and would seem to characterize the situation in many countries. 

In at least one country, New Zealand, "Other issues in mat.hematics education 
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appear to be of greater priority'" (p. 41). 

The Australian report notes that the need to preserve a reasonable 

arithmetical facility will continue to be argued. But, as Fielker notes: 

Unless we effect the necessary changes in educational 
attitudes, it could be that the classroom will be the 
only place where arithmetic is done by hand! (p. 58) 
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MATHEMATICS EDUCATION RESEARCH 

WHAT IS IT ABOUT IN CANADA? 

Thomas E. Kieren* 
University of Alberta 

Mathematics education research 1 ike all research represents a quest 

for knowledge. What is this knowledge about in Canadian mathematics 

education research? 

In exploring this question it is useful to cite four recent state

ments about knowledge. Bateson (1979) maintains that useful knowledge must 

be about something. In seeking knowledge, or in any mental functioning for 

that matter, Hostadter (1979) suggests that one can function in a mechanical 

or an intell igent mode, but human beings usually try to bring meaning to 

mechanical functioning. Such meaning is developed from isomorphisms with 

real ity and relys on symbols as mental triggers. Finally persons should 

build up constructs about realities which are extensive and connected 

(Margenau, 1961). 

These comments have parallels in mathematics education. 

1. Useful mathematics education knowledge must be about something. 

2. Mathematics education researchers can function mechanically or 

intelligently, but tend to bring meaning to their work. 

3. Meaning in mathematics education comes through isomorphisms to 

appropriate ~eality. 

4. Mathematics education ideas should be extensive and connected. 

How can mathematics education research be congruent with these 

statements. At the 1979 CMESG meeting Easley discussed the relationship 

between the researcher's space of interest and the mathematics education 

real ity for the teacher or student. When the projection of the research 

space has only 1 imited contact with teacher-student real ity, such research 

has two problems. Philosophically, it is not about that which it should be. 

* John Travers of the University of Alberta helped in preparing the survey 
here. 
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Practically, its results can be safely ignored by teachers. Easleyad

monishes researchers to so develop their research, that it projects onto a 

significant area of practice. 

Bauersfeld (1976) discusses mathematics in education in terms of 

matter meant, matter taught and matter learnt. If one considers each of 

these as a vertex of the triangle of mathematics research, such research 

would focus on mathematics curriculum development and analysis, mathematics 

instruction and mathematics knowing, learning and developing respectively. 

To follow Easley1s direction the center of this Iitriangle" would be student 

mathematical experiences and mathematics classroom experiences. 

In terms of this research triangle one can make a number of 

observations with respect to mathematics education research. First, as 

would be true anywhere, because of its proximity to classroom experience, 

the research and development efforts of teachers is both most prevalent and 

probably most important. This research, generally informal in nature, is 

informed by the classroom actions of students. It can and under Easley's 

model likely wi 11 be informed by more formal mathematics education research. 

Some of this research occurs in natural classroom settings, focusing on 

learners in action or teachers in action. This research often uses partici

pant observer or stimulated recall methodologies. While there is a quantity 

of such research in Canada using mathematics classrooms, much is done by 

persons interested in administrative or personal, aspects; hence such research 

while informing mathematics education does not generate mathematics education 

knowledge. 

One form of curriculum research prevalent in Canada is evaluation. 

This work generally occurs under the aegis of the various provincial govern

ments, but has been extended in a variety of ways by researchers particularly 

in British Columbia as well as in Alberta and Ontario. 

Another form of research which has a long history in Canada is the 

analysis of mathematics with the purpose of providing a sound basis for 

curriculum development. Such research has been done recently with respect to 
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several aspects of geometry, rational numbers, and the real plane. In 

conjunction with evaluation studies, calculus in school mathematics also 

has been considered. 

There have been a number of recent "learning-knowing" studies in 

Canada. One area of emphasis has been problem solving. Studies of processes 

used in solving non-standard problems have been considered both for young 

children (3 - 8) and high school students. The heuristics used by high 

school students have also been considered. 

There have been a number of studies based on the observation of 

children and young adults working on tasks which might be considered subject 

oriented. The subject areas of such tasks are ratios, rational numbers and 

algebra. 

One "learning-knowing" study was related more directly to instruction. 

In this research, students in an active project oriented environment in ratio 

and rational numbers were studied. A number of comparative performance 

differences were noted favouring a process oriented approach. 

Another kind of learning-knowing study, which was a focus of a 

working group at the 1980 CMESG meeting, pertained to diagnosis. Here the 

object was to identify student performance difficulties and suggest alternative 

teaching interventions. Another teacher related study along this line is on

going and its objective is to observe the effects of training teachers in the 

use of cl inical methods. 

Finally there is a body of recent Canadian research on teachers and 

teaching. Much of this research focuses on teacher characteristics and not 

surprisingly much of the work has been done with pre-service elementary 

education majors. There has been work on the mathematics anxiety of teachers 

and also how this can be alleviated. There is research on pre-service teacher 

... __ R~rJ()!,manc~ ln~aJ:h..em~lics --.r~ atecL_to var i ous m~tho.d~_c()l..Ir:se se~tl..r:!.lLs.~ well 

as on pre-service teacher attitudes. 
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In addition to the rational number study mentioned above some 

research has focused on methods of instruction. Some of this research, 

which also has a curriculum aspect, has considered the impact of calculators 
~ 

and to a I imited extent computers, on instruction at various levels. 

Attached to this report is a sampling of recent or on-going 

research in Canada. Some information came from a survey of recent Canadian 

publications. Other material was produced as a result of a request for 

information about on-going research. It is appended here in the form found 

or received. This survey is in no way exhaustive, but does give an indica

tion of recent Canadian mathematics education research activity. 

The Canadian Mathematics Education Study Group has as a goal to 

keep its members informed about on-going activity. In addition, through its 

meetings and stimulated interaction of members, it can prod research into 

being better projected onto the world of mathematics student an~ teacher at 

many levels. Thus such research has a better chance of generating 

mathematics education knowledge which is useful, meaningful, extensive and 

connected. 
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CURRICULUM RESEARCH 

Dieter Lunkenbe in; Un i vers i te de Sherbrooke. "Le concept de groupement de 
• 

Jean Piaget comme outil de la rational isation des interventions 

didactiques" 

Content analysis - instructional development - mathematics learning 

and development. 

Study of the relevance of the notion of grouping as an organising 

structure of conceptual contexts, as a model for the description of 

mental images of the learner and as an element to determine strategies 

for teaching interventions. 

Fernand Lemay; Universite Laval, Quebec. Une etude structurale du comptage; 

mathemati~s learning and development. 

Approche de 1 'arithmetique dans une perspective ordinale. Au moins 6 
niveaux d'apprentissage sont distingues. Le comptage emerge comme 

"object d'exploration". Vision renovee des algorithmes de calcul 

(Textes disponibles). 

Fernand Lemay; Universite Laval, Qu~bec. 

learning and development. 

G o. d 1 ... -. enese e a geometrle; mathematics 

Poincare a parle de la geometrie projective comme etant la IIgeometrie de 

la lumiere"; cette vision est poursuivie avec acharnement. Plusieurs 
. .... l' .... parties rea Isees: "Le projet de la g.ll, "Germes de llactivite 

geometrique", "Etincelles et groupe projectif", ... "Synth"ese 

geomet rique des nomb res II, 

Fernand Lemay; Universite Laval, Quebec. , "" Modele reel du plan projectif 

complexe; mathematics learning and development. 

Vers un nouveau mod~le, peut-Ehre plus "intuitifll que celui de von 

Staudt. 
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Fernand Lemay; Universite Laval ,Que-bec; Geometrie projectives finies 

associees aux polyedres platoniques; mathematics learning and 

development. 

Aspects exemplaires d'enseignement de la geometrie par les g~ometries 

finies. 

Doug Crawford; Queen's University. 

Basic Ski lIs and Understanding in School Mathematics; Evaluation Study, 

Mathematics Skil Is and Learning. 

Two related studies are underway. The immediate objective is to make 

a survey of national and state-wide assessments of competency in basic 

skills in school mathematics. These include the first and second 

National Assessments in the U.S.A., the assessment in England under the 

supervision of the Department of Education and Science, and similar 

assessment movements in Canada, particularly in Alberta and British 

Columbia. Analysis of such surveys will then be made to identify areas 

of strength and weakness, so that learning and teaching of problem areas 

can be improved. 

A second objective is to compile an inventory of those skil Is deemed 

basic by the mathematics education and teaching community. This will 

be done by analysing the make-up of the various surveys, and sampl ing 

the views of special ists and organizations. 

A third and more long-term objective is to define more adequately what 

is meant by a "mathematical ski 11" and to relate the acquisition, of 

skills in selected basic areas of mathematics, e.g., computation, 

estimation, and approximation the level at which the mathematics is 

"understood", thus linking the study to the on-going research of Dr. R.R. 

Skemp on "intell igent learning" and its relationship to mathematics 

learning. 
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Bramwell, J.R., Vigna, R .. Ministry of Education, Ontario. Evaluation 

Instruments Locally Developed in Ontario; annotated catalogue. 

Describes evaluation materials developed by testing personnel, curriculum 

special ists, researchers and teachers from across Ontario. Seven major 

types listed: Achievement tests, Achievement tests - Diagnostic, 

Attitude scales, Behaviour rating scales, Personality tests, Observation 

checkl ists, Questionnaires and surveys. For Mathematics there are 64 

Achievement tests 1 isted, 11 Diagnostic tests, I Observation checklist, 

I survey. 

Assessment Instrument Pool (OAIP), Ministry of Education, Ontario; evaluation 

study. 

For distribution in fall of 1980. Intent is to provide assessment 

instruments (lltest items") directly related to the objectives of 

Ministry guidel ines. Loose-leaf binders will be sent to each school. 

These will contain: assessment instruments, codes for indexing them to 

objectives, examples of student writing, province-wide standards in 

certain areas, material to act as standards on such affective aspects 

as listening, speaking and writing. There are expected to be more than 

4,000 test items for mathematics. 

Al Olson, University of Alberta; Geometries. 

Various extensive curricular analyses involving non-metric measure 

(decomposibil ity) and the geometry of shape. Curriculum materials for 

junior high students have been developed and tested. 

Some Recent Publ ications 

1. Murray McPherson 

What do Teachers and Pupils Think About the Mathematics Programs in 
- --- - ----------------

Mani toba. 

Man Math T 6:1 :)0-)1 0'77 
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2. Achievement in Basic Skills: A Longitudinal Evaluation of Pupil Achieve

ment in LA and Mathematics (Review) - H.G. Hedges, CJED 4:1 (1979). 

g 5 & 8 over 40 years - 1976-1938-1954 

a. average grade level in 1975 was higher than that of students in the 

1930 l s and 1950 1 s. 

b. g 8 students in 1975 performed consistently less well in arithmetic 

computation and reasoning. 

c. g 5 to 7 today outperform in fundamental operations. 

3. Achievement Results from the B.C. Mathematics Assessment - David F. 

Robitaille, James M. Sherrii1, CJED V4, No.1, 1979, p 39. 

March 1977 - 100,000 students - grades 4, 8, 12 

Achievement relatively good - computational skills, knowledge of 

terminology, and at grade 4 and 8 problem-solving. 

Areas needing improvement - comprehension of fraction concepts, 

comprehension of geometry and measurement concepts, and problem

solving at the senior-secondary level. 

4. James M. Sherrill and David F. Robitaille 

Comments on the Mathematics Assessment Results: Problem-Solving 

Vector 19:2:17 - 31 DI77 

5. James M. Sherri 1 1 

Provincial Learning Assessment Program - Geometry. 

Vector 19:3: 13-38 Mr l 78 

6. Victor Stebl in and Ian D. Beattie 

Math Education in B.C. Local Curriculum Development: Questionnaire 

Results 

Vector 19:1:8-14 
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7. David F. Robitaille and James M. Sherrill 

Provincial Learning Assessment Results: Highlights 

Vector 19:1:19-24 0 1 77 

8. Sue Harberger 

Report of the BCAMT Senior Secondary Questionnaire (concerning 

math education in B.C.) 

Vector 18:4:5-8 Jn l77 

9. John R. Bramwell and Roxy Vigna 

Evaluation Instruments Developed Locally in Ontario 

Ministry of Education (Ont.) 1979 

10. E.W. Surgenor arid V.H. Fick 

Relating Criterion Referenced Tests to Specific Learning Outcomes 

(Interim r.eport) 

Educational Research Institute of B.C. 1978 (Rep #78:23) 

11. Alberta assessment of school mathematics. Condensed report. A.T. Olson, 

D. Sawada and S.E. Sigurdson. Edmonton: Alberta. Ministerls 

Advisory Committee on Student Achievement 1979. 94p bibl. tabs. 

12. David F. Robitaille 

Provincial learning assessment program - instructional practices 

Vector 19:2:13-23 Jn l78 

13. John V. Trivett 

Forward to the basics 

Vector 19:3:25-38 Mr l78 
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TEACHER AND INSTRUCTION RESEARCH 

l. D.J. Bale, University of Regina. An Exploratory Study of Computer 

Aided Problem-Solving. (Instructional Development/Math Learning) 

The purposes of this study are as follows: 1. To write a program 

that can be used by a person trying to solve a math problem in the 

interactive mode; one that helps the student by reacting to his 

attempts with Polya type hints. 2. To study patterns of problem

solving by interpreting the computer printouts of these problem

solvers. 

2. Jim Vance, University of Victoria. 

Handheld Calculators and Percent - Curro In., evaluation study. 

A calculator-assisted unit on ratio and percent was taught to a group 

of Grade 7 students. Calculators do not reduce the amount of instruc

tion needed on basic concept, estimation, and problem-solving skills. 

Calculators do permit students to solve and investigate a greater 

range of verbal and non-routine or open-ended problems involving 

extensive computation. Student attitudes were positive. 

3. M.P. Carroll, J. Gershman, E.J. Sakamoto; O.I.S.E., CARE CAl Network, 

Intermediate Mathematics; Instructional development. 

A CAl network involving 52 terminals in 21 schools. Courses are all 

at the Intermediate Level (Grades 7 to 10). Topics are: Arithmetic: 

Whole Numbers, Fractions and Percent, Integers and Rationals, 

Applications; Algebra: Algebra, Equations; Measurement; Probabi 1 ity. 

French and English versions are available. Branching strategies, 

interactive lessons and games are features. 

4. Harrison, D.B., S. Brindley, M. Bye, University of Calgary. 

Instructional Development: Study included the teacher-aided 

development of an activity-oriented instructional package in 

Grades 7 and 8 (ratio and rational numbers). It assessed student 

achievement as well as the effect of the level of congruence between 

student thought levels and instruction used. 
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5. Werner Liedtke, University of Victoria. 

Instructional Development: Observational Study - Case Studies -

Slow Learners in the Early Grades 

Curriculum Development: Observational Studies - Games/Game playing 

behavior: preschool children - Problem-Solving Settings for Preschool/ 

Ki ndergarten .. 

6. D. Bale, University of Regina. 

Profi les of Elementary Education Students classified as Math Anxious. 

(Math Learning (variables)). 

Students given MARS and classified as Math anxious are being examined 

for other characteristics and profiles are being drawn up in search 

of patterns. Mathematics attitude, aptitude, mathematics background 

and some personality traits are being measured. 

7. I. Burbank, University of Victoria. 

Evaluation StuQy. (Data collected. Now being processed and analyzed) 

StUdying Following Relationships: (Elementary Teach.) 

1. Math. Content Scores and General Math. Assessment 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

and Practice Teaching 

and Math. Attitude Scale 

and Math. Method Scores 

and Reading Assessment Scores 

and Grammar Assessment Scores 

Math. Assessment Scores and Practice Teaching Scores 

II II II and Math. Attitude Scale 
II II 

II II 

II II 

II 

II 

II 

and Grammar Assessment Scores 

and Reading Assessment Scores 

and Math. Methods Scores 

Practice Teaching Scores and Reading Assessment 
II II II and Grammar Assessment 

II II II and Math. Methods Scores 

Math. Attitude Before Math. Methods and 
II II After Math. Methods 
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Comparison of Secondary Teachers and Elementary Teachers on 

I. Math. Assessment 

2. Math. Attitude 

3. Grammar Assessment 

4. Reading Assessment 

Comparison and Relationship of: 

I. Regular Students who Took 160 and Their Practice Teaching Score 

2. Transfer and Diploma Students who Took Math. and Their Practice 

Teaching Score 

Some Recent Pub] ications 

1. W. Higginson 

Book Reviews & Research . Research and the Classroom Teacher 

DMT Math. G. 16:1 :50-51 5 1 77 

2. T. Holens 

Report of the Committee on the Use of Calculators in the Schools 

Man Math T 6:2:16-17 Ja l78 

3. James M. Sherrill 

, 
AJER· 

Survey on ihe use of hand-held calculators in mathematics classes in 

secondary schools of British Columbia 

Vector 18:4:9-10 Jn l77 

/_.-. -

7. 

4. J.H. Vance 

Attitudes· Toward-Mathematics and Mathematics Instruction of Prospective 
Elementary Teachers 

AJER V24, No.3 p. 164 

5. Renee Caron 

6. 

Les attitudes et 1 lapprentissage de la mathematique 

Onto Math. G 17:3:28-32 Mr l79 

Jean-Paul Collette 

J!.~-.; ~') 

Measure des attitudes des etudiants de college I a 1 legard des 

niae-llemat I ques 

Ministere de l l Education, 1035 de Lachevrotiere, Quebec GIR 5A5 

" -r;-" • . l 
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LEARNING-KNOWING RESEARCH 

J. Hillel, D. Wheeler; Concordia University; Problem Solving Processes; 

content-analysis-instructional development. 

Analysis of problem-solving processes of approximately 100 high school 

students solving non-standard mathematical problems while 'thinking 

out loud ' • Question: What does one'learn from individual interviews 

which can be transferable to classroom problem-solving activity. 

Nicholas Herscovics, Universite Concordia; Jacques C. Bergeron, Universite 

de Mont rea 1 ; 

The Training of Teachers in the Use of Clinical Methods 

J.D. Burnett, W.C. Higginson, G.L. Hills, H. Osser and M.G. Schiralli; 

Queen's University; 

Mathematical Knowledge: A Study of Cognition and Metacognition 

Mathematics knowledge, school mathematics, clinical interview. 

A series of studfies on how students attempt to come to terms with 

school mathematical knowledge. All of the studies used a form of 

clinical interviewing. The children studied were from grades 7 and 

10. 

Reports: 

Burnett, D. Educational Psychology and Mathematical Knowledge: An Analysis 

of Two Student Protocols, 1978. 207 p. 

, Hi 11s, G.L.C. Through a Glass Dark'ly: A Natural istic Study of Students 

Understanding of Mathematical Word Problems, 1978. 37 p. 

Osser, H. Making Sense of It? Trisha in the World of Bromdas, 1978. 15 p. 

Schiral1i, M.G. Language and the Child's Understanding of School Subjects, 

1978. 27 p. 
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Burnett, J.D., Queen's University. A Structuralist Investigation of Students' 

Mathematical Knowledge; mathematics knowledge, school mathematics, 

clinical interview. 

Twenty-four students from two schools in N.S.W. Australia (Grades 

7 and 11) were studied using two variations of a cl inical interview. 

Complete protocols are available and are presently being analyzed 

for evidence of student conceptions of topics presented as part of 

the schools' mathematic curriculum. 

Tom Kieren, University of Alberta. Rational Number Thinking in Children and 

Adults; content analysis - mathematics learning and development. 

A fractional number thinking test based on four rational number 

interpretations was devised and 650 Grade 7 apd 8 students tested. 

A similar thinking pattern was observed in all interpretations, with 

very strong differences in unit and non-unit fraction task 

performance observed. 

D. Sawada, University of Alberta. Cross-modal matching and number perception. 

Studies the reaction of early school children to mathematical 

(numerical) information presented visually, aurally or haptically. 

L.D. Nelson, Problem-Solving in Young Children. A summarizing of many years 

of research on the acts of young children in a variety of mathematical 

settings. Available through the office of the Dean of Education, 

University of Alberta. 

Some Recent Publications 

L. Pereira-Mendoza, Heuristic Strategies Utilized by High School Students. 

AJER V25, No.4, p. 213 

Most common heuristics - systematic cases or patterns, symmetry, and 

analysis. Utilization of heuristics tended to be problem dependent. 

T.E. Kieren and B. Southwell, The development in children and adolescents of 

the construct of rational numbers as operators. bibl. tabs. 

AJER 25:4:234-247 DEC 1979. 
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VERS UNE INTEGRATION DE LA RECHERCHE 
A LA FCRMATION ET AU PERFECTIONNEMENT 

DES ENSEIGNANTS* 

par 

Jacques C. Bergeron, Universite de Montreal 
Nicolas Herscovics, Universite Concordia 

L'initiation a la recherche peut va~oriser l'enseignant et lui permettre 

d'innover dans sa classe. Les elements de la recherche a integrer dans la 

formation et le perfectionnement des maitres doivent etre choisis selon 

les exigences didactiques de chaque discipline. Ceci est illustre dans Ie 

cadre . de la didactique de la mathematique dont la nature abstraite et form

elle pose de serieux problemes pedagogiques. Des methodes de recherche 

permettant d'observer et d'analyser la pensee de l'eleve sont illustrees 

par des exemples. 11 est suggere, que pour qu'une integration rationnelle 

de la recherche a la preparation des enseignants puisse un jour etre faite, 

des efforts analogues soient poursuivis dans d'autres disciplines.** 

*A:rticle paru dans le itumero du printemps 1980 'de la ReVue des Sciences 
ae l'Education (Vol.6, No.2.) 

** L'elaboration de notre version de l'experimentation didactique sovietique 
a ete subventionnee par l'Universite de Montreal (CAFIR, 1978). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

En I'ormatlon lnltle.le, I 'Unlverslte 
dol tin trodul re de.ns ses progre.mmes une 
.Inl tle.tlon B. Ie. recherche... et la re
cherche dol t ~tre I 'une des voles orBa
n I sees cIu per I'ec t t onnemen t . 

(Commission d'etude sur la formation at Ie 
per fect ionnement des ense ignants. Rappor t -
mai 1979, p. 60). 

Dans.son rapport au Ministere de I'Education du Quebec, la 
Commission d'Etude sur les Universites recommande l'integration 
de .la recherche l la formatiqn et au perfectionnem~nt de 
l'enseignanl afin de lui faire e.cquerlr des mef.hodes et des 
concep.ts qui lui.' permettent de rester caps.hle d'lnnover, de 
percevolr Ie che.nBemsnt 63t de restructurer ses perspectl-:-
ves. De plus, elle sU9gere que les types de recherche l develop-

per sol en t ceux qu i perms t ten t d ' e.me It orer I a qua.I I te de 
I'educatlon, la valeur educative des scoles et la croissan
ce optlma.le des eleves. Elle soul i9ne enfin qu' i I faut va.lo
riser e t sor t I r de 1'1 so I emen tIes recherches spon tanses 
des en.seIBnsnts.Ces propos Justifient Ie besoln d'une ~eqe 

integration tout en evitant d'entrer dans Ia controverse de ce 
qu'est la recherche. 

On ne peul cependant. ignorer ce qu'en pensent les enseignants. 
Cer ta ins cro ien.t que Ia recherche en Sc iences de I' Educat ion 
demeure Ie domaine du professeur d'Universite Ol,.! du chercheur 
profe~si~nnel oeuvrant dan~ un centre de recherche: qu'?n y acce
de qu'une fois inscrit dans un programme de deuxieme ou de 
tro is ieme cyc Ie: que les methodes. de recherche app I icab les sont 
celles des sciences naturelles et qu'elles se doivent d'etre 
quantitatives: que les problemes abordes sont souvent si .th~o.

r iques et silo in de la rea lite que leur etude n' appor te aucune 
aide pratique. D'autres estiment que certains travaux presentes 
au prem ler cyc Ie, dans Ie cadre des cours regu 1 iers, et d its 
-PL'.DJs~-~ recherch~ cons tituent ree llement de la recber-Cba 
quand souvent ils ne se limitent qu'a un releve de la litteratu
re. 
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La Commission interprete la recherche dans un sens plus large 
que l~s enseignants ·et elle semble convaincue que I',initiation a. 
certaines methodes leur permettra d ' innover dans l'exercice de 
leur profession. Sans chercher a definir la recherche, nous pen
sons qu'elle se caracterise par une application consciente et mi
nut ieuse de cer ta ines methodo log ies eprouvees. lIne s'ag it pas 
d"introduire au niveau du baccalaureat toute la gamme des metho
des de recherche emp loyees par les chercheurs profess ionne Is. I I 
faut plutot en identifier les elements pouvant itre assimiles par 
les futurs-maltres et utilises par les enseignants eux-mimes dans 
leur classe. 

Les elements qu i pourraient etre inc Ius dans la format ion de 
l'enseignant doivent itre juges en fonction des exigences didac
tiques de la discipline cor-sideree. En effet. chacune d'elles 
possede ses propres prob lemes et ses propres d idact ic iens (on 
n I ense igne pas la math em at ique comme on ense igne la mus ique). 
G'est donc a eux que doit revenir la tache de de~erminer pour 
leur doma ine par t icu I ier que Is sont les aspects de la recherche 
qu' ils jugent accessibles et utiles au maitre. Evidemment. de la 
somme de tous ces travaux se degageront des elements communs, ce 
qui permettra une integration a. la fois mieux coordonnee et plus 
rat ionne lIe. 

C'est dans cet esprit que nous decrivons les problemes parti
culiers a l'enseignement de la mathematique et que nous determi
nons les aspects de la recherche pouvant aider a. Ies resoudre. 

2 PROBLtMES PARTICULIERS R L·EHSEIGHEMENT DE LA MATHtMATIQUE. 

~.---~ -. 

Les recommandat ions de la Comm iss iO,n s' averent des plus inte
ressantes pour les programmes de formation et de perfectionnement 
des maitres en mathematique. vus les problemes particul iers que 
pose l'enseignement de cette discipline. En effet, la mathema
tique etant \Jne science form.elle , par opposition aux sciences 
experimentales telles que la physique, la chimie ou la biologie, 
son contenu se distingue difficilement de sa forme de representa
tion. La communication de concepts mathematiques s'averant peni-
ple_~~~s l'emploi d'une representation symbolique. il en est re .. u 

suIte une tendance a se centrer sur Ie jargon, sur la notation et 
sur la manipulation de aymboles. 
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Jusque dans les annees cinquante, c'est justement ce a quoi se 
limitait l'enseignementde la mathematique (la memorisation et Ia 
.., . 

manipulation d'un tas de formules eparpillees). L'essentiel du 
renouveau des vingt dernieres annees a consiste en une tentative 
d'unification des diverses notions enseignees par l'introduction 
de concepts unificateurs (ensembles, fonction, •.. ) et de struc
tures algebriques (groupes, anneaux, corps, espaces vec
tor ie Is, ... ). Bien que perme t. tant un deve loppement prec is et 10-
gique de la mat.iere, un tel programme exige un formalisme et. un 
vocabulaire excessifs (Kline, 1973) au detriment de l'aspect 
ps~chologique de I'apprentissage (Skemp, 1971). II a etE~ trop 
facile de croire que l'eleve assimile un concept simplement en 
memorisant son nom et qu'il donne necessairement un sens aux 
s~mboles en apprenant ales manipuler. 

De recen tes -etudes ps~cho-peda9og iques ind iquent que c' es t aux 
niveaux s~mbolique et formel que se sit.uent les problemes d'ap
prent issage. _ Carpente'r et Moser (1979) ont montre qu' apres deux 
ans d'arithmetique des enfants de deuxieme annee avaient plus de 
difficultes que des enfants du prescolaire, face a certains pro
blames raisonnes. Ginsburg (1977) Iu i, a rapporte que des en
fants a~ant des difficultes en ar ithmetique ecr ite se debroui 1-
laient tres bien si on les laissait compter sur leurs doigts. 
Meme au n iveau secondaire, desetud iants maitr isant la notion de 
pente d'une droite au niveau graphique, s'~ perdaient avec Ia 
formule (Herscovics, 1980). Ainsi, la major ita des eleves sem
blent pouvoir acquerir une comprehension intuitive d'un concept 
mathemat ique tant que sa representat ion demeure non forme lIe. Ce 
n' es t que lors de sa forma I isat ion que des differences dans leurs 
habiletes pourraient etre decelees. 

L'enseignant qui ne se rend pas compte de ces difficultes tend 
a enseigner d'une fa~on forme~le et perd ainsi des Ie depart une 
grande partie de la classe. Par contre, en utilisant des repre
sentations intuitives et uoe approche relationnelle, il en 
atteindra certes un plus grand nombre. Pour beaucoup d'eleves, 
ce n'est que lorsqu'il ~ a eu un tel accrochage intellectuel 
qu'ils peuvent formaliser des notions mathamatiques et Sa 

- construire_ain.ai une. sl.gnilicat.ion _.p_ourle~ __ symbole~-, .une tel Ie 
demarche implique que l'enseignant doit distinguer entre Ie con-
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tenu et la forme mathemat ique d' un concept. De plus, i 1 do i t 
pouvo ir anal~ser les observat ions recue ill ies aupres des 
etudiants pour juger si les representations qu'il a elaborees 
sont a. leur portee. Dans Ie cas contraire, il doit en inventer 
des nouvelles, en un mot innover. 

:3 TENTATIVES D~ INTEeRATION. 

En didactique de la mathematique, plusieurs tentatives ont ete 
faites dans differents pa~s pour rapprocher la recherche de l'en
se ignement. 

Aux Etats-Unis par exemple, Ie NCTM (National Council of Tea
chers of Mathemat ics), la pr inc ipa Ie assoc iat ion regroupant les 
enseignants de la mathematique des niveaux primaire et secondai
re, publie une revue entierement dediee a. la recherche (Journal 
for Res ear chi n Ma the mat i c sEd u cat ion) . A I' 0 rig i n e , e I I e vis a i t 
les ma t tres , ma is ses ar tic les, exc Ius i vemen t ps~chome tr iques • 
semb lent n' avo ir interesse que les chercheurs. De p Ius Ie NCTM 
organise, lors de ses congres annuels, des activites touchant la 
recherche, mais peu d'enseignants ~ participent. 

En France, on avait dote une vingtaine d'Universites d'un IREM 
(Ins t i tut de Recherche sur l' Ense ignement des Ma.themat iques) don t 
la fonction principale etait de rec~cler les mattres a. l'ensei
gnement des mathematiques modernes. Seuls les IREMs de Bordeaux, 
d'Orleans et de Strasbourg sont encore impliques dans la recher
che et n'~ participent, a titre d'auxiliaires, que quelques 
enseignants. 

En Union Sovietique la recherche en didactique de la mathema
tique se rapproche de l'enseignement. La plupart des etudes 
trattent d'un aspect ou d'un autre du programme scolaire. 
Quoique les enseignants choisissent eux-memes, selon 1'habilete 
des eleves, ceux qui seront les sujets d'experimentations didac
tiques ,iIs n'en demeurent pas moins des auxilliaires (Kantowski, 
1979) . 
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Ces essais de rapprochement visaient a faire participer 
~'enseignant a la recherche universitaire (Gaulin, 1978), mais en 
Iaissant entier Ie probleme de la transformation de celui-ci en 
chercheur (au sens large) autonome. Seuls l'Angleterre et Ie Que
bec ont ete temoins de quelques modestes tentatives un peu mieux 
orientees dans cette voie. Depuis bientat dix ans Ia principale 
association de professeurs de mathematiques d'Angleterre (As
soc iat ion of Teachers of Mathemat ics) encourage ses membres a. 
s' imp 1 iquer dans la recherche. S' adressant a eux, Whee ler (1970) 
caracterisait en ces termes l'enseignement sclentlrlque: 

Is technlque prlnclpa/e de / 'hommB de 
scIence est d'~lr sur la sltuatlon dans 
I a que I Ie survlent un phtfJnomene arln de 
la changer et d'ohserverles changements 
alnsl provoques. C'esl cet te technIque 
quI perme t 1'8 tude scl en t I rl que du pro
cessus d'apprentlssage de _ I 'enrant .EI Ie 
ne requ l er t null emen t que I es phenomenes 
etudles pulssent stre contr6/tfJs ou lso
les des sl luatlons ou e/ /es survlennent. 
Le r6/e du sclentl rique n 'est pas de se 

re t I rer arl n d 'observer" mal s d '~l ret 
de contlnuer a ohserver. 

Bishop (1971, 1972, 1975) a propose Ia notion de / 'ensel
gnant-chercheur. Pour lui. Ia recherche c'est toute tentatIve 
sys tema t I que de cue l I / e t te d' e v I dences sans necessal remen t 
utl/tser des stattstlques ou des groupes-temolns. Parmi 
Ies sujets de recherche suggeres aux enseignants. on trouve I'e
tude de cas, I' enreg is trement de Iet;ons sur bandes magnet iques 
pour fin d'anaI~se, et I'experimentation dans sa propre classe de 
diver s t~pes de compor temen t per sonne 1. Quo i que ne touchan t n i a 
Ia formation. ni au perfectionnement des maitres. ces suggestions 
fontetat d'une conviction en la capacite des enseignants a. faire 
de la recherche. 

Ici au Quebec, Ie seul essai d'integration s'est limite a. 
I' intr_oduct ~ de la_---CSCherchs_-acl tOJ"l dans a- programme PE~

MA (Per feet ionnement des Ma ttres en Mathemat iques ). Ce la semb Ie 
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un excellent moyen de permettre a l'enseignant de prendre 
consc lence de ses capac i tes a resoudre des prob lames pedago
g iques, ma is ce genre de recherche demeure vu lnerab Ie aux cr i
tiques visant des methodologies jugees non-scientifiques (Commis
sion d'etudes, p. 52). 

En somme, en aucun pays a-t-on ~eussi a vraiment integrer de 
fa~on systematique, rationnelle et scientifique la recherche a la 
formation et au perfectionnement des enseignants. Selon Bauers
fe I d (1976) , tan t qu Ion na trans f'ormera pas I as programmes 
de Tormatlon et de perTectlonnement, /a conception de / 'en
selgnant-chercheur demeurara une utople. Neanmoins, avant de 
proposer des modifications de programmes faut-il identifier les 
elements de l'activite de recherche les plus profitables aux 
enseignants. 

4 tLtMENTS DE LA RECHERCHE UTILISABLES PAR L'ENSEIGNANT. 

Comme nous l' avons ment ionne auparavant, les elements de la 
recherche ut~les a l'enseignant dans sa classe doivent itre juges 
en fonction des exigences de la discipline consideree. En mathe
matique, il ne suffit pas de savoir qu'un elave a trouve la re
ponse a un probleme car, au point de vue pedagogique, il est tout 
auss I impor tant d~ conna ttre les processus de pensee emp loyes. 
Pour y arr iver, I Pense ignant do it pouvo ir ana lyser I' aspect co
gnitif de la matiere, tant au point de vue theorique que pra
t ique. Nous decr ivons c i -dessous les elements de la recherche 
suscept ib les de l' a ider a ana Iyser une s i tuat ion pedagog ique a 
l'aide de modeles de comprehension et de modeles d'apprentissage 
(aspects theoriques), puis, a planifier ses interventions et. a 
les realiser a l'aide de l'entrevue clinique et de l'experimenta
tio~ didactique (aspects pratiques). 

4. 1 ASPECTS THEORIQUES 

L' apprent issage de la mathemat ique requ ier t bien p Ius que la 
s imp Ie memor isat ion de reg les. Ce plus peut itre decr it comme 
signification, comprehension, Insight, adaptation a la realite, 
et~-"me_Cl.uersfeld (1976) indique_~il est important. de distin9-I..Ler 
entre la structuremathematique (RIa matiere signifiee·), la 
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celle-ci par l'enseignant ("la matiere 
ass im i lat ion par I' e leve (" la mat iere appr i-

Pour que I'enseignant puisse prendre conscience de ces dis
tinctions, il doit posseder les moyens de faire I'analyse concep
tuelle d'une notion, et pour qu'une telle analyse ait une portee 
didactlque, elle dolt se situer dans un contexte cognitif et pe
dagog ique. lIes t. donc essent. ie I, dans un prem ier t.emps. de lu i 
presenter des mode les theor iques qu i Iu i permettent de decr ire 
les composantes de la comprehension et de I'apprentissage . 

. De tels modeles ont ete specialemen~ con~us pour decrire dif
ferents modes de comprehension et pour identifier les differentes 
etapes de l'apprentissage des concepts mathematiques. Evidemment 
ce n'est qu'en appliquant ces modeles a I'analyse de notions pre
cises telies que I'aire, ou la numeration, que l'enseignant pour
ra se decentrer des produits de l'apprentissage (reponses ecri
tes) pour s'attacher davantage aux processus de pens~e. 

L'exemple suivant, une analyse de la notion d'aire au mO!:,len 
des modeles de la comprehension, permettra de mieux apprecier la 
puissance de cet outil didactique. 

MOdes de comprehension de la notion d'aire 

Bruner (1960) fut Ie prem ier a decr ire deux modes de compre-:
hension en contrastant. la p.ns •• anal!:Jlique (etapes explicites, 
pleine conscience des operations et des informations pertinentes) 
~ la pens •• inluili~. (perception globale at implicite d'un pro
bleme, inconscience des processus utilises pour l'obtention d'une 
bonne ou d'une mauvaise reponse). Skemp (1976) a fait Ia dis
t.inction entre la comprehension inslru.enlal. (I'application de 
regles sans ra isons) et la comprehens ion relalionnell. (savo ir 
quoi faire et pourquoi). Jugeant ces deux modeles complementai
res, Byers et. Herscovics (1977) les ont reunis en un nouveau mo
dele qui incorpore la notion de comprehension analytique a celIe 
de comprehension fo .... II. caracterisee 
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• par la capacite a relier les symboles et la notation aux 
idees mathematiques pertinentes; 

• par la capac i te a comb iner les idees mathemat iques dans un 
enchatnement de raisonnements logiques. 

Ces mod~les de la comprehension sont accessibles et utiles aux 
enseignants. Cela nous a ete demontre lors d'un atelier reunis
sant un groupe d'enseignants-conseillers pedagogiques du primaire 
(Herscovics, 1978). En moins de deux heures ils ont pu identifier 
divers modes de comprehension de la notion d'aire a partir d'une 
discussion de l'erreur suivante. 

La plupart des enfants vont donner -20· com me aire d'un rec
tangle de dimension 4 par 6. Mais peut-on inferer qu'ils com
prennent quand on sait que, meme a la fin du primaire, un grand 
nombre d'fd~ves donneront la meme reponse pour l'aire de la fi
gure ci-dessous? 

1 

s 

Ces enfants font preuve d' une comprehens ion ins trumentale de 
la notion d'aire du rectangle qu ' ils generalisent incorrectem~nt 

a d'autres figures. Le rectangle etant une figure trop speciali
see pour leur permettre de construire la notion generale de l'ai-

. . 

re, des figures arbitraires, telles la feuille d'erable, doivent 
itre utilisees des Ie debut (Bergeron J.C~, Green A., 1969). 

Bien que facile, la notio.n generale de l'aire est souvent con
fondue avec la not ion de sur face: on peut toucher a la sur face 
mais on ne peut pas toucher a. son a ire qu i es t la lIIesur. d. la 
surFace. Une comprehens ion inluilive de ce concept se fonde sur 
Ji id'e de recouvrelllenl en posant la---..9..I-Lestion de quanlil"HlD.al.s. 
sans entrer dans celie de mesure. Plusi~urs moyens peuvent amener 

:; ~ .. 
".:' 
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l'enfant a en prendre conscience: activites de coloriage de figu
res, de decoupage de tissus, de recouvrement de Iivres, etc. Evi
demmen t, no us ecar tons 1 es r ecouvr emen ts par tie 1 s (i. e. par des 
piices de monnaie) et Ies recouvrements superposes. Des proble
mes peuvent 3tre poses sur l' invariance de l'aire, sujette a cer
taines transformations de Ia figure donnee. i.e. faudra-t-il plus 
de peinture pour colorier une figure lorsqu'elle est decoupee en 
morceaux? 

Une comprehension rel.lionnell. se manifesterait par une quan
tification mesurable de la notion de recouvrement. Une figure 
comme la feuille d'erable serait recouverte de carres qu'il s'a
girait de compter. Comme Ie recouvrement ne peut se faire exac
tement, la reponse trouvee ne serait qu'approximative, quitte a 
3tre precisee par l'emploi d'unites de mesure de plus en plus pe
tites. 

Cette technique de recouvrement suivie d'un comptage paut aus
si s'apprendre ~'une fa~on instrumenta~e. Ceci peut 3tre verifie 
Indlrectement en donnant a I'enfant moins de carres ~ue necessai
res pour recouvrir la figure donnee. Si celui-ci donne comme me
sure de l' aire Ie nombre de carres en sa possess ion (sans que 
ceux-ci couvrent complitement la surface), il y aurait evidence 
d'une comprehension InslruM.nl.l. (compter des carres). 

Une comprehension for •• ll. de la notion generale de l'aire se
rait celIe representee par I'integrale de Riemann ( T f(x)dx.) 
(evidemment, il ne s'agit pas au primaire d' introduire ~a notion 
de la limite d'une suite de sommes de Riemann). 

Etapes d'apprentissage de la notion d'aire 

Vu l'echec en didactique de la mathematique des modeles d'ap
prentissage bases sur unetheorie behavioriste, notre approche se 
place carrement dans .Ie contexte de la psychologie cognitive. 

II n'y a pas de modele d'apprentissage universel s'appliquant 
a tous les niveaux scolaires et a toutes les activites mathemati
ques.u L.a theor ie du deve loppement inte Ilectue I proposee ~ n&U
ner (1966,1973) semble particulierement utile pour decrire la 
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formation de concept.s au primaire; Ie modele d'apprentissage de 
Dienes (1970) s'applique surtout a l'enseignement d~ structures 
algebriques: celui de Herscovics (1979) n'a et.e utilise jusqu'a 
present que pour I'apprentissage de I'algebre au secondaire. 

Comme un mode Ie cogn it if de l' apprent issage ne peut ignorer 
Ies modes de comprehension, de mimeil ne peut ignorer Ies modes 
de representat. ion. Bruner en con<;o it tro is: Ie mode de represen
tation par I'action (enact{ve), Ie mode de representation par 
l' image ({con{c), et Ie mode de representat ion par Ie s~mbo Ie, 
les s~mboles n'etant plus une image de l'objet (symbolic). Cha
cun de ces mo~ens de representat ion peut condenser d i fferentes 
quant~tes de connaissances mais leur ,emploi depend de I'age ainsi 
que du developpement intellectuel de I'enfant qui, normalement, 
passerait pa~ ces trois modes de representation, dans exactement 
cet ordre. II nous met en garde contre un enseignement trop hati
vement centre sur Ie s~mbolisme. O'apres lui, un enfa:at qui n'a 
pas vecu assez d'experiences avec les deux autr~s modes n'a aucun 
mo~en de s'en sortir lorsque ses operations s~mboliques .ne lui 
permettent pas de resoudre son probleme. La notion d'aire, dis
cutee plus haut, serv ira a prec iser les etapes correspondant a 
notre modele d'apprentissage qui est base sur ces trois modes de 
representation. 

Les activites de recouvrement et de decoupage se situent sans 
contredit au niveau de la representation par I'action. Meme 
lorsqu'il s'agit de mesurer, il faudrait que, dans un premier 
temps, l'enfant ait I'occasion de recouvrir plusieurs figures ar
bitraires avec des petits carres qu' il peut compter. L'aire d'une 
sur face, s'-fjet te a cer ta ins changements produ i ts par decoupage, 
par rotation. par translation, etc., deviendra ainsi quantifia
b Ie, et e lIe appara itra comme invar iante sous ces trans for
mations' renfor<;ant par Ie fait mime I'assimilation de cette 
notion. Ce n'est qu'apres beaucoup d'activites concretes et 
variees de recouvrement et de mesure de, I'aire corr.spondante que 
la representation iconique serait utilisee. 

L'enfant pourrait maintenant recouvrir la figure etudiee d'un 
_ .q.y~dl"'_l Llage_ (images~_~aLr'_sl §t C_Q.mp_t:.er~Q_I.LL_~_~1e.m.ent. las 
carres du recouvrement. L'emploi d'un quadrillage de plus en plus 
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fin ameliorera l'approximation. C'est la l'essence de la notion 
de l'integrale de Riemann , laquelle n'est abordee qu'au niveau 

. . 
collegial. Mais c'est avec des figures plus specialisees que 
nous pouvons atteindre une certaine formalisation. 

En effet, ayant acquis Ia notion glmerale de I'aire, l'enfant 
peut maintenant l'appliquer a un rectangle en comptant les carres 
utilises pour Ie recouvrir. 5i ensuite on Ie fait immediatement 
passer a la formule de I'aire, celle-ci n'aurait alors pour lui 
d'autre justification que de donner la me me reponse sans qu'il 
puisse expliquer pourquoi (i.e. comprehension inslrumenlale de Ia 
formule). Une meilleure comprehension peut etre obtenue lorsqu'on 
porte l'attention de I'eleve sur Ie fait que chaque rangee com
porte Ie me me nombre de carras.Donc Ia somme totale peut etre ob
tenue par I'addition repetee qui se traduirait par une multipli
cation du nombre de rangees par Ie nombre de colonnes. Ceci jus
tifierait la validita de la formule Rir. = base x hauleur d'ou 
une comprehension for •• ll •. del'airedu rectangle. 

L'acquisition d'une comprehension formelle de l'aire du rec
tangle peut a son tour servir de base pour justifier la formule 
de I'aire d'autres figures geometriques telies Ie triangle, Ie 
parallelogramme, Ie Iosange, etc .. Par exemple, il est facile de 
faire construire par l'enfant un rectangle ayant la meme base et 
Ia meme hauteur qu'un triangle donne. II ne s'agit alors que de 
decouper les morceaux du rectang Ie et de les superposer sur Ie 
triangle pour decouvrir que l'aire du triangle est exactement Ia 
moitie de I'aire du rectangle, soit Rire=1/2 (bas. x hauleur) 
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4.2 ASPECTS PRATIQUES 

. . . 

Les mode Ies de Ia comprehens ion permettent a. I' ense ignant de 
s'orienter vers I'aspect cognitif de I'apprentissage. Cependant, 
la validite de ses anaI~ses demeurera toujours h~pothetique tant 
qu' il ne Ies aura pas verifiees dans la pratique en les confron
tant a. la demarche inteilectuelle de l'eleve. Evidemment, une 
recherche qu i v ise a penetrer la pensee de I' etud iant imp I ique 
necessairement I' etude de cas. Les techn iques courantes em
plo~ees dans de telles etudes sont l'entrevue clinique, qui per
met de faire un diagnostic (Opper, 1977; Easle~,1977) et l'expe
r imentat ion d idact ique sov iet ique (Mench inska~a, 1969; Kantowsk i, 
1979), qui incorpore la dimension enselgnetnent a l'entrevue 
clinique, permettant ainsi d'etudier sur Ie vif pendant qu' ils se 
forment, les processus de pensea de I'Edeve. 

L'entrevue clinique 

On sai t que la p lupart des erreurs que font les enfants en 
mathematique ne sont'pas dues a I'inattention, mais bien a. de 
fausses regles qu'ils se sont construites, regles qui leur 
paraissent parfaitement logiques (Erlwanger, 1975; Ginsburg, 
1977). De meme, il est bien connu qu'a. la base des difficultes 
qu' il~ eprouvent a developper certaines habiletes mathematiques, 
on retrouve des difficultes a construire les schemes qui les sous
tendent. Dans Ie prem ier cas, I es e leves peuvent nous ind i quer 
les regles qu' ils appliquent, maia dans Ie second, on ne peut pas 
s'attendre a ce qu' ils nous communiquent les schemes qu' iis n'ont 
pas encore construits. 

Par contre, pour I'aider a. poursuivre la construction des 
schemes amorces et a corr iger ses fausses reg les, I' ense ignant a 
besoin de determiner Ie niveau du developpement cognitif de l'en
fan t. Mous cro~ons que ce n' es t qu' a travers un ques t ionnement 
flexible et subtil, I'entrevue cllnlque, que Ie mattre peut 
parvenir a cerner ce developpement cognitif et amener l'enfant a 
devoiler les causes de ses difficultes. 
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L'entrevue clinique se prete part.iculierement bien a l'etude 
des processus cognit.ifs (Easley, 1977). Cette technique de re
cherche, mise au point par Piaget, est specialement con~ue pour 
mettre a. jour des temoignages sur les operations intellectuelles 
en jeu (Opper, 1977). L' exper imentateur qu i d ir ige l' entrevue 
peut, suivant un questionnement standardise ou semi-standardise, 
interroger Ie sujet sur ses actions, ses demarches, ses h~pothe

ses, la generalite ou la reversibilite de ses concepts. 

Cette technique etant bien connue de tous les chercheurs, nous 
ser ions mal venus de consacrer plus de temps a. la decr ire. Tou
t e f 0 is, 1 ' ex e m pIe sui van ten con fir mer aI' i n t ere t po urI ' ens e i -
gnant. 

Le graphe d'une equation a. deux variables est defini comme 
etant l'ensemble (infini) de tous les points du plan dont les 
coordonnees correspondent aux solutions de I'equation. Ainsi, Ie 
graphe d'une equation lineaire consiste en un ense~ble de points 
formant une dro i teo Cec i ne pose aucun prob leme aux ense ignants 
qui'eux, con<;oivent la droite comme un ensemble de points, mais 
tel n'est pas Ie cas pour la majorite des eleves (Kerslake, 
1977). En effet, s i on demande aux etudiants combien de points 
contient un segment de droite donne, ils peuvent tout aussi bien 
repondre B.ucun, un" deux, ou tren te I Des entrevues c I in iques 
de quelques eleves du niveau du Secondaire III ont montre que ces 
reponses, loin d'etre idiotes, refletaient leur perception (Hers
covics, 1979): Ie sujet repondant e.ucun he voyait nullement Ie 
rapport entre Ie point et la droite; celui repondant un expli
quait qu'il pensait au point milieu; et pour celui repondant 
deux il s'agissait des points terminaux du segment. 

A I'occasion de ces travaux nous avons repris une experience 
de Piaget et Inhelder (1947) sur les notions de point et de con
tinuite. La tAche consistait a subdivise-runsegment de droite, 
puis a. repeter l'operation indefiniment dans Ie but d' imaginer la 
forme vera laquelle tendrait Ie morceau ultime. Voici un extrait 
de l'entrevue d' un sujet apres qu' 11 eut fa i t que Iques subd i
v is ions: 

15 
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Q. Peux-tu continuer a subdiviser encore Iongtemps? 
R. HUM. non. pa. lrop longle.ps. 
Q. Combien de fois? 
R. Environ 4 ou 5 Fois. 
Q. Pourquoi? 
R. Ca deviendra lrop pelil pour lravailler avec. 
Q. Et si tu imagines que c'est un elastique et que tu peux l'eti

rer? 
R. Si on l"lir. ju.qu'. ce que c' •• l aussi long qu'un de. mor-

ca.ux on pourra I. Faire (diviser) aulanl.de Foi. qu 6 avanl. 
Q. Et qu'est-ce qui restera a la fin? 
R. Qu.lqu. chose d •• i pelil qU'on ne pourra pas Ie voir. 
Q. Et dans ce petit bout. it y a combien de points? 
R. (surpris) D •• poinls? 
Q. Penses-tu que Ie dernier morceau aura une forme? 
R. Oui, si on Ie regard. au microscope. 
Q. Et quelle forme penses-tu qu' il aura? 
R. Un carr'. 
Q. Un carre? 
R. J. pan •• que oui. car un. ligne a un. epaisseur. 

Revenant alors a la notion de point: 

Q. Voici deux points. Combien de points penses-tu pouvoir mettre 
entre ces deux-ci? 

R. Ma ••. grand.ur ... environ 30. 
Q. Et s' ils etaient plus petits? 
R. S'il. 'lai.nl plus p.til. d. moili' . .. 60. 
Q. Et s' ils 'tai~nt encore plus petits? 
R. You •. pouv.z, ~'i.agin •• vou. POUy.z y •• llre des .illier •. 
Q. Et ~a donnerait? 
R. Ca r ••••• bl.r.il • un. droil., un. droil •. 
Q. Tu me dis que ces points te donnent une droite, mais qu'une 

d~oite n'est pas faite de pointsl 
R. C .... l yrai •• nl diFFicil. d. dire c. que c 6 e.l un poinl. Car 

il y a de. gens qui lracenl un poinl comma ~a (fait un point 
avec son crayon). Un poinl yeul dire 1. cenlre, comma ~a. Donc 

___ ... ______ ~u~.n •• gu"un. -droil. d~C!.inl."_. n. aer:ail p.s pial cOllu.e 
-- c.ci (indique une droite. tracee a la regIe). Mal •• i vou. avez 
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un poinl .l un 
(il dessine 
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au lr • poi n l , 
). 

c' •• l COl .... una vagu. 

II est evident que cet eleve n'avait pas fait abstraction de 
la notion de point et qu' ilIa confondait avec celIe de disque, 
c'est a dire ·un point a~ant una dimension·. Une telle confusion 
pouva i t fa ire d ire au sujet manto ionne c i -dessus que par deux 
points on paut Tal re passer plusleurs drol tes ce qu' i 1 
expliquait par Ie dessin suivant. 

Experimentation didactique 

Bien que I'entrevue clinique se revele un bon instrument. dia
gnostique de la pensee de I'eleve, elle ne fait. pas intervenir la 
composante enselsnemen t qu i, pour no us , es t un moyen d' aider 
I'eleva a construire ses schemes. L'anseignant qui prepare sa 
le<i0n presume qu'elle peut etre suivle pas a pas par celui-ci. 
Hais, Ie grand nombre d'enfants manifestant des difficultes 
d'apprentissage indique .que ce n'est pas toujours Ie cas. Una fa
<ion de remed ier a ce prob leme sera i t de ver if ier a chaque pas, 
par un ques t i onnemen t appr opr ie, 1 ' oppor tun i te de mod i f i er son 
plan d' instruction. 

La methode dit.e experimentation dldactlque sovletlque in
corpore a I' entrevue c 1 in ique la d imens ion enselsnement et per
met de suivre les schemes de I'enfant pendant qu' iis se forment. 
Cette methode porte sur de petits echantillons d'eleves soumis a 
un ense ignement.. Les donnees sont obtenues dans un cadre c 1 i
n ique par enreg is trement des reponses ecr i tes et verDa les. pu is 
analysees selon des criteres qualitatifs. Elle est longitudinale 
et elle implique plusieurs rencontres pendant lesquelles Ie plan 
d'enseignement est constamment modifie suivant. les observat.ions 
recuei II ies (Kant.ol,&lsk i, 1979). 

Cet.t.e technique, mise au point par des chercheurs soviet.iques, 
_s~c:~J"ltre sur les aspects~Cl~~atjJs de la pensee et denul'~
prentissage. Elle vise a reproduire d'une fa<i0n systematique les 
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processus de pensee et a. les etudier sur Ie vif alors qu'ils se 
forment sous I'influence de divers enseignements. Cette methode 
permet a la fo is de decouvr ir les changements qu i ont I ieu au 
cours des le<;ons et de suivre chez un mame eleve I'evolution du 
processus mental (Menchinska!::la, 1969 a,b). 

Nous pouvons illustrer la valeur de I'experimentation didacti
que en decr ivant quatre prob lemes pedagog iques dont nous avons 
pris conscience lors d'une experience portant sur la construction 
de la not ion de. pente (Herscov ics, 1980). Ces quatre prob lemes 
peuvent parattre mineurs a l'enseignant, qui lui pense d'une fa
<;on formelle, mais chacun d'eux peut s'averer un obstacle majeur 
pour I'eleve. 

1. Nous desirions introduire de fa<;on concrete la notion de 
pente d'une droite en la reliant a. la notion de pente d'un es
calier. Nous avions demande a trois etudiant.s d~ niveau de secQn
daire III de dessiner dans un plan cartesien un escalier .o~lanl. 
II ne nous etait pas venu a. l'esprit qu'aucune confus.ion so~t 

poss ib Ie at.ant donne que Ie sens pos it i f des axes determ ine de 
fa<;on univoque Ie sens d'un escalier montant. Ce n'est que 
lorsque les sujet.s nous onto signifie qu' ils pouvaient. tout. aussi 
bien descendre que monter un mame escalier que nous nous sommes 
rendus compte du besoin d'expliciter la convention habituelle. 

'-----------.-,.x 
2. Nous avions demande aux eleves de dessiner trois escaliers 
montants en variant la dimension du giron (part.ie horizontale de 
la marche) et celIe de la contremarche (partie vert.icale). Nous 
voulions des escaliers dont la contremarche soit egale au giron, 
soit Ie double du giron, ou en soit la moitie. 

y 

. X 
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En les comparant, les etudiants nous ont dit que la pente d'un 
~scal ier dep~nda ita. la fo is de la longueur de la contremarche 
(c) et de celIe du giron (g).En leur demandant ensuite d'exprimer 
ce t te dependance no us nous attend ions a. ce qu' i I s I ' expr i men t 
sous forme d'un rapport (i ou ~).Cependant, c'est sous forme 
d'equation qu'ils se sont exprimes (i.e. 29 = c dans Ie cas du 
deuxieme escalier).Evidemment, Ie passage de l'equation au rap-
port ~ qui definit la pente a pu se faire facilement. -

9 

3. Nos eleves avaient pris conscience du besoin d'une convention 
pour distinguer entre la pente d'un escalier montant et celIe 
d' un esca I ier descendant et ava ient accepte la convent ion ha
bituelle (positive dans Ie premier cas, etnegative dans Ie se
cond) . 

Contrairement a notre attente. ils ont par la suite ignore 
cette convention qu'il fallait sans cesse leur rappeler. Ce 
n'est qu'en inversant Ie probleme (dessiner un escalier corres
pondant a une pente negative) que la convention a ete mattrisee. 

4. En posant la question -Est-ce qu'il est sense de parler de 
la pente d'une droite?- les eleves se sont bien rendus compte que 
cela etait retie au travai 1 precedent sur les escal iers. Mais 
a~cun d'eux n'a pu faire Ie lien. Mime la demande -d'attacher un 
escalier a une droite donnee- n'a rien produit et il a fallu de 
fait Ie dessiner nous-m3mes. La pente de la droite a pu etre 
alors definie comme etant I. penl. d. I·.scalier qui •• ~ rallach •. 
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Ces quatre exemples montrent que la nature formelle de la pen
see de l'enseignant l'emp3che souvent de prevoir si ses et~diants 
peuvent Ie suivre dans sa presentation. L'experimentation didac
tique lui permet de prendre conscience des difficultes qu'ils e
prouvent et d' ajus ter en consequence son intervent ion pedago
g ique. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Nous avons identifie et illustre par des exemples les elements 
de la recherche que nous cro~ons utiles aux mattres pour 
l'enseignement de Ia mathematique.Ainsi, avons-nous concretise 
les recommandations de la Commission d'Etude sur les Universites 
du Quebec qui, comme nous, souhaite I' integration de la recherche 
a la formation et au perfectionnement des enseignants dans Ie but 
d'ameliorer la qualite de l'education. 

Notre approche decou Ie d' une ph i losoph i~ qu i conlio i tl' ense i
gnant comme Ie levier principal permettant de rehausser la valeur 
6ducative des ecoles.Cet.t.~ cot'wiction s'appuie sur I'experience 
~es . v ingt dern ieres annees dans not.re disc ip I ine a lors que des 
millions ont ete investis presqu'exclusivement dans l'elaboration 
de programmes et de textes scolaires, sans obtenir les resultats 
escomptes. Ces echecs peuvent atre attr ibues a. l' ignorance de la 
psycho-pedagog ie de I' apprent iss age _et au manque de preparat ion 
de I'enseignant. Pourtant, il est bien evident qU'aucun programme 
ou texte scolaire ne peut en soi repondre adequatement a. tous les 
prob lemes rencontres en c lasse. Le beso in de former des ense i
gnants autonomes et u capab 1 es~-innoV-el" -A' es t done pas f tet if, 
mais bien reel. 
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II ne suffit pas a l'enseignant de vouloir etre autonome et de 
vou 10 ir innover: i 1 do it en av~ ir les moyens. Les e ll~me.nts de. la 
recherche que nous favorisons les lui fourniraient.S'il peut Ies 
assimiler il atteindra un niveau plus professionnel, celui 
d'enselgns.nt-chercheur. L' app 1 icat ion m inut ieuse des methodes 
que nous suggerons rendra sa recherche plus scientifique, ce qui 
aura I'effet de la valoriser et d'en faciliter la communi
cation.Un tel enseignant, tout en etant plus ouvert aux inno
vations qu'on lui recommande, deviendra aussi plus critique quant 
a leur portee pedagogique qu' il pourra verifier lui-meme par l'e~ 
tude de cas. 

C' est en fai t I' etude de cas qu i se s i tue au coeur de notre 
formule d'integration.En effet, no us pensons qU'une initiation a 
cette pratique est essentielle pour se sensibiliser aux processus 
de pensee propres a I'enfant et pour analyser Ia valeur pedagogi
que d'une intervention. Les modeles de comprehension et d'appren
tissage fournlssent un cadre de reference a ces analyses et per
mettent une evaluation plus fine depassant Ie simple niveau des 
habiletes instrumentales.Une telle evaluation est indispensable a 
l' ense ignant qu i do it fonct ionner dans une c lasse heterogene et 
se preoccupper de la croissance optimale de chaque eleve.La"ten
dance actue lIe a integrer aux classes regu I ieres les enfants en 
tro,-!ble~ d'apprentissage ne fait qu'augmenter les exigences 
auxquelles il doit repondre.En effet, selon Ia Direction Generale 
Superieure du Ministere de I'Education du Quebec (MEQ, Pare, 
1979), il faudrait que dans Ie cadre du baccalaureat specialise 
en Educat ion presco la ire et en Ense ignement pr ima ire, to us les 
candidats soient prepares a faire un travail de prevention, de 
depistage et de correction des troubles mineurs d'adaptation et 
d' apprent issage. 

Les elements de la recherche auxquels nousnous sommes atta
ches deborden t Ie doma ine de Ia mathemat ique et i Is pourra ient 
etre app I i.ques sans trop de mod if ieat i9n aux programmes de forma
tion et de perfectionnement en didactique des sciences de la na
ture,par exemple.En sciences humaines, par contre, il appert a 
prime abord qu'au moins l'entrevue clinique et I'experimentation 

____ didactique pourraient s'averer __ profitables mais c'est en fIn ~~ 
- compte aux didacticiens deces disciplines d'en juger. 
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Si dans un premier temps il s'agit de determiner les aspects 
de la recherche utiles a. la pratique de l'enseignement, il faut 
dans un deux ieme temps etud ier la ques t ion tout auss i impor tante 
touchant leur assimilation par les maitres. Cette question a ete 
sondee au cours de quelques etudes-pilotes. Dans certains de nos 
cours de formation et de perfectionnement, tant au nive~u primai
r e que sec 0 n d air e , I a po s sib iii ted' ens e i 9 n era. nos e t u dian t s Ie s 
mode les de comprehens ion et d' apprent issage, et de les in it ier a. 
l'entrevue clinique a ete exploree. Des resultats assez pro
metteurs justifient une etude s~stematique de la question. De 
plus, une version de I'experimentation didactique que nous 
jugeons a. la portee des enseignants a ete con~ue 

(Bergeron,Herscovics, 1979). 

Nous avons entrepr is un projet de recherche qu is' eche lonne 
sur trois ans et qui porte sur la verification d'h~potheses con
cernant des mo~ens concrets d' integrer ces elements de la re
cherche a. la formation et au perfectionnement des maitres. et la 
fa~on d'avaluer les progres accomplis. 

Nous s er ions heur eux 
cevoir de nos collegues, 

d' echanger des commentaires et 
leurs critiques et suggestions. 

de re-
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In Grade 10, I had a course in North American geography. This was made parti

cularly vivid by a teacher who had travelled extensively in Canada and the 

United States, and could give a first-hand account of the many regions. Like

wise, I had a French teacher who had lived for a time in a French-speaking 

country. And again, there are English teachers who have acted in plays, music 

teachers who perform in groups and biology teachers who are active naturalists. 

How many mathematics teachers are there who have done some mathematical ex

ploration of their own, and are thus able to bring to their classes the same 

immediacy brought by teachers of the other subjects described above? 

The current emphasis on problem-solving worries me. Perhaps a third of the 

talks at a conference or papers in a journal are addressed to this topic. The 

yearbook of the NCTM focusses on this area, and the publishers are moving in 

with a vengeance. Problem-solving promises to be in the 80s what New Math was 

in the 60s. "Polya" will replace "Piaget" as the buzzword among educators. 

There is a danger that it will become a fad, a religion, with its stereotyped 

techniques and compelling prophets. Will it be reduced to a bag of jargon and 

procedures to be imposed upon our hapless students? 

We are not wrong to exalt problem-solving in the curriculum. Like the New Math 

of the 60s, problem-solving promises to overcome sterility in much of our teach

ing by catching students up in the process of doing mathematics and permitting 

them the satisfaction of understanding what is occurring. The abuses I have 

just outlined can be avoided if the teacher is zealous in mediating through 

his own personal experience and techniques and theories bombarding him/her from 

all directions. Before all, the teacher should allow time for solving problems 

Oft his/her own. These need not be advanced and should spin off lots of material 

to share with a class or club. 

following examples are suitable for teachers or for students in high schools. 
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Number theory 

1 •. Eg'Jptian fractions. (al Express 2/n, where IT is an' odd integer, 
as the sum of distinct reciprocals of positive integers. Repre
sentations which are short and involve smaller denominators are 

preferred. 
(b) For which values of n can 3/n be written as the sum of two 
distinct reciprocals of positive integers? 
(c) Paul Erdos has conjectured that for each positiv~ integer n, 
except- 1. and 2, 4/n is equal to the sum of three distinct' recipro
cals of positive integerso How far can you go towards est9..blishing' 

this1 
(Children may use different stategies to get the required repre
sentations, and should be encouraged to describe them.) 

2. Summing powers of digits, (a) Take any number. Sur.! the digits. 
Repeat the process. What eventually happens? Here is a problem 
from an International Olympiad paper I Start with 444444~4. Sum 
i.ts digits to get A. (Approximately how mB:ny digits does 444441~44 
have? Roughly, how big is A?) Sum the digits of A to get B. 
(How big is B?). Sum the digits of B to get C. Show that C must 
be a single digit number. (You have to do two things: get an idea 
of the size of C, and find its remainder when you divide by 9. 
This remainder will be the sa~e as that obtained when you divide 

4444 . 4444 by 9, because of "c::tst~ng out 9s".) 
(b) Is any number equal to the sum of the squares of its digits? 
What happens if you start with any number and repeat the process 
of summing the squares of its digits over and over? 
(c) The same as (b) with the word "squares" replaced by "cubes". 

3. Iterations. (a) Start with any positive integer and perform this 
operation: if it is even, divide by 2; if it is odd, multiply by 
3 and add 1. What eventually happens' if you repeat this operation 
over and over? (If we start with 7, the chain obtained is 
7,22,11,34 ,17,52,26,13,. 40,20,10,5,16,8,4,.2,1,4, 
(b) Write four numbers at the corner of a square. Form a new 

square array who members are the absolute values of differences 
of adjacent ~embers of the original square o What eventually 

... _ ._----.,hI.--appe!1~_? _~ow. do you know? (The _ ~~:,=,~_~r~ay (31, 46 ,_t?_. 8 ) 
~ eads successively to (15 34 4 ~3) ( , , ,... , 19 , 30 , 19 , 8), 

(11,11. 11, 11), (0,0,0,0).) 

• • • 
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(c) Take a 4-digit number. (Allow 0 as a first digit.) Reverse 
its digits and take the difference of the two numbers. 

Repeat. What eventually happens? 
4. The sets (1, 2, J) and (1, 2, 2, 4) have the interesting property 

that the sum of the cubes of the members of each set is equal to 
the square of the sum of the members. Can you find other such sets? 

5. Multiply 1!~2857 by 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7 and see what happens. Can 
you account for the phenomenon observed? Can you find other numbers 

with similar behaviour? 
6. Given two positive integers, the product of their greatest com~on 

divisor and least common multiple is equal to the product of the 
two numbers. How do you account for this? 

Geometrv 
7., You have asquare chocolate cake which is uniformly iced on top and 

down its sides. Show how to divide it among nine people so that 
each slice is connected and each person'gets exactly the same 
amount of cake and icing. 

8. Show how to cut a cube by a plane in order to get a cross-section 

which is a regular hexagon. 
9. Show how to cut a regular tetrahedron wi th a single straight- slice 

to get two congruent (identical) halves. Identify the cross-section 
figure. 

10. What is the angle between two adjoining face diagonals of a cube? 
11. An isosceles triangle has its equal sides'both of length 1 metre. 

What is the largest possible area it could have? 
12. Given a quadrilateral, form a new one whose vertices are the mid

points of the sides of the original one. Can you say anything 
special about the second quadrilateral? Repeat the process. What 
happens? 

1J. Find the smallest number k such that every obtuse-angled triangle 
can be cut into k acute-angled triangular pieces. 

Combi!'1atorics 
140 A man gets on a streetcar at one terminal loop and rides to the 

other terminal loop. The whole jcurrey takes an hou.r and he passes 
~ _ .... =-=--.-streetcars going the other way. How m~tny streetcars are th8re 
~ ply~ng the route? A woman comes-to-Ci- st"o"p"-and Just-mf.sses- a 

streetcar. How long can she expect to wait for the n9xt '? 
~ one. 
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is. In the solitaire game of Clock. what is the probability of 

getting all the cards turned over? 
16. You are given five weights of distinct cagnitudes and an equal 

arm balance. What is the smallest number of comparisons necessary 
to ensure that the weights are arranged in ascending o!"der of 

magnitude? 
17. The game of SIM is played as follows. Put six dots on a page. 

PJayer A joins two dots with a red line. Then player B joins two 
dots with a green line. They play alternately. A using red, B 
using green and no pair of dots being joined more than once. 
Thus the!"e are at most 15 moves, The winner is the first persorr 
to complete a tria~gle in his own colour (ioe. arrange that there 
are three of the given dots, any pair of which are joined by an 
edge of his colour). Can the g~~e end in a draw? Can either player 
assure a win-? 

18. Play this gal1le on a 4x4 grid of squares. Player A us es red and 
player B uses green and they play alternately. Each colours an 
uncoloured square with his own colour, but is prohibited from: 
colouring any square adjacent along a side to a square he has 
already coloured. Thus, there can be no two adjacent red squares 
or two adjacent green squares. The loser is the first person with
out a possible move. Can the game end in a draw? Can either player 
assure a win? 

19. Four couples meet for dinner·. There is some shakinG of hands. 
No one shakes hands with hiS/her spouse, and no pair sha~e hands 
more than once. When all this is done, one of the men asks each 
of the others how often he/she shook hands and gets a different 
answer from each. How often did his wife shake hands r! (I got this 
one from H. L. Ridge, with whom I shared a nasters course for 
teachers. After some initial puzzlement, the group was encouraged 
to try to model the situation, a procedure leading to both fun 
and enlightenment.) 

This is but a sampler. Card tricks and puzzles of the Instant 
Insanity or string-and-ring topological variety that you can pick up 
in shops are often very good for the sort of ~athematic~l rea~oninG 
which can lead to sudden flashes of insiGht. ~ath~~~tical ~8cr~atinns 
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and essays, by Ball and Coxeter, is an excellent source of topics. 
Teachers should also patro~ize at l~ast one journal that purveys 
problems; good choices are Scientific· AMerican (which has a regular 
column by Martin Gardner), Crux Mathenaticorum (editor, F. G. B. 
Maskell, Algonquin College, Ottawa), Jcurnal of recreational MP.th-e

matics and Mathematics magazine. I have a bibliography and a 
c·ollection of about 200 problems which I can send to anyone c;>n 
request. Write to me at B201,. University College, Univer!·rty of 
Toronto, Toronto M5S lAl. 
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192. 

On Tuesday, 10 June, at the 1980 conference of CMESG,.GCEDM. an "ad hoc" session 

was held to examine a technique and a rationale for teaching different bases of 

numeration via a number array developed by Caleb Gattegnol This technique had 

been parenthetically mentioned by Gattegno during the Saturday discussion 

session held after his conference lecture/seminar on "nothings,,2. This technique 

is illustrative of how an awareness of the infinitesimal quantities of energy, 

which Gattegno calls "nothings", expended in thought processes could be applied 

within a science of mathematics education. 

Lack of sufficient time to adequately investigate questions and concerns that . 
participants raised during the discussion session stimulated Martin Hoffman 

and Arthur Powell to organize an "ad hoc" session. In addition to the expressed 

purpose for Gattegno's injection of this technique into the discussion session, 

we have found it to be a pragmatic tool in certain teaching situations. Having 

both worked with Gattegno and employed this technique in classrooms and in 

teacher training workshops, it was an opportunity for sharing experiences and 

exchanging viewpoints on the topic. 

Gattegno's example concerned the following array of numerals: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
-, -

and the simple introduction of ' a vertical line between any column or after the 

column headed 'by the 9. This device offers learners an immediate entry into 

any base of numeration. 
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With the above array and the use of a pointer, any numeral from 1 to 999 can 

be generated. For example, the numeral 572 can be generated by pointing to 

the 500 on the bottom row, the 70 on the middle row, and the 2 on the top row. 

The numeral 815 is generated by successively pointing to 800, 10, and 5. Using 

this technique, it is clear how the ordered sequence of numerals from I to 999 

can be generated. As you try it, you can become aware of when and why you 

move from one numeral to the next and from employing one row to _ two and ~ then 

to three rows. 

Another activity can be created by inserting a vertical line between two columns 

in the array of numerals and imposing the single rule that only those signs 

which appear to its left are to be used. If the vertical line is placed between 

columns headed by the 7 and 8, as illustrated below, then this new system is 

that which is commonly referred to as the octal system of numeration or Base VI II . 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 

In this activity, the common system of numeration, Base X, is represented by 

the state when the vertical line has been placed immediately after the column 

headed by the 9. Bases beyond Base X can also be studied3. 

In this approach, for each base of numeration, Roman numeral subscripts are 

used with numerals to indicate the magnitude of the sign trIO". Once, however, 

it has been established that the domain or "world" of conversation is a given 

base, then reference to that base need not be given. For example, in Base V, 

the sign 13V can be written and read "thirteen". This avoids the difficulties 

learners experience when 13 is read as "one three base five". The approach 

allows learners to develop feel for and insight into various bases of numera

tion without specific reference to the common base. The distinction between 

the concept of magnitude and the label given to that magnitude, which is 

obscured by the conventional way of reading numerals in bases other than the 

common one, is made more accessible. It also becomes clear that in all systems 
---------- _-- - ---- --- ------------4----- ----
of numeration the "base" is in fact "10". -----
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Additionally, in the "ad hoc" session, time was devoted to developing an al

gorithm for performing subtraction in Base V. The algorithm is based on an 

awareness of complementary numbers; for example, complements in 10 and com-
* plements in (10 - 1) = 4. The following unordered pairs represent the com-

plements in 4 and 10, respectively. 

(0,4), (1,3), (2,2), (3,1), (4,0) 

(0,10), (1,4), (2,3), (3,2), (4,1), (10,0) 

With this understanding, subtractions like 
100 

- 21 and 
~ 

done by inspection and without the need to "borrow". 

10000 
- 3413 

1032 
can be 

One of the fundamental notions that mathematicians work with is that of trans

formations. For instance, in algebra and topology a consequence of this notion 

is isomorphism. An understanding o~ this applied to subraction in Base V can 

lead to the attitude, on the part of learners, that a given difficult problem 

can be transformed into an easier equivalent one. Thus, the transformations 

that one might perform on the problem 

122 
- 34 can be to see it as 

is immediately perceived. 

123 
- 40 

and then 133 so that the result 33 
- 100 

The question that was then proposed was whether this approach could be applied 

in Base X, the common system of numeration. Since it is the mathematics or 

the 'algebra of the situation' which is invariant, only the arithmetic changes 

as one switches from one system of numeration to another. In the "ad hoc" 

session, the subtraction algorithm, based on complements and transformations, 

which had been developed in Base V was easily transferred to and applied in 

Base X. 

It has been our experience that this approach and this way of naming numerals 

in different systems is more accessible to learners and teachers. Historically, 

"the incorporation of the study of bases of numeration in the elemen
tary mathematics curriculum has led to a great -deal- of confusion for 
both teachers and learners. As usually presented, th.e topic is intro.,. 

*The dom~in ~f ~onveTsation, unless expl1c"itly changed, is Base V. 
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duced in a most illogical manner (ex: "base five is the base where 
there is no five"!) and the fundamental, and educationally valid, 
reasons for studying different bases of numeration are either neglected 
or misunderstood. This is evidenced by the cornmon emphasis on exer
cises involving conversions from a given base to "base 10", which not 
only places unwarranted stress on this base, but also results in the 
side-stepping of valuable understandings into the world of numbers the 
study of bases can yeild.These exercises thus become one more instance 
of sterile, mechanical computations to be performed by students 5 
without insight into why they are being asked to undertake them." 

There are a number of situations in which we have discovered this approach to 

be an effective pedagogical tool. In our work with older students in programs 

designed for underprepared college students, remedial classes in elementary 

and secondary schools, and adults in continuing education programs it is an 

opportunity to re-examine areas which previouly presented difficulties. The 

study of fractions, decimals and operations on these objects, and quick calcu

lations can be worked on in a base of numeration other than the common one. 

It presents a challenge with a novelty that they accept as worthwhile, and it 

avoids those reactions traditionally expressed when they are asked to "re

learn" old material. In this way, " ... teachers will enable them to overcome 

their feelings of frustration and boredom, while ensuring that they corne in 

contact with the essential insight they need to make sense of operations and 

their properties. ,,6 

In teacher training workshops, in addition to the investigation of the con

sequences of a "world" in Base Z and becoming aware of the invariant algebra 

when applied to the cornmon base of numeration, teachers are in a situation to 

examine the conventions of traditional mathematics curricula. Their stress on 

presenting mathematics as factual units, rather that as an intellectual activity 

in which perception and process are its foundations, can be realized to be that 

which undermines the enthusiasm that learners can have for mathematics. 
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MU\THEMATICAL FILMS 

197. 

Twice during the CMESG/GCEDM 1980 meeting, participants had an opportunity to 

review eight geometry filmsl produced by Caleb Gattegno. These sessions were 

not activities which were part of the deliberations of Working Group 3. Never

theless, since they treated geometrical ideas, made an exciting appeal to ones 

sense of aesthetics, and stimulated spirited discussions of their potential 

implementation as pedagogical tools, it seems that a few brief comments are in 

order. 

The Swiss mathematics educator, J. L. Nicolet, initiated the production and 

use of silent hand-animated geometrical drawings on cellulose acetate as an 

aid in his instruction to students 10 to 18 years old. He produced about thirty 

films of this type, each film lasting between 1 to 6 minutes. Nicolet's ori

ginal methodology for tea~hing through his films was to have learners sum-. 
marize that which was invariant in the dynamic images which passed before 

them on a screen. Thus. learners would produce for themselver that which the 

film maker had in mind. 

Caleg Gattegno has synthesized Nicolet's original films, expanded their content, 

and recently employed computer-generated images for the animation of mathematical 

situations. His work has led to the production of seven new films under the 

general heading "Animated Geometry". In accordance with Nicolet's approach, 

these films are also silent and contain neither captions nor labels. Now, 

however, no particular methodology is suggested by Gattegno. 

Following the viewings, the films were discussed with respect to ~heir peda-

·gogical utility and use in teacher training programs. They were seen as 

tools in the education of learners geometrical intuition, allowing for the 

generation of.knowledge of spatial relationships through one's perception. 

Teachers could then seize the given opportunity to challenge learners to enter 

into a dialogue with oneself as to the situations being perceived in a film. 

In the process of such a dialogue, the unfolding of the story of the film 

occurs inside the learners. Thus, the wealth of dynamic geometrical images 

becomes a patt of tne- expern~ilce ana rererefi~ialDaggageof~ learners: 
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The role of the teacher will naturally depend upon many variables: the size 

of the class, the age of the learners, the availability of paper, pencils, 

chalk, yarn, compasses, and the like. The films, being short, can be shown 

as many times as is required and time permits. Exercises, basing actions upon 

perception, will be suggested by the acquired awarenesses of the class .. 

These films are aids in furthering the goal of geometry teaching/learning as 

an activity of geometers, supporting a pedagogy that views geometry as a process 

rather than a product. 

1The titles and showing times of the films viewed are: 

1. Families of Circles in the Plane 4 1/2 mins. 

2. Angles at the Circumference 6 1/~ mins. 

3. Common Definition of the Conics 4 mins. 

4. Locus of Points from which Two 
Circles are seen under the Same 
Angle 4 1/2 mins. 

5. Poles and Polars in the Circle 4 1/2 mins. 

6. Definitions of the Right Strophoid 4 mins. 

7. Epi- and Hypocyc1oids 4 mins. 

8. Foundations of Geometry 16 1/2 mins. 

(Examples of the use of films with elementary school students and a discussion 

of geometrical intuition and mathematical films can be found in Volume II of 

Gattegno's For the Teaching of Mathematics.) 

Arthur PO\\'e 11 


